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BARGAIN,

A

I'J story house No. 3 Beckett street,
Fine location, well
arrange 1 for two
of the purchase money can remain
with easy pa\ meats.
OHO. B. DAVIS,
Real Estate anil Mortgage Broker.
For

83

Exchange

JOHN

HUTCHELL,M.lh

AT

seld4w

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER OF

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Iieds, INXattresses,

Farlor

McDonough

Patent

T.ounges,

Be«l

En-

ameled Chaim, Arc.

5g^**All

kinds of

boxed and matted.

repairing neatly

done.

Furnitura

oct5-’G9TT&Stf

TAM ES F. PICKE KING,
WILLIAM

HOBSON,

OUNSELLORSATLAW,

SOJ,,)

For

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM
ENGINES,
Seam Boilers, Bleach Boilers ana Tanks, Shafting,

315 Commercial Street,

SCRIBNER

Portland,

Me'

& JORDAN,

in

74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, JM-A.IN'E.

tUG CONGRESS STREET,
of Card
Isprepared to make all the various styles
Pirlurrs, Rembrant, Medallion, fire.. from

FOR

By this process we
Retouched Negatives.
Get rid of Freckles, Hole* nnd other imFor all of which no
Shin.
of
the
perfection*
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8dtf
•Mease. Call and examine for vourselves.

11HE

PAINTER

FRESCO

to._Jyl7d3m

KELLER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

G

STREET.

MAY

Portland Me.

LAW,

AT

removed to

NO. 84 l-‘4 mODLE

STK! ET,

(2n«l door below Canal Bank.)
MAINE.

POKTLAND,

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

feolO_

.1. II. t.A.USOV

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Rliddlc
PORTLAND,

Street.
ME.

Copying and enlarging done ’o order.
All tlie new styles, Berlins, Rem brants, Medallion,'
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
of freckles
card, by which new process we get rid
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and .judge for yourselves.
work
By Motto—Ciood
Price*. Aim to Please.

at

Moderate
may 20

8. E. SYLVESTER, M.l).,
llomoepathic Physician & Surgeon..
No. 334 Congress St.,

Approved May
sep8-2w

21,

GAS

STREET.
tf

AN

■)
n

JylTtf_

GIRLS WAi\TFI>
—

BY THE —

Rooms Wanted.
a

mayl4tf

HOTELS.
IMimirS

OX BO IB AMERICAN & EUROPEAN PLANS.
Complete with all modern improvements; rooms
en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
«&c. Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre

of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord &
Taylor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. Johnson’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barnnm, formerly of Barnum’s
Ho* el. Baltimore;' I. N. Green, of Dayton,Chin, a d
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnmn, of
Barnum’s Hotel. St. Louis.
au20d2m&wl0w34

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,
CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

PORTLAND,
been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable rates.

HAYING

WOT.

jylPdtf

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator
The best and Only Reliable One In
the Market.
is

to Butchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

than it* cost every Summer. Butchers
who
in iis best form, will soon find .heirmeats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been
fully tested in
tne U. S. Courts and its validity established in
eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to
more
use it,

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AOENT FOB

No. 2 Park Street

or

No. SO Middle St.,

Graud Trank Railway Co. of Canada

Old Axles &

Wrought

Scraps

For Sale.

WESCOTT, Mayor.

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

Iron

Grand Trunk Railway Company during the
coming fall and winter will have a large number
ot Old Axles and a considerable quantity of Wrought.
Iron Scrap to (lisp se of. They invite u nders for
qunntitie ot one hundred tons and upwards. The
Company will commence delivery in October and
continue through the winter, as may be agreed upon.
Panics tendering to state the price
lb whether in
gold or United States currency, the place of delivery
(which must be on the Grand Trunk Railway) and
the quantity required. Purchasers who require delivery in the United States will p«y their own custom** duties
Cash will be required on delivery.—
Axles and scrap iron must be tendered for
separately.
Tendeis endorsed, ‘-Tender for Old Material,” and
addressed to the undersigned will be received cn or
»
the
27th of September.
before Saturday
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.

s the most unexceptionable rf correctives and alteratives. The reasons for this biliet are obvious. Jt forms
a delicious and most refreshing (lraogtb, relieves the
bowels of acrid matter without pain, allays fever, induces sleep, strengthens the digestion, neutralizes
acid in the stomach, cures flatulence, acts as a g ntle
tender nerves, and never
stimulant, tones
gripes
the pal lent. What family can afford m be without
such a resource in sickness? Sold bv all druggists.
Tm&S&w2w37
aeli

M,21_*.
HENRY F. T. ME BRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW

Eirliange Nil., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Ati< rnev in all tlie courts in the District of ohnnbia,
the
will attend to the prosecution of laimn before at
'Court of Claims and the various departments
octlt- t
Wash in gion.
IV©. HO

Ship Timber and Knees

Montreal, 27th August 1873.

j
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National Insnrance

Cheapest Book Store j

j

sepl-3w

STEEL PENS.
505—*5—28—20 dr 22.

Factory, Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,
NEW

YORK.

tl

Street.

OF

G. Id. IIOOPEB, Cor.
Street*.

$325,000

...

OF NEW

Cash Assets

York

Ac

cor.

Maple

J. W. & H. II. U(;DlFEEE,Cw. Mi.JJI

Company,

Sr I'

YORK,

$250,000

Insurance Company,
CLEVELAND,

$400,000

Merchants, Traders, Builders, Manufacturers and
wanting large lines may be accommodate

others

with

lowest rates.
^
C^^Dwelliugs and Farm Property insured for c
us

at the

term of years

on

highly

favorable terms.

^

4

dt*

^ioii-Residem Taxe* in the TowJ’
of Slanuisli, in the Cotiutv f.'
rumherlainl for the Vear 1872.
f |1IIE following list of Taxes on Real Estate of ndiiJL resident owners in the town ol Standish, for the

year 1872, in bills committed to .Alfred S. Cousins,
Collector of said town, on me 20th day of dune,
1872, lias been returned by him to me as remaining
unpaid on the 19th day of June, 1873,by his certificate
of that date, and now remain unpaid,"and notice is
hereby given that, if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury ol the said town
within eighteen months from the date ol the commitment of the said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be sun cient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will, without
further notice be sold at public auction at the Selectmen’s Office in said town on Saturday the seventeenth day of January, 1874, at ten o’clock iu the
forenoon.
Total
.Names.
Description, v al. Tax.
Bailey, By ron, Westbrook, J acre land, $25 $ 35
Colburn, A. B., Milford,
1 69
Mass., 25 acres land, 100
Fogg, John H., Portland. 10 acres, 2 di,
No. 31. 225
3 15
l 54
Davis, Daniel. Gorham, 20 acres, 3 di, 100
1 bouse,
125
1 75
Dolan, Hugh, P. rtlanJ.
Elliott, Charles, Buxton, 30 acres, 3 di, 50
Elwell. Jo-eph, Buxton, 25 acres,
125
2 08
2 08
Files, Pavid.Gorhan ,25 acres, 3 di No 21,125
25 acres, 3 di No 23, 50
84
Files, William,
Harm n, Joel, Buxton. 25 acres.
220
3 66
20
34
Helton, Hannah. Buxton, 6 acres land,
Lane, M. D. L., Portland, highway defic2 40
iency *71,
200
2 94
Lane, John W, Hollis, 15 acres land,
Libby, Edward, Gorham, 100 acres. 3 di
No 69, 325
5 61
1 40
Mayberv, Jefferson, Gorham. 2\ acres, 100
150
Met* nald, J. B., Por land, land,
2 50
600
8 40
Merrill, Nelson, Gorham, 90 acres,
Phinncy, Stephen, Portland, 13 acres, 2
di No 2, '175
2 45
P. & O. Railroad Co., 36 acres ami buildings. Lake station, $4500; land aud
buildings, Steep Falls, $1500: 400 cords
7000
103 30
wood, $1000,
100
1 69
Smith, Hugh, Bnxton, 10 acres,
1 25
75
Strout. M< ses, Buxton. 25 acres,
200
2 80
Strout, Janies A., Saco, 8 a res,
400
5 60
Thomas, Ezra. Gorham, 22 acres,
400
5 60
85 acres,
Weenian, Charles,
Whitney, Freeman heirs, highway defi66
ciency *71,
JOHN D. HIGGINS,
Treasurer of the Town of Stanuish.
sel8dlw&w3w38

BROTHER*,

IS ? IS ISO WES

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Planing Mill* foot of Cro«« Ml.

Doten’s

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
wbi« h wie are enabled to get out our wo-k accurately
and expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of tiny size in the
line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window aud door frames aud all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erecting sea sideliouse« please take note of ihe above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parlies using power who contemplate
a change of ouarters, or that
may need any service in
this line. We are also prep area to contract for ihe
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BUKBOWfcS.
J. W. BUBROWES.

HAVING

tl

my!3_
City of Portland.

TV"OTICE is hereby given that Ihe Joint Standing
i' Committee on Laying out new Streets, to whom
was referred the peti Ion of W. S. Trefetlicn and
others, that a highway or road be laid out on Peaks
Island, commencing at the dividing line of land
owned by the widow of John Brackett and the land
of J .Skill Sterling, at ihe endoftLe road n w laid
out, thence northerly and easterly to Evergreen
Landing, will meet at said d vitling line of the widow
of John Brackett's and Josiali Sterling’s land on
Peaks Island, on MONDAY the 22 day of Sept, instant, at 2J o’clock P. M., to bear all parties interested, and then determine aud adju ige whether pu'
lie convenience requires that said highway nr road
should be laid out on Peaks Island, and if they should
so adjudge will then and there lay out said Street,
and fix the damages as r quired bv jaw.
GEO. P. WI SCOTT.
MIC AH

Family School

ATMTTLE BI I E.

Autumn session will open

college ox busiare confered upon
all win finish the required course of study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the Principal,
ALDt N J. BLETHEN. A. M.
jullu3m
are
superior
Graduation and diplomas
ness
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Delivered here

S.

or

any

ROBERTS,

out
retire iroin

an

good stock
business.

a

on

fair terms

No.

ANNUAL
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«.
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MEETING.

Stockholder of the Portland and Rochester
THERailroad
Company, will iold their annual
of

meeting at their Depot, in the City
Wednesday, the 1st of October, 1873,

Portland, on
o’clock in

at 10

the forenoon.
Art. 1—To hear tie report of the Directors, Treasurer and
Superintendent.
Art. 2—To elect nine Directors for the ensuing

^year.
Art. 3—To see

the

necessary to provide
a* ditional equipment for the
road, to extend same to
fro.it side of the city, to bnihl a branch lrom Saco
River to Bonnv Eagle Falls, and for oiber purposes
connected with the road, shall be raised.
A r >. 4—To transact
any other business that may
legally come betore them.
By order of the Directors.
how

Bradford,

Manufacturer of and
Dealer in

| Coopers’ and Carpenters’ Tools

Also orders for Cuba
promptly attended to.
Fore Street. Portland, We-

sel7-3w

Afresh intynrtatien of Doubl and Single GUNS,
RULES, REVOLVERS and PISTO. S. Also all
kinds of SPOUTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.
G. L. BAILEY,

he wishes to

setidWwif

Agent
eel3

x o

h

a n

2

e

St*

for Du Font’s Gunpowder.
dtf

discharge.

scientific tracts, comprising Wallace’s paper
on natural selectiou in which
an attempt is
made to reconcile that theory with the controlling' action of a higher intelligence,
Prof. Koscoe's admirable paper on spectrum

analysis with its complements by Huggins &
Lockyer, Prof. Young’s exhaustive general
lecture on the sun aud the phenomena of its
atmosphere, Mayer’s brilliant and audacious

right

a

which you send

him

depend upon his

will

wife.”

By Will-

tempted

to

parody

the

in

substance,

and what is better than

any thoughts or fancies of the man we have
the mau himself, 1 mned with a fine and
tender touch by a loving hand. To one who
has studied Thoreau in bis

biography

or

b s

works, he seems a paradox and an anachronism. He unites the simplicity of the savage

terizing

thought charachighly civilized modern mind.
of his hermit life and his passion-

the

As we read

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

“TTiT^r

t y s b u r a

cal Authorities.

Restores Muscular Power to the

Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Period; Dissolves
Calculi and “Chalky”
Deposits; Cures Gout,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases o* the Kliuevs, Liver and Skin,
Abdominal Drops'*. Chronic Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervousress, Sleeplessness, General Debili y, and new !y eveiy cl ss of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of theSpring
and Testimonials from Medical Journals, Emin-*
ent Physicians and Distinguished Citizens, sent!
fref by
mail by WHITNEY BROS.. Generali
Agents. 227 South Front St., Philadelphia. Fori
sale by all Druggist.
au6d3m I

Sebago Dye House,
NO.

17 PLUM

STREET.

l

cannot but think

and beasts that ran. Thoreau had
mi eh much of the wild man about him, and
the traits of some savage, wood-loving ancestry, latent perhaps for many generations,
reappeared in him. Though often abrupt in
speech and manner to the verge of rudeness,
he was one of the tenderest-hearted of men.
Like a chestnut, he had a prickly but r, but
was very sweet when you got at him.
Withal he was a truth-teller even to sternness,

correspondingly disagreeable to a
generation of liars. Indeed, he seems most
notable chiefly in this, that in a world of excuses he was a m in of no explanations.
He
had a terribly direct way of putting things
oftentimes very discomforting to his intcrlocand

was

Channing

Sir.

task in a

to the

has executed

manner

of the

gratitude

which

one

reading public,
of love.

Its liteia-

SCALE IY BOILERS

and the prose writers of the Elizabethan age.

I

Remove and

will

Prevenl

SCALE in any Steam
make

no

Boilers,
Address,

charge.

W,

oi

LORD,

PHII.ADEI.PHIA.

PA.

UPCN
En .'ine in

City Clerk’s Office, Sept. 18,1873
the petition of Daniel W. Fox, for permis-

and mantain a Stationary Steam
building number 14 Union street.
Notice is hereby given that on Monday t e 6th, daj
of October next at 74 o'clock P. M. a hearing will be
had of all
interested in sai i petition, at the
Aldermen's Rooms .n the C:ty Building.
11. I.

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

~INTELLIGENCE
At No.

312 1-2

proposes to open

an

OFFICE

Congress Street.
SPEAR

Intelligence Office

in this city on
attention and iudu

Moiulniy. Wept, lnt, and by
hopes to merit a share of public patronage.
No. .'189 1-9 1'ongreMM »t.,uear cor. Congress

try

ami Brown streets.

AT

seldif

W ORK
C. G.

AGAIN!

DOWNES,

Who has been confined by sickness for the last few
months, wou d inform his friends and customers that
he is again piepaied to wait upon them at ..is old

stand,
97 1-9 MARKET STREET,
se4dlm
Opposite the Post Office.

Hanford’s

Improved Refrigerators.

The fhreo points ot excellence which I claim, art,
1st, constant and thorough circulation of j ure air
2nd; rvness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd ; no
iute mingling of odors; purity and active air, tin
elements of irs success. Call, oi send foi circulars
Manufactured and tor sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., Dear Leavitt Bui nham

&Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.

jtodtf

neatly

might be

New
From

Dawn

ton & Co. New York.

From the author:
Sources of Longevity; its Indications
and Practical Application. By F. S. Lambert, M. D. Paper. Wm. Wood & Co., 81
Walker Street, New York.

Providence

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhodelsland Nut Co
READING BOLT AND NET WORKS.
A

W. GIFFORD &

subscribers have just received a fresh supply
th«se excellent l*0\t DF.Rm and oiler
hero in lot t» suit the trade.
Also constantly on hand the celebrated

Been'* Nlnstard.
Halford

G. W. SIMONTON &
868

CO.,

NO. 13 UNION STREET,
eodiiw

Notice to Owners oi
green

Lois in Ever*

Cemetery.

NT person owning Ion to Evergreen Cemetery,
by calling nt the Office nt the City Treat, rer
ami payingUie »nm of onedollar to. each
t..t, willtreure till best ot fare for tlie same
by ihe 8u|„rlnumlml for tbc current year ; and auy perton
paving the
sum ot twenty-live dollars will secure tbc cue o.
tbetr lots by the city tor all lime.
•IAS. BAILEY, I
J. S. HALM Eli. J Trustees.
C. E -TOS'.,
)
IKK;S—An, Pegs tbnnd in the intloaure alter his
date without the rn«* nee of niaeicr w ill be in peril
JAS. BA!IKY.
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.

4

■

mylsdtf
TH K.

of col-

“interior”
sketched in pencil by some Dutch artist.
The Sicilian next tells the merry vigorous
tale of rhe Monk of Casal-Maggiore.
In powerful contrast, succeed the Spanish
Jew’s Second Tale,“Scanderbeg”—written itt
a striking measure that has a barbaric ring iu

Leicestershire Notice.

O. Wybrow’s Warranted Pickles.
Cox's Gelatine,
IIol man's
Imported
Washing
Crystals, Ac., Ac.

Theianny-

monotony

Boston Ha...

THE
of

instinctively shrinking

detail, like

Ship Chand*

Royal Baking Powders.

from 'he shadowy, mysterious tale of the Jew,
plays a Neapolitan people’s song upon the
soicuet—but is interrupted by the Poet, who
w >uld (ell his story of anAzrael of the
earth_
t ic mighty, iron-mailed
emperor, Charlemagne. The student next brings forth from
the treasures of the writings of some medieval monk another tale,
“Of Charlemagne; a tale that throws
A softer light, more
tlngud with rose,”
upon the stately figure of the king.
The Theologian’s story is of a Quaker woin its grave

Ca.,

41 Broad Street,
ju21deowlvr

•

seems

Co.

J. II- WORK, Agent,

story-tellers that sat by the crackling woodfire at the Wayside Inn—h continues in this
volume to tell his
golden legend beaus,
strung upon the thread ot their companionship. After a brief prelude of social talk, into which he introduces a strange superstition
of the Manicheans, the Spanish Jew relates

and minute

Tool

LEWIS OLIVER A PHILLIPS.

THE “PROVIDENCE’’ CLOTHES
WRINGER

falling of brown leaves;
with the earliest drip of the autumn rain;
with the strong, yellow light of the Septemb< r sun that shines on scattered blades of the
harvest—that there comes to us the “Aftermath’’ of tbe Poet.
As if unwilling to part with the circle of

; and

A

lery.

fellow.
It is with the first

oring

Forgive.

Miriam Mon fort. A novel by the author of
“The Household ol Beuverie.’’ Cloth. 556
pp. D. Appleton A Co. New York.

Marine Hardware &

Published by Roberts Brothers. For sale
by Loring, Short & Harmon.
Aftermath. Bj Ueury Wad-worth Long-

man

Ever

or

By Ravenswood. Cloih, 301pp.
G. W. Caileton & Co., New York.
The Wing and Wing; or Le Feu Follet.
A tale by J. Fenimore Cooper. Of
Appletons new illustra ed edition
of Cooper's
Novels. Paper 192 pp. 75 cents. D. Apple-

But,
whole, the style is pleasing and shows
appreciative study of the English poets

teinpered Sicilian,

For

Haven, Conn.
Bailey A Noyes;

Edmund
novel.

the

the fatalistic tiadition of Azrael.

very nice book in-

Books Received.
From Loring, Short & Harmon.
Lomhard Street. A description of tbe
Money Market.
By Waiter Bagehot.
Cloth. 359pp. Scribner, Armstrong*Co.,
New York.
Half Hours with Modern Scientists.
Lectures and essays by Wallace, Roscoe,
Huggins. Lockyer, Young., Mayer and
I*o,*d. No. 6 to 10 of tbe University Series,
Cloth. 325 pp. Charles C. Chatfield A Co.

might well have been dispensed with.
an

a

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.

and

ary excellence is somewhat marred by certain
(ricks and allegations of rhetoric which
on

by “Kaveus-

bound volume of 300

Published by G. W. Carleton & Co.
sale by Bailey & No.vcs.

his self-im-

to many ot us his work will be a revelation.

The labor ha? been

anti

Manufacturers of

entitles him

R. H McVEY late of Foster Dye House of this
City, has reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 11
Plum St., where he is ready to do all kinds of dyeing and ele msingof gent leraers garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.
H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.
au27dly

M

1‘

utors.

posed

A

deed.

lies the soul of Henry David Thoreau,” for
the book contaius all that is best of the sincerest lover of nature these latter days have
known. The cream of his brain-work is

given

though

as

epitaph of

flew

KATALYSINE WATER-The Great Medicine os Nature.
Indorsed by the Highest Medi-

Daffu.

pages, in muslin covers, and is noticeable for
its thick paper and clear large type. It looks

t'bauning.

the Licentiate in Gd Bias and exclaim “Here

Mine. UEMOKEST’S

PORTLAND

some one afflicted with
strabismus.
Publii-ned by C. C. Cbatfleld A Co. For
sale by Loring, Short A Harmon.

This work is a

journey off, in the childhood of the race,
when as poets love to feign, man had intimate companionship with all the birds that

S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,

evidently bound by

wocd.”

The BEST Family Machine in the WOULD. Also, General Agent for

jy26-3m

Prof. Rood. The volume is gotten up in tbe
neat style or the
university seii<s, but was

E liot***

Recent Publications.

Machine!

Sewing

treatise on the earth considered as a magnet,
mysteries of tbe voice and ear by

and tbe

his lot should have been cast in some widespread forest with boundaries many days'

HRS. A. T.

J.

sign

iam Kile> y

Per Order.

AGENT

Xlo.lrrn Mcirnli* t».
This volume of 325 pages embraces numbers
vi-x of tbe well-known
university series of

<

ate love for the woods we

sel9d7t

for the Superior Wnlthnn* Wntrhra,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable
price. In every variety °* g°hl and silver cases—open face and hunters*
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9mo

S E

&

parties

WI. SETTER,

Ex-

I

|

sion r<> erect

-BY—

21)0

MURRAY

( ITT OF PORTLAND.

St*

Half Hoars with

the navy,

kind ot wives.
Any
Treaty. I Kiipnr.se, if yon teli
him wha t kind of a treaty it must be.
But
all his social relations with the nations to

WEED

Clocks,

Exchange

in

with the subtle and refined

Ot Foreign and American Make,

-At 54

of service

asked it he had an honorable

mun oan

_a»iSd23w
IMPROVED

GEO.

Spectacles and Jewelry,

ground

should have the

As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for tbi* Flordia Water v?hich has on the bottle,
on the iabe\ and on the pamphlet, the
names of
HHJRRAW A- IiAWiJlAW, without v hlcli none
in genuine
jvl old

mvMtf

and

recently applied

politician the other day, “It is ot
very little consequence,” she said, “what
kind of men you send out as toreign ministers. The thing ol real importance is, tiny

AT THE 10IEET,
AND IN THE BATH.

WATCHES,
Chronometers

a

A young lady just from Europe remarked

Fragrance.

means

FREDERICK ROB1E, Clerk.
Portland, Sept. 15, 1S73._selCdid

oppotunity of

as

§8*

smmm

point.

call at W. W. Carr & Co. fruit Store
ANY
street where they will tied

*i

3

COMPANY.

dtd

191 COMMERCIAL STREET.
jnniOtt
Notice.
one wishing to go into business will please

change
buying

S*

a il

Portland & Rochester R. R.

McALENKY,
Laying Out New Straets.

Sale by the Cargo.

as'U

SgFs ft
&F?S

1

RANDALL,

for

^cla*

2

SAMPSON,

Sleepers

S?

s -s?

B;<*

WM.

Railroad

MI

^

h5S3

*,

uh

*»

Ills door

to a veteran

HANDKERCHIEF,

it

s

the

his papers.

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

J?eo
<•*

s

§f!

w

•

was

on

"Xbc

passion it is a representa ive of
school, And is one ol tbe best of
its kind. It is really a remarkable
novel, but
a very unpleasant one.
We advise no one to
read it for amusement, unless
graveyard literature be a delight to him. Those who crave
excitement and like a literary dish with
fiery
-easoning will find something to their taste.
Published by D. Appleton A Co. For sale
by Bail jy A Noyes.

“No.” said he; “you see wo left the ship ii
a big hurry, and I didn’t have a chance to
see Captain Semmes, or else I should have
got an honorable discharge.” He didn't get

FLORIDA WATER,

®

►

?ii*

EDWARD THUHSrON,
on

p

fL 53
k

ship,

.minor oi

the intense

On finishing the perusal of this volume the

rti
3 =■

3
*

5C

ri

who

ior

lineations 0f

to a California court for admission to citizen-

reader is

8 s&

i_|

Englishman,

nr

awakened is a morbid one. Powerfully write
ten, vivid in description and stro. g in its de-

bullet-hole.
A stout

so

Household of Hourerie".
Miriam Montfort belongs to the class of
pscbycological novels, a class happily small.
It is deeply interesting, but the interest

it

string running through

Thoreau, the Poet-Naturalint.

4

®

■>«SS'2Srt
^ a
^Eg!
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opens now with a

celebrated

i

?

—

to fire at the

began

cellar until the knob was shot off.

jy28dtf

«

m
a
■<,

Lampasas, Texas, thought

finished than the citizens

M. & D. W. NASH.

2r

K2

a

choice target. and the barber retired to the

LANMAFS

He.

August ltifh. All
with a

are

hut a masculine

queer he had never seen a white doorknob in that State. No sooner was the job

lrom it.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FERN A E,
have a coal burning device much cheaper than
any Steam Apparafns. less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that .rom
Steam or Lot water. It does away with all the serious obje tio’.s which have existed against Hot Air
Furnaces and its sanitarv adva fhges are such as to
commend it to the attention f all intelligent House
owneis and heads of Foini ies.

Boys',

here combined
the comforts of Home
THE
school. Boys
prepared for

FREDERICK W. CLARK,

J. F.

for

Fnrminetiu

the worst ol

was a

A barber at

by

ANA

Abbott

day and got

man, and his “horit
If it bad been a real lady

Lady

was

School!

dle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and a j •stment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer
Lunar olservations will tint be included in the course
but will be taught if desire '.
The evening instruction will be given beforo the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
ami illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus
ami the use and adjnstme t of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgv, Ocean Currents, &<*., will also be introduced
at, the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
febl9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

The

ed his face.

s well as others were subjected
use c f Hot Air Fu naces.
Dr Nichols says with
three v ars use ot my Furnace I am
no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rooms

YHGATION SCHOOL will bo opened at No.
lo£ Ext liangc street, March 3d. to be under
the « harge of Capt. Edward Breen ami C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every altemoon by Cait.
fbeen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal aril limetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse, Parallel Mid-

idea that the money
impalpable that it
can only be spoken of in
very ab-'ract words,
and that therefore books on it must always
he exceedingly difficult.
He maintains that
the money market is as concrete and real as
anything else; that it can he described in
plain words; and that it is the writer's fault
it what he says is not clear. His work is an
admirable illustration of his position, and as
a financial text-hook is a marked success.
Mot its least interesting portion is the
description of the workings of that
great and anomalous institution, the Bank of England.
Published by Scibner, Armstrong & Co.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.

happv
neighbor against
whom there was an old gnidge.
“Did vou
hit him plumb center?” asked the dying
man, and when receiving an affirmative reply he fell back and death’s cold smile cover-

Simplicity

Imperishable

author combats the
market is something

A South Carolina man could'lit die

they

O.

to America, and generally speakifig a
painting of the one is a picture of the other. The

reading, they sup
postmaster had foi

the

accepted the chastisement,
Lady he could not abide.

Tight

which he himself

and or Lombard street in particular.
Lombard street is to Europe wbat Wall street is

name” was JohD.
of course the courtly journalist would have

Iron Furnaces!

Portland, July, 1873.

& Noyes.
Street.- By Wnlter Bnurhot.
This volume of 3(10 pages by the foremost
ol tlge later wi iters on political
economy is a
description of the nuncy market in general,
l.unibnril

in St. Louis endeavored to chastise

Lady

editor the other

it.

itor of the Bosi n Journal ot Chemistry, into the objections or detects in nearly all the Rot Air Furnaces
now in use.
During ibe past three years Five Hundred have been stId. They have proved competent
to supply a delightful, pure current ot w rm air to
Churches, Stores, School Houses and Dwellings, and
in every place where used
have been a perfect
success and given entire satis fact it n.
The «reat distinguishing features of this Furnace,
are its
of Construction, the
perfect sa eguards against the passage of Dust and deleterious
coal gases into the rooms warmed by it. The heat
radiating surfaces are made of B iler Iron, rivited
together in the same manner as Si ea
oilers, an
not a particle ot gas or dust can p ss through.
The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nic ols, for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to

ion Sin.

Navigation

BOSTON,

Cash Assets

it

_EDUCATION AlT

$300,000

...

Alemannia

J.

For Sale by E. A. Joy, Fluent Block, opposite New
au!3 3m
City Hall, Portland Main.-.

Street,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
Hoffman Insurance

A
an

we

R. F. lilBRV. I.o. 232 Fere
Cros* St., in D« leu o’* Mill.

PROVIDENCE,

Cash Assets

Wrought

Gas

by Bailey

been thrown aside without

—

and

ing

candidate for the pres-

posing it a new way
asking for box rent.

0. M. & D. W. NASH,
Dnst

umns, and for this reason, retrain from quotany of them in the present notice.
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co. For sale

rear

We knew that there would b« raised,
some remarkable man-

until his son had shot

Nichols’

a

A Watertown (Wis.,) lady sent a postal
card to friends in Fond du Lac informing
them of her intention of making a visit.
When she arrived she found the card had

Bird,

AGENTS FOB

such

a

ill.

idency.

07 Exchange Street.

—

dangerously

provided for

ner, a Democratic

Investment#

satisfied*that

Street.

kicked in the side by

in due season and in

the

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNEB LOIYELL) 301 Cougre**

Atlantic F. & M. Insurance Com’y

3m

tbe lowest cash prices.
TAYLOR

Company,

»e13_

Special attention called to the well-known numbers

Oak Timber and Plank
L

Real Estate Agents.
jrOHST C. PKfll’TEB, No. »3 Exchange

$600,000

Committee

Hackmatack, Hardwood or While

Portland, Dec. 30,1872

$750,000

Stair Builder.

the

at

lin Ml*.

HARTFORD,

OF

—-1-

largest andbest stock ot Shin Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasouod White
Oak Treenails, and *an furnish

I

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENV, For. Cumberland and Frank-

...

Orient Insurance

m

HAVE

Company,

OF HARTFORD,

Cash Assets

Harrison,. Bradford & Co’

uuf

X HII.I.CK, -\o. Ml Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixture* nr*
ranged ami wet np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

J A 711

$2,200,000

building

MAUVE,

to wb< m all applications should he made, and who
has full power to setile infringement*,
mchteodtf

ThouMaiiils of lYIothern haye placed on record
belief, that for all complaints of the stomach
and b jwels to which children are subject,

WATER
PIPING.

i^l^BafiasttSsas

F. KIITHSKIT,
Proprietor.

A. S. LYOT AH’S

their

AND

lowest prices.
npcoT Block in tlie State anil

enlarged,

TIIE

Ten^P1**

IN THE UNITED STATES.

HOTEL,

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,
SEW YORK.

STREET,

Plumbers.

OF NEW YORK,

Cash Assets

aug20

pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurnished, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

)

o.. No. SO Middle Street.
DAMSON, 152 Middle St.,cor. CruxH.

Continental Insurance Company,

or a

save

A.

■I. II.

never

dead.

are

THE

S. DAVIS A t

His tactics

was

ago, and is

volume which contains

fugitive pieces, written mostly in a minor key, yet full of the
pure and sincere feeling and clear thought that so endear Mr.
Longlellow to his readers. We have already
reprinted ome of hese poems in our col-

Wilkes Booth, we learn from the Missouri
Republican, is not only alive, but was novel

invention of the WROUGHT IRON FURNACE, was the result of a thorough and painstaking investigation by Dr. James R. Nichols, Ed-

Photographers.

$1,600,000

Cash Assets

Wanted.

,!__._

of

GOLDER'S,

lc73.
GEO. P.

OF HARTFORD.

Min-

a

Robt. A.

days

the

some

movement.

the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enjoyed b\ few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in
exchange at current prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

font#!

Crow*. Portland.

Shoe & Leather Insurance Com’y

—

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this: :r
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with references
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
Philadelp. ia Pa.

vicinity of New York Vespor the tranportation of coals tr*m
tfaor27
any point desired.

FEDERAL

AT

FREE

IN

J. I.

General Hardee

corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Imva, which is he most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
Februnrv, 1872. and earned during that year an average of $83,Ul)0 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 arc estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The 'ilwankee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Posrville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, posses through
one of the richest sections of the State of I<»wa. and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on

Pattern and

Company,

Cash Assets

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
Jy«__ tt

Council,

Sreet and IS Market St.

Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 252 Fore Street,

Profitable

and

This Railway is

second part of the

me

drlf. lug,

far upon that sea of souls,
I watch the shadows lifting."

mule a few

repetitions

niugs’ entertainment his “Rhyme of Sir
Christopher.”
Birds of Passage” is the title given to the

As

—

price they yield over 9 per cent., and
strongly recommended as a

At which

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpttiugs.
UOTIIROP.DEVKNSAUO.,61 Ex’aange

OF

President of Common Council.

DEALERS

for $50,000 and
moat favorable

are prepared to issue Policies
upward on all good property at the
of other sound Companies.

and

OF THE

hut to

are

idly

As sea-weed

At IM) and accrued interest in currency.

ar»26dtt

N. E. REDDON, 233 1-2 Uougretw St.

“The joys I leave

limited number of the

Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
nesota Railway Line.

J. R. DURAN A CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Street*.

First Class Companies.

sel5d2w

au21

ijom the

5 Door* East

_.

5

C. t'hARK,

W
103

S>. C.

WESCOTT, Mayor.

In Common

Carpet-Bags.

OF

I
May 20. 1873.
Read and passed to be ordained in ooncurrei.ee.
S. R. SMALL,

<6ole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
fche C'elekrated ( «nl mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market pHce,
'atarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
oir.
Coals.
'*.j
sel* procui
rtofsbimiit

conven-

50 CLOAK-MAKERS
WANTED

concurrence.

179 Commercial St., Portland.

«ilk«

liin

lgh School; to be occupied by
daughters. Address, with tetms,

young man who has had ten years experience as double entry book keeper anti
paymaster in a lirsl class woolen mil). A similar position or any place where the services of a capable and
reliable man is needed. Enquire of
F. J. ROLLINS,
22 Exchange Street.
sepll*2w

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, \
J
>
May 2Cth, 1873.
Read and passed to be ordained and sent down for
GEO. P.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

a

In

5_
BOSS & STL BDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL.

experi-

Iron and Tin Worker Wanted.
\ FIRST-CLASS tin-plate and sheet-iron worker
at V
wanted, to whom steady employment will be
given. Apply to F. & C. B. NASH, 112 and 114 Fore
street.
selSdtf

public

PORTLAND, ME.
.el

wn

distance of the

lady and her two
P. O. Box 1904.

account of the expense of construct :ng and completing each public drain or common sew'd’ her- alter
bid t, and wiibin thirty days alter the completion of
the same lie shall furnish to the Committee on
Drains and Sewers, a statement of such expense together w ith the location and a profile description of
such drain or sewer, accompanied with a plan of all
the lots or parcels of land benefitted thereby, which
plan shall give tin-size and number, or ether «ufficiunt descri tion or said lots, together with the name
of the owner or owners if known, and said Committee shall thereupon determine what lots or parcels of
land are benefit*d by such drain or sewer, and shall
estimate and assess upon such lots or parcels oi land
and against the owners thereof if know n, such sum
not e>ceeiling such benefit, as they may deem just
and equi able towards defraying the expenses of constructing and completing such drain or sewer; the
whole of such as>essments not to exceed two-thirds
ot tbe cost of sucli drain or sewer.
Sai<i Committee sliall report their proceedings to
the Mayoi and Aldermen for their action. Their report shall show the amount assessed upon each lot or
parcel of land, the loeati n, number, or other sufficient description of which shall be given, together
with the name or the owner or owners thereof if
known, and shall also include the location and
the profile de°cr'ption of such drain or sewer.
Seci 4. If the report of-said Commit,;ee is accepted, a hearing shall be ordered thereon, notice oi
which shall be given by publishing an authentic copy
of said assessments, with an order of notice signed by
the City Clerk stating the time and place for a hearing upon the sulject matter ol said assessments*
three weeks successively in any newspai er published
in this dry. the first publication to be thirty day.
before said hearing, and such further proceedings,
shall thereupon be had as are provided in said Act.
Sect. 5. All Oi alliances and parts of Ordinances
inconsistent with this Ordinance are hereby repealed

_

has

four

a

ate

tf

jyn_^
JAMES O’DONNE LL,

COUNSELLOR

some

Wanted.
rooms, coaifortably arranged, for

rHREE
housekeeping purposes, situated

ient

siwcrsandtbe collection of tlie
same,
nforinify to tbe provision of an
act entitled ‘.‘An Act relating to Drains and Sewers
in the City of Portland,” approved February 2t>. 1873.
Sect. 2.
htnever it shall appear by me report
of the Committee on Drains and Sewers that the
public interest lequires the construction of any
public drain or common sewer, tbe Boar of Mayor
and Aldermen shall, before proceeding to construct
t e same, appoint a time and place for a hearing in
regard to said drain or sewer, and shall give notice
of their intention 10 construct the same, and ot the
lime and place appointed for said hearing by publica ion for three successive weeks in some dai.y newspaper published in the city.
sect. 3.
The City Engineer shall keep an aecur

~

L.

or

common
shall be n c<

No IG Holton Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
sel(j»ltnthentf
wood Dotrs. made to order.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

1813.)x

Cash Assets

ence, to take charge of a School in the country.
in the evening at 63 State street,
Portland,
sel6*lw

by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Comof the
City of Portland, in City
assembled
as follows:
Council,

assessments

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
n the beat po**ible manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. 103 Fore

Done

ABNER LOWEI.L, 301 Congrem Street.
Ascent* for Howard Watch Company.

Portland.

FEMALE Tea« her, who has had

Be it ordained
mon Council

I drains ami

(ESTABLISHED

PERRY’S Boot

School Teacher Wanted.

iiereaitcr an proceedings relating to
section l.
on account of the ronsti uction of

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
ARCOIIEHT AN R RLTEDER,

J. F. SHERRY, No. *» Clapp’* Block
Congrc** Street, opposite Old City llall.

St._

IH

Phoenix Insurance

lm*thentf

1^4

W.

A

An Ordinance Relating to the CouNtructiou of Drain* iiud Common Newer*.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.
340 Congress
(Hours 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

GOOD COBBLER wanted at
and Shoe Store 83 York street.
sel6*iw

on

In tlie Year One T Tionsanct Eicjlit
Hundred and Seventy-Three.

No

Situation Wanted.
a Competent Nurse, may be found
Brown St.
"scl7-dlw
Wanted.

Me

cringaud Repairing

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY

rates

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.
PAUi.DING.

All kind. ofUpbola
doue to order#

Masons end Builders.

The finder will be reit at 16 Free street,
lw*

by le iving

HALE.

City of Portland.

MRS.

sel7

House,”

134 MIDDLE .STREET,
All orders promptly attended

warded

A

Upholstering.

a

—

Nafe

Up-

DAVID %V. DEANE, No. SB Federal St.

SMALL Gold LOCK tiT.

Apply

Street.

for sole

Offer

CO.,

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CON
VERTII5LE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

Foil Office,

done to order.

Furniture and

Co7s

&

continue to'reprcsent the following

A

St ate Street, occupied by the understgDed. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN IIA INKS.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tt

iOST

LEO. D

holaleriug

Lost.

BY

For Sale.
house

eral Streets.

Lost.

sale.

CHICAGO.

_<13m

RENJ. ADAMS,cor. Exchange aud Fed-

U. F. HOYT, No. II Pnble Street.

Office 49 1-2 Exchange Street.

MRS.at 16

164 & 166 Washington Street,

Commission Merchant

order._
Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

SMITH,

The tw-criber offers for sale his Hotel
pro] rty in Limerick Village, York Count v.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
withstood and twe large stable* adjoining:
two wells of water on the
premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The dmeiick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
mar 13dtf
Limerick, .vie.

ROBERT BRADLEY.

doue to

HOOPER & EATON, Old

K/Y/Y GO^D Girls of all nation*, for housework
f-T" "v" in town and country; table girls for Saloon.
Laundry and Kirchen; girls tor Hotel*, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub gills.
Forest City Employment < »flice.
MRS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress St.
sepl7dlm

Wanted.

The “Limerick

DEO ROE A. WHITNEY, No. 5« Exchange St. CphoUtcring of all kiudv

BETWEEN

deep,

ARTIST,

D7 Little

W

—

Everybody in Racine, Wisconsin, wants
hotel. They say the Husgin House
is “good enough,” but the name is too suggestive.

Kiddle 81.

HENRY CLEWS &

op-

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
t#B** * CO., Arcade, No.
W.!YTKB
IS Free Street.

INSURANCE.

thecorner of Newburv and Pearl sts.,
and the Preble House a ladies light over skirt
The tiinder will confer a favor by leaving it at this
office.
sel7dtf

A

GEO. E. COLIINS,

32 YVAI.I STREET. NEW YORK,

Bi low

the

The Landlord is not allowed, as before, to
make his escape, under any pretext whatever, until he has contributed to the eve-

a new

Carpenters and Builders.
VnilTNEI A MEANS, Pearl Street,
Dye-House.

septlldif

& Co

Whitney

manner,

•hat haunt the memory and send aown
old ballads singing through generations.

ean we.

Manufacturers .of Furniture,
No. 46 Exchange
Street,

the true ballad

written in

It is

style, with the quaint

they can’t tee the merits of their drill. Neither

aug23-lm

FOSTER’S Dye Hou.e, 24 Union Street.*

other similar trade.
ALLEN HA IN FS.

save

the work.

The San Francisco Cadets go through the
manual of arms hiind-folled. Consequently

direct

Id- J- PERKINS manufacturer o*plain
aud faucy Candies, 387 Congrew* St,

posite Park.

LET.

day. Buy
one profit.

all work uy the

men

Geo. A.

Portland Me.

tely.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This let has a front of about G1 feet and is about, 194
feet
and plans have been drawn l> How, lor a
block oi seven or nin. genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier.
mar2S
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO RE JECT
ED CASES._eodtf
aor5

jy2

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

the Town of Westbrook.

‘for

Confectionery.

A

dry goods or

No.

Room II, Printer’.
Ill Exrhnuge St.

*2w

mar21tf

PATENT AGENTS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

West-

A

Gearing anil General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
£A.-- Kew and Second-hand Engines lor sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

apr!4tf

sel7

FINE residence one-ljalf mile from the Railroad
Depols, Post-office, go**! Schools and Churches,
six miles fr m Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 4U x GO on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced. 30 apple and pear trees, £ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of w ater u|»on the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is oue 01 the fiuest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot 3. It.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Oti- Brown, Westbrook.

Mill

A7. H. FESSENDEN.

Sale

Exchange,

Our

The strings of

lies voiceless in its case. But at last, yielding to the entreaties of the company, he repeats the balla I of “The Mother's Ghost,”
that was suug to him as a child; and to
which, for him, yet cling the undefined
imaginings of childhood. This ballad is, it
seems to us, one of the finest episodes of

Douglas Jerrold says ihattlie ill spelling in
epitaphs is a triumphant evidence of their
distracting pathos on the artist.

The best and cheapest SPRING BED in the world.
One Mattress saved. We have on hand a splendid
stoc^ oi Walnut Chamber Sets and Parlor Suits of
our own manufacture, and w ill warrant every piece.
We are using the beat Steel Springs in oar Farlor

from the manufacturer and

Ol'INt'W,

Exchange

understands the business, good wages and
steady amptoyment will be given,
For particulars apply P. O. Box Cf»,
New Glasgow ,P. C. Nova Scotia.

and 4.
For further information apply to
m\27tf
EDWARD P. CHASE, No. 3 Oak St.

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY*c.

SATURDAY HORNING, SITT. 20,187!$

its strong, rapid utterances.

the Musician's v;olin have
snapped—be has
nothing to 'ay while his cherish d nstrumei t

*

SMAI.l, A SHACK FORD, No. .15 Plum
Street.

large brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing

Who

THE

PORTLAND
STAPLES &

POOKKEEPER or Clerk. Best of references.
Ad rcss “E,” at this Office.
sel8<i3t*

TO

A.

WM.

To Let.
OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

STORE

sel8dtf

BIIEEII,l«o.9l Middle

&

Book Binders.

✓

two-story house. No, 8 Carleton Street. This
house is in good repair, is well located in a good
neighborhood, lias a good cellar, water and gas
throughout.
Can he seen any alternoon between the hours ol 2

ftUl

Apply

2 GOOD BROOM MAKERS

House for Sale \

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

BOSTON.

THE NATIONAL SPRING BED.

Suits.

OF THE BEST

Wanted.

Westbrook, on the road leading from Portland to
Sac. arappa Village by way of Strom water. It is
suitably divided into p sture and tillage; is well
watered and under a high state of cnltivation, cuts
about f irty tons of hay, and has a fine young orchard growing which will soon be in a bearing condition. The buildings cons st of a large two-story modern styled homo an L connecting the hou.-e with a
large «nd well finished barn, and other out buildings
for housing carriages and farming tools. All the
buildings are nearly new, and the house and bain
are supplied with excellent water.
In connection with the ab »ve, the stock and farming tools on the premises will be sold if desired.
This property is within four miles of the city of
Portland and is particularly valuable to any one desiring to engage in the milk business, or for a pleasant country residence near the city.
For further particulars inquire of Patience :• kil1 ngs, ou the premises or of J. H. Fogg, at his office,
119$ Exchange, corner of Federal Street, Portland,
Me.
au25dtf

UPHO LSTERER

Street.

jn24*lw then tf

Apply to

THIS
of

hooperT

J. H.

BOAT, FOGIS

owner

F.ee Street.

mar24tf

immediately.

AS

ill

The

STBEET.
ONE

Immediately.

Situation Wanted.

brook for Sale.
Estate, consisting of sixty-two acres of land,
with buildings thereon, is situated in the town

dtf

Cumberland street

GOOD COOK at 249 Congress street.

A

G. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

Very Desirable Estate

CASCO, MAINE.

229

Wanted.

chaser

LAW,

newlv finished rooms
gentleman and wile
to 216 Cumberland
seS-2w*

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
fm families or single gentlemen.

wholesale Boot
Addiess PRESS Office.

to learn the

lw

A
ple at
se18*3t

Stbago, every room frescoed by Schumacher.
Drainage perlect, locarion none better on Congress
street, Terms easy, $2000 down, balance to suit pur-

CASCO VILLAGE,
au22

THE PRESS.
Gossip and Gleanings.

Booksellers anil Stationers.

a

Board Wanted.

f^y

h7m. SYLVESTER,

treet._

At 52

THE new bouse recently erected by Lorenzo
•i'i Ta’ lor Esq, making the corner of Quincy Lane
4kand Congress street, directly opjiosiie the Park.
This house contains 19 finished rooms, hflB Gas and

aul5d2m

seplltf

single gentleman, .-.pply

Wanted.
CAP ABLE girl to do general homework. Ap-

FOR MLE.

COUNSELLOR

MISCELLANEOUS.

let*

H"* U COBB, Now. 38 and :fO Pearl Street.
On <lirect route between New Custom
House aud Pod Office, near the Market.

Tol-

YACHT TO LET.

a

Apply

NO. 11 MYRTLE STREET,

two

d

sel9

4T

CAN BE FOUND AT

Place._

2

young man and wife (from Oct. Is’) in a private family or where ihere are but few boarders.
Central location. Address “A. B. C.,” at this office.
se!9
•
3t*

man

House lor Ssile.

I

or

Wanted.

WEST End.
A good brick house, twelve
rooms, hot ami cold Sebago ami bath rjom.
Fine lot 2U,(>00 feet, nice grapery. first class neighborhood.
to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agtul,
Gaboon Block.
sell*3w

to rent at No.

advanceT

terms $8.00 per annum in

Bakers.

Kent.
room

going away, the Yacht Alarm
At
will be let to parties by the day or we**k
during the month of August and SeplemM EAw her. Cabiu and pantry completely furn"
islied. Orders left at Lyman, Tobey & Co.
Commercial street, or on board the Yacht,
auSdtfT. A. SEW ALL, Capt.

active

sel5*3w

To
pleasant

a

All

kind* of

Gorhnm, Hie.

business.
ANand Shoeyoung

Two Houses lor $2800,
4000 feet ot land, pleasantly locate ! on
will rent‘for 8300; plenty of wafer;
good neighborhood. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent, Cahoon Block.
Portland, Sept. 15, 1873.

is

JOHN ROBERTS.

BY

\V. S.

Bepl9__d2w*

board. Two
WITHOUT
adjoining, suitable for

Custom Coat. Pant & Vest Makers.
w4w39*

Agency

for Sewing Maeliiues.
DYER, No. 272 Middle St.
Mucbint** for wale uud to
Repairing.

LET!

A

Rooms To Xet.

WANTED.

sel&llw

St,._

dtf

1873.

1873.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

FRONT CHAMBER, at
SPRINGSTREET.

53

NO.

rpHERE
X mas

Saccarappa. Me.

Bel9d2t

WITH
Monioy;

practice. Office hours from 10 to 11
HASA.resumed
M., and from 1 to 3 P. M.

ADAMS,

Sale.

Two Mew Houses lor Sale.
rriHE Block of two new French roof Houses, on
X Congress street, next west of Bromliall
street,
a few roils from the hnrse cars.
These houses contain seven looms each, Sebago and gas, water
closets,
*«.. Ac., are very pleasantly located, mil can be had
oil favorable trims.
Just linislied and leady for immediate occupancy. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
sel5tf
Portland, Sept. 15, 1873.

DR. LUDWIG

TO
BOARD,

WITH

Carriage Wood

and

Worker.

No. 5 Park lace,
family. Please examine at
cnee,
if not sold by the 20th, inst. will be reined to
! a
desirable tenant. Apply to J011N C. PROCTER,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Portland, August 14th,

Sleigh

very desirable brick bouse.
r|1HE
X suitable for a small

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

A.

TO LEI.

Wanted Immediately.

new

Muntny.

«"■

engrh of column, constitutes

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

September 20,

__

Exchange St. Portland.

is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ESTATE.

morning,

saturdat

13._Portland

Maine Stale

an

Agricultural Society
will h M ith

11TI1, EXHIBITION AT BAl«(.OR,

;
>

September^ 17,18 & 19
Over
mart2

$6000, in

puiaiums are olleml.

The Hartford Courant says of the Contiecticui liquor law ;"The ehie* benefit of the law
has been
increasing the revenues of the state,
the thing of least
consequence in connection
with the attempted reform. This unsatisfactory
result is tint to be attributed to tbe law, but
to its non-enforcement.”

I'ilKS8.

•r 11 K

SATURDAY MORNING, SliPT 20, 1878
regular attache of the Press is furnished
wit t* a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat ani hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials oieverv person claiming to represent oui
journal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Pk ss, and we have no disposition to
be, even pasively, a party to such fraud
Eveny

^

Barney, who holds an office in Massachusetts anci isj besides, a Butler man. has
sued the New Bedford Standard for libel,
E. L.

Tbe libel is

putting bis damages at $10,000.
embodied in a charge that Mr. Barney pocketed Washburn votes at a recent caflcus in
New Bed ord. We have no doubt that tbe
geutleman is innocent; but there are such
strange oversights in politics that it might be
well for him to secure and exatniue ihe
papers that his wife has taken from his dockets duiing the past tew days.—Rochester
Democrat.

not read

E

anonymous letters and communications. 1 he name and address of the writei are iu
all cases indispensab c, not
necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
W camiol undertake to return or
reserve communications iliat are noi useu.

meeting of the San Francisco
board of supervisors bills against the city for
election expenses were presented amounting
At the last

to

The Literary Drought.
Where are the book-makers ? Beginning
with the Christmas season of 1872 and coming down to the present time, one does not

$21,308 50.

cast

was

Tbe whole number of votes

20,300,

fin

cents for each vote.

expense of eighty-one
Of course this doesn’t

include the outside expenses of stump-speakers, brass bands, printing and committees.
Taking these into account it is safe to reckon

The

Hancock Conference will meet at East
on the 21st and 23d of
October

Brooksville,

!

Rev.

E.

F. Borchers, formerly of North
Bridgton, who has been spending some weeks
in Portland, is now
supplying the pulpit of the
Congregational Church at New Gloucester.
Rev. John H. Griffin, formerly
pastor of the
Methodist Church at Naples, is so deeply
afflicted with the spinal affection as to disqualify him for his pastoral duties. He has recently removed to Danville, Rockiugham
County, Now Hampshire,

The eighth State Convention of the Young
Men’s Christian Associations of Maine, will he
held in the Court st. Baptist church, Auburn,
on

Tuesday

aud

Wednesday,

The New York Times thinks

that

under

the stimulus of an advanced

price it may be
assumed as possible that 30.000,000 bushels
his
whimsical index expurgatorius with of wheat will be
expiated the coming winter
Court Calendars, Directories and the books
and spring.
“that no gentleman's library should be with
No one knows, of course, what President
out.” There seems to have been a genera' (Jrant may do in the selection of a chief
but it is worthy of remark that of
mental paralysis, extending to all countries justice;
all the candidates named by the .press and
and races. From this provincial standpoint
people in the list from which he is likely to
it would of course be absurd to affect a miselect, there is not one against whom any objection on the ground of capacity or iuteg
nut and exhaustive knowledge of what the
can be justly raised.—N. Y. Tribune.
writers of Fran-e and Germany have done rity
the
but
last
twelve
a
months,
during
strikingThe Frog Einbroglio.
ly original work of a man of genius in either
of those countries is so quickly detected by To the Editor of the Press:
Every friend of law and order must have been

the eager watchegs for new stars in other
lands, that there is no presumption in as*um.

itig that continental Europe has shared in
the universal drought.
The youngest of us can renumber years
that afforded new novels, which afterwards
became classics, from the pens of Dickers,
Thackeray and Mrs. Stowe, while Victor
Hugo, George Saud, Macaulay.Prescott, Tennyson, Longfellow, Darwin and Renan produced in their several departments works
that have yet many years to live. .But there
is no intellectual ctivity this year on the
part of these to whom we commonly look for
mental food, except that Longfellow has signalized the opening of the autumn by vouchsafing his “Aftermath” for the refreshing of
hungry people. Yet even this does not
evoke the general and hearty greeting which
was wofltto meet the author of “Evangeline.”
There is nothing new from Tennyson; but
to this deprivation we can be very well resigned, unless the haul possesses more of his
old fire than his later productions have indithe

much

ripple; Browning’s fantastic
poem was feebly cursed a little? by the critics
and then was quickly forgotten. Huxley,
Tyndall, Herbert Speucer and Darwin have

so

a

as

startled the world with no new scientific the-

brought
ory
discovery. They
the support ol oid hypotheses new and impressive arguments and proofs. The poets
have not

or

to

have been dumb, or have harped tediously
on some old and tiresome strain.
Not even
the American humorists, the most persistent
of literary types, have shown anything like
their accustomed freshness and wealth of re-

The fountains of laughter are shut
Mark Twain, Bret Harte, John Hay.

sources.

up.

Josh Billings and Nasby have ail shown
symptoms of decay. Nast must have been

prostrated by the gigantic labors of last fall.
Bailey, the new favorite, still works a productive vein of rather monotonous bumor,
but he is almost sure to fall with the autumn

leaves.

The humorous side of domestic li.'e

cannot

be

without

running

gance.

Nor

fro

n

May

exhibited
are

in

many
phases
reprehensible extravathere any new juveniles
new

into

Miss A1 ott, Mrs. Whitney or Sophte
that have recalled the memory of their

early triumphs.
The
source

multiplicity of new books is always a
of weariness, and he whom inclination

duty leads tc read the most ot them is llio.
veriest slave. But what would be the effect
on the world if the present torpidity of the
higher original and inventive literary powers
or

I

to continue indefinitely?—it the stream !
of new, vivifying, fructifying thought that
!
stimulates mental activity, improves the morwere

al? and facilitates progress, were to be closed
even for a decade? It cannot he doubted
thal this is

the vita’ cui rent of

civilization,

and that its suppression would be speedily

by

followed

the

of the

characteristics

of the more exalted

decay

race.

But

we

may

comfort ourselves with the reflection
that seasons, of drought are uniformly followed

well

by

corresponding productivenessperhaps lying fallow as a
preparation lor an extraordinary meutal ac
tivity and moral exaltation in the near fuseasons

of

The human mind is

ture.

The attention of tbe country is concentrated upon the financial situation in New
York. The suspension of Jay Cooke & Co.
has created a distrust ol all other institutions
an-l a series of suspensions of some of the
strongest houses in New York is announced j
with more likely to follow. Signs of weakness are also shown in Philadelphia, Boston
and Chicago, and failures in those cities may
be looked tor. The Jay Cooke & Co. susb it temporary, as

pension will probably be
tile partners of the house represent a capital
of over $20,000,000, and their assets must

largely exceed their liabilities. We may
Cor.fideuiiy expect this magnificent house to
resume business shortly as strong and prosperous as ever. The other suspensions seem
not to have been caused, in general, by any

very

connection with this firm.

The same causes

tightness of money, excessive advances
to railroads and the operations of the ‘'hear”
—the

in stocks—which embarrassed Jay
Cooke & Co. have operated with like effect
upon the other houses. The extent of the
calamity is not yet certain. The great run is
being made upon tbe Union Trust Compauy,
which at present advices is making a manful

clique

stand.

Later

dispatches

nite information about
that of

Henry

may give more defitheir situation, and

Clews & Co. and

Vermilye &
Co., who are shaky. The banks are bolding
tbeir own money for their own protection
and commercial interests are likely to suffer
from the difficulty in obtaining discounts.
Current Notes.
The World thinks “some eminent and
large-minded civil engineer-’ rather than a
senate committee should look after the cheap

transportation problem.
An exchange says that for twenty years the
stocks of iron have not been so low as they
At the same time the demand for
iron has rarely been so light or tbe sacrifices
made by dealers so great as at present.

are now.

The N. Y. Herald has interviewed the
man known to it as the “future
president of
Engiard and known to the rest of us as
Charles Brad laugh, agitator. The Englishman doesu t believe Cse-arism to be
possible
ia America. T.>is Bradlaugh is
evidently a
pretty sensible fellow.
The N. Y Herald, complains that the
only

question asked

in connection with a candi.
dite for the chief justiceship is “Would he
be more available in the Senate or on the Supreme Bench ? just as we can imagine a
company of English jockeys discussing whether the ail and grass of Surrey or of Kent
are best suited for the horse that is to enter
for the Derby.”
Boston money goes everywhere and touches
nothing which it does not adorn. Mr. Bigelow pays bis heavy lax at North Conway,
and his beautilul retreat, already carnetel
witli ver 'uie and roofed in with leafy arches,
is a marked feature of that exquisite rail-cat
ride through t lie intervale to Bartlett which
tbe Pott'and & Ogdensburg road lias just
opened to us and vliieh is not to be surpassed
on ibis continent, if
indeed, in any Europear
haunt of art, for its pastoral repose and Al-

pine grandeur.—Boston Transcript.
Scetnin ly small business, for two great corporations to be quarreling and fighting ovei
a
ling; but that is the way to get at the
right of way courteously, they probably be
lieve.— Boston Transcript.

Five new members were admitted to the Con
in Sweden last Sunday, al
their tail h.

grelational church
upon profession of

Rev. H. A. Shorey, late of Camden, wa:
installed as pastor o"f the Congregationa
church in Spencer, Mass., the lGtli of thi !
month.
A Baptist church, composed of tlurty-seyei
members, fifteen of whom were from the Lim
ington church, was recognized by a counci
called for t_e purpose at East Limington, Au
gust 27 tb.
Rev. E. Wellington of Alton, an aged Uni
verbalist clergymen, after fourteen years o
suffering, deceased, Sept. 4tli.
A Universalist society has been organized a
Bockport, an.l au effort will b< made to hav<
preaching a portion of tht Sundays.
The churches belonging to the Lincoln Bap
tist Association held their annual meeting ai
Ro kport, Wednesday and
Thursday of Iasi
week. Rev. C. M. Emery of Tnoniaston was
chosen Moderator, and Rev. G. W. Bower ol
Camden, Clerk. The iutroduotory sermon wai
preached by Rev. Mr. Chase of Rockland.
Th<* religious interest at meetings at Aubun
Y. M. C.*Rooms is increasing, and
many con
versions are reported.
Three persons were baptised by Bev. Mr
Jackson, at Augusta last Su > day.
Rev A. J. Smith was ordained Sept. 11th a
colleague of the venerable Rev. John A. Doug
lass, over the church iu Waterford.
The Sunday School convention for Kennebe
at West Waterville on Tuescounty is to be held
day Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 22 aud 23.

EAST M AN

There are three Sabbath schools in Pittsfield
whose aggregate number of scholars is three
hundred aud ten. Two of these are Universalist aud one Baptist.
The Oxford Conference of Congregational
churches will meet with the church of that denomination in Sumner, ou the third Tuesday
of October.
The Anson Quarterly Meeting of Free Baplists held their September session the 13th and
14th inst., at Lower Madison bridge.
There
was a good attendance cousidering.the weather,
which was some cloudy and wet.
Since the resignation of the Rev. Geo. B.
Illsley, flie Baptist nulpit at Springvale, has
been filled by the Rev. Edward P. Roberts, a

tist Society at Skowhegan, Rev. Mr. Shaw, pastor. There have been seveJal conversions and
a warm religious feeling is
prevailing among
the members of the church.

OG

DRESS

Has just opened an elegant assortment of Fall and

FABRICS.

For paitieulars enquire of the

JACKETS and
Embracing all the

a

latest Novel-

REDINGOTES,

variety of British, Continental and
American

At the nearest, drug (-tore
may be hail the
most efficient and healthful
vegetable tonic that the
world contains. Twenty-five years’ experience has
established the act .hat among all the stomach! s
an ! al eratives known
to modern pharmacy this
powerful restora ive stands supreme, unapproached.
Every bottle of Hostetter’s Bitters contains more
blcs^iugs than there were curses in Pandora’s box.

or

NOTICES.

To Lei.
commodions four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
Or ol
sentl2sntf

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 33d.

Cholera, Colic, Sick

JULES L. MORAZAIN,
PARIS,

High

Margaret’s Bay. NS. 12th inst, ship Pocahontas, Hawthorn, Liverpool.
Ar at St John, NB, 16th, pch J C
Nash, Crowley,
Boston.

—AT-

TURHElt

ftPOKEN.

July 30, lat 6 30 S. Ion 16 W, ship
from Rangoon lor Falmouth.

Aug 2, lat O N, Ion 28 W, barque Cbas Forbes,
Portland for Buenos Ayres.
*011 25 30 W, barque Niphon,
Cardiff for Rio Janeiro.
Sept 4, lat 42 43, ion 52 40, ship Caledonia, from
Orleaus for Bremen.
lat 25 27, Ion 79 53, ship
S^pt
May Flower,
New Orleans for Liverpool.

Monday

from

&

Tuesday, Sept 8th & 9th.

&

Also

Iron;

Full Line of

a

I) 0 M E STIC

New
from

—AND—

Housekeeping Goods.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALLEN

BRO’S,

Treat,

Florence

TURNER BROS,

CO.

13

Clapp’s Block,
Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

Stomach,
no

“One Price

Would call tlie atten-

BROS,

Eastern and Maine Central Rail-

332

CONGRESS

The Passenger Trains

ST.

seplO

sntf

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,

I

am now

market Rates,

Are the

Wool,

Domett, aud

White,

Shaker, Plain

Twilled, Grey,

and

mixed, Scarlet and Blue, Fancy
Shirting

Flannels,

checked and

striped
REPELLED TS,
—

AT

i

the lowest manufacturer s

Also

an

prices.

unusually full and attract-

line of

ive

that will

Pu? nonary

cure

consumption.

FLANNELS,
all

only medicines

White Wool Blankets,

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain iD the shoulder blade, feeling som; imes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is akeu lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or t wo heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of liis situation, the lungs
are a mass.of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not coutain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a bilUous habit,
Schenek’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H
SCHENCK & SON, Nottlieast coiner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN <& CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

PARMKUS, HI* 5>.,

A.

including the productions of all

Has removed to

mens', Ladies’ and Childrens Un-

dergarments, Hosiery, Gloves, and
Small Wares in abundence.

MARKET

13

NTO-

In this city, Sept. 18. at St. Dominic.’s Church, by
Rev. Fathei Wallace, James F. Doyle and Mary A.
Croley. both of Portland.
In Naples. Sept. IT. Cbas. B. Richardson of Naples
and Miss Mary A. Richardson of Sebag>.
In Brunswick, Sept. 16, Willard B. Peckham and
Miss Delia, daughter of Isiah Jordan.
In Brunswick, Sept. 11, James K. Estabiook and
Miss Sarah J. Greene.

SQUARE.

US—SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
sntf
junl3

Only.”

In this city, Sept. 18, Mr. John Sheehan, aged 70
years.
in Bridgton, Sept. IG, Mrs, Catharine, wife of John
Luudie, aged 59 years.
In Bridgton, Sept. 14, Mrs. Emeline, wife of Wm.

where

84

miHOLE

STREET.

you buy them cheaper

can

ter then at the place where
made.

or

bet-

they

are

Besides patronising the industry

of yonr own city.
am

ready to wager $1000 that there

are no

better Seed and Havana Cigars

I

ALWAYS
THE LARGEST STOCK,

made in the United States than those I
make.

THE BEST GOODS.

The Cigars I manufacture great
THE LOWEST PRICES.
sep20
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mothers, mothers, mothers,
Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the peiiod
ol teething in children. It relieves the child from

is taken to

1000, and cheroots at $10.50
All the above

For sale by all druggists.

SN

jy7MWS6m

buy

ean

per 1000.

be had at

STEBBJNS’, Cigar Store,

i

cures

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”

care

Yon ean

Cigars from 16 dollars and upward per

wind colic, regulate-- the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rtst to the
mother. Be sure and call for

pain,

cleanliness.

360 Co tigress Street.

aula

sntf
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ALMOST EVERY CASE CURED

PAIN

Tlm'.vLXlid Hair Dve

best in the world.
Harmless Reliable
Theoi^ JPrueand
and 1
taneons; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tin Is or
leasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
baddyl hashes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black t. Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, t ^yind beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
Htchel rtSold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. Y.
is the
Perfect Dye.

WITH

KILLER!

Dear Sirs,—Dnring a residence of some ten
years in Siam and China, as a missionary, I found
your Vegetable Pain-Killer a must valuable remedy
lor; bat fearful scourge, tlie cholera. In administering the medicine. I found it most effectual to give a
teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in a gill of hot water
sweetened with sugar; then, after about fifteen minutes, bigin to give abou a tablesooontul of the same
mixture every minute until relief was obtained. ApBathe the
ply hot applications to the extremities.
stomach with the Pain-Killer, clear and rub the
limbs briskly. Of tlios who had the cholera, and
took the medicine faithfully in the way stated above,
eight out of ten recovered.
Rev. R. TELFORD, Missionary in China.
Dear Sirs,—During a long residence in China, I
have used your valuable Pain-Killer, both in my own
famillv ami among the Chinese, anu have found it a
most excellent medicine. In the summer of 1862 and
1863, while residing in Shanghai, 1 found it an
almost certain cure for eholei a, if used in time. Indeed, using it in a great many instances, 1 do not remember failing in a single case. For three years I
have been residing in this place, more that fifty miles
from a phjsican, and have been obliged often to fall
upon my own resources in c .ses of sickness. The
Chinese come to us in great numbers for medicine
and advice.
Though without medical knowledge
ourselves, the few simple remedies we can command
are so much io advance even of their physicians that
we have almost daily applications.
We allow them
to come, because it brings us iu contact with them
and opens a
oor of usefulness.
In dirrlioea, colic,
vomiting, cholera, coughs, etc., your Pain-Killer has
has been my chief medicine. Yours, very truly,
Rev. T. P. CRAWFORD, Tungchow. China.
Those using Pain-Killer should strickly observe
the following directions: At the commencement of
the disease Like a teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in
sugar and water, and then bathe freely across the
stomach and bowels with the Pain-Killer, clear.
Should the diarrhoea and cramp
tlie
dose every fiiteen. minutes. In this way the dreadful
scourge may be checked and the patient relieved in
the course of a few hours.
N. B.—Be sure aud get the genuine article; and it
is recommended by those who have used the PainKiller for the cholera, that in extreme cases the patient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of one.
We invite the att ntion of the public to this well
tested an t unrivalled family medicine.
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all Druggists and
Dealers inFamily Medicines.
flgiP'Price 25 and 50 cents and $1.
PJLRRY DAVIS & SON,

IdAw

And TAN, nsePERRY’S Moth and Freckle lotion.
It is RELIABLE and harmless
Sold by Druggists
Y.
mar 22
d&wsn6ml7

everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N.

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,
Purely JVTedicinal
For Sale bv all Druggists.
National Tonic Bitters,

PURELY

WHITE’S SPECIALTY
For Dyspepsia.
This is the ontij prompt, efficient, and safe master of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn
of the heart, dizziness, sleepl
costivenens. wii d, mental and
debility as well as many others which it
will soon place “the house we live in” beyond the
reach of ny remedy.

sshoss’

palpitation
mefancholly,

physical

uegli-cted

[From tte Boston Journal.]
White’s Specialty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been benehtted by it, and are
willing to testify to its efficacy,”
[From the Congregationalist (Boston.)]
“White’s Specivlty lor Dyspepsia, from pure
merit and virtue altne is last overtaking, and bids
fair to exceed, in its sale, all the old popular medicines of the d y.”
“Dyspepsia.”

PRICE OXE DOLLAR

PER

BOTTLE.

FOB SALE Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.
Jy26suM W&S3m&w32

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan. Pimples
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK Sc
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26sntf

FOR
THE

FOR SALE BV ALL
sel7

ETHEL.

INQUIRE
au26

J.

W.

WINSLOW A-

WOOD’S, ESTEY’S and

HLd&w3m39

information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
Per order.
justice.
sntf
ap29

THE SEARCH.
Diogenes, the search’s not o’er;
An honest man is wanted, more
Than when thy trembling footsteps sought,
Among the gloomy shades, for aught,
That would a slight resemblance bear,
him, who is honorable and fair,
In all his dealings with mankind,
And whom you

sought,

in vain to find.

Now, bring your lantern down this way,
(Uni. ss you come in open day,)
And

possibly,

may be found,
goose is always sound,**

one

"Who, “cm e
And sells a Walnut Chamber Set,
As low £8 Painted Pine, “you >et;*’
At Merriam’s Store, near Woodman Block,
Where you will find

a

splendid Stock.

au2

sntf

WORTH

$2000

MEERSCHAUM

PIPES

To be Sold for $800.
for $17.
$20 Pipes for $9,
And fleers haunis down as low as 85
cents, and warranted genuine Meerschaum with genuiue Amber mouth
Pieces.
First clas; Cherry Stems with Amber
Mouth Pieces 40 cents.

$35 Pipes

The above to be had at

STEBBIN8’ CIGAR STORE,
360 CONGRESS STREET,

au3___gntf
RECEIVER tlie following brands of
IMPORTED CIGARS:
DESIGNIOS. J’LOK DHL FCMAR,
FIGAROS anil CONCHA
EA CAROLINA,
making in connection withonr previous stock the
best assortmentin town,

JEST

A.

SCIILOTTERBKCK, Apothecary.

G.

bc!8

303 Emigres* Street, Portland.

____snlw
ST. AtGLSTINE’S SCHOOL.

Day School for Boys.

RT. REV. II

A. NEELY, O.
R., Visitor.
RIEI.IIVOS, Principal,

MISS MART E. HOLMES Assistant.
co.

sntf

SIHITiri

The

REED ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Accordeons, Strings of the best qnalltv, and all kinds of
Musical Ins'ruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
C. K. H VWES.
and Befall by
7' Mid 'le St.
Particular attention given to orders.
sel2
sn3mos

a Wholesale Grocery House in this citv a travelling salesman. An experienced man with the right
qualifications can make an arrangement by addresssegsntf
ing “X Y Z,” Argus office,

Christmas Term will open

SEPTEMBER

15th.

I take pleasure in announcing to the former patron1* of this School and others that I have secured

Billings

my successor.
The school under his char e will be
the favor It has heretofore received,
Mr.

Address
45

as

as

worthy of all

before at

DANFORTH STREET.
DA.MEL F. S.TIIT1I.

sc3s»3w

The Subscribers offer for Sale

$100,000

of
G

FINE WOOLENS

A

just received

Silesia..New York. .Hamburg

.Sept 24

Memphis.Qtieoec.Liverpool_Sept

24

at

.New York.

Glasgow.Sept

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Mangum, New York—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Steam-tug Mary B Curtis, Stark, Bangor, 13 hours.
Sch Marv A Power, Buker, Georgeiown—coal to
Rolliug Mills.
Sch Fred Walton, Rich, Georgetown—coal to Rolling Mills.
Sch E G Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia—coal to

W E Dennison.
Sch Balance, Maxner, Beverly.
Sch Mnlnuta, (Rr) Sam I ford, Wentworth NS—173
tons plaster to Knight & Whidden.
Sch Wafer Lilly, (Br) Waycott, St John, NB—R R
sleeixTs to Fletcher A Co.
Sell Utica, Thorndike. Rockland—lime to C A B
Morse & Co.
Sch C B Jones, Snow, Rockland for New York.
Sch earl, Thayer, Rockland for Danvers.
Sch James R, Grant, Rockland for Newburvport.
Sch Ned Sumpter, Pinkhain, Hallowell for Fall
Rivor.
Sch Oral. Colson, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Danl Breed, Lowell, Bangor for Salem.
Scb Seraph. Varnuni, Bangor tor Quincy.
Sch Phebe Ann, Stevens, Bangor lor Weymouth.
Scb Star, Currier, Bangor for Newburyror*.
Sch N Berry, Grant. Bangor tor Providence.
Sch Fear-Not, Turner, Bangor for Newbuiyport.
Schs Taiagon, Darley, and Henry, Carter, Bangor
for Boston.
Sch St Lucar. Waterman, Bangor for Boston.

CLEARED.
Scb Industry, (Br'i Knox, Frederickton. NB.
Scb Henry R. Geriish, Eastpmt—Naihl Blake.
Sob Balance, Maxner, Hampden—Nath! Blake.
UUtt

vUimiiarUJI UfJ 1. I

LUBEC, Sept 14—Si 1, sebs Nellie J Dinsmore,
Windsor. NS; Z A Paine, Jones, New York;
Island Belle, Stimpsou, do; Carl D Lothrop, Macalef,
Kempt NS, to load for Baltimore.
Sept 15—Ar. sclis Mary F Pike, Good, Dorchester,
NB, for New York; Scud, Hallowell, Boston im Dennysville; Good Intent, Hilliard, Banks, with 300 qtla
fish; PowIowa, Webber, do, 250 do; Lookout, Morton. Eastport for New York, Xylon, Mitchell, to load
for Boston; Lydia. Wilson, Machias; Addle Everson. Pike, Windsor. NS, for Baltimore; Margie, McFedden, do for Alexandria.
Sept 16—Sid, scLs Addle Ryerson, Margie, and
Lookout.

PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Ar lltb, ship Hermon, Minot,
DOIIESTIC

SAN

Liverpool.

PORT BLAKELY—Ar lOtli, ship Leonora, Roberts. Callao.
INDIANOLA—Ar 4th, sch Washington, Berry,
New York.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 8th. brig Nellie Clifford, Littlefield. S anta Cruz.
T Trundy, Young, NYork;
Sid 6th inst,
8th. Satilla, Rivers, do.
Sid 10th, brig W H Bickmore, Bickmore, for New

security, as good ns the heat*
Savings Bunks and Trust Funds.

PORTLAND.

BO N vs.
“

Perfect satisfaction

guaranteed.
se20

J
J

eod3w

Kerosene Oil Company

;

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture
The

“

g>
6’g

Elizabeth City

7’g

Canada Southern R. R., Gold,

7’g

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’g

7’g

Northern Pacific R. R., Gold,

Portland Kierosonc Oil,
a large quantity of inferior

prevalence of

A. BIR D
Exchange St-

R.

97
j___teb26

RUBBER

We quote from chap. 39 it. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being ‘‘Inspection aDd sale of Manufactured
Articles.”

Per Pair,

Every

Sect. 31.

person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause even cask or o bei vessel thereof to he
db inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector. And
if any per-oy manufactures or sells such oil or binning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for i-luminating purposes, he shall pay a jive
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county Jail, upon indictments

theiefor.
Portland, Me., April 21,1873.

At

j

HALLS
Rubber

sep20dtf

NEVER
WELLS’ CARBOLIC

TABLETS.

fur al1 diseases of the

Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria. .Asthma.
Catarrh, Horse ness, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and al! diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases ot sudden cold, however taken, ihese
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. TJiey
are a sure cure

equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the
verity of the at lack, and will, in a very short time
healthy

sere-

action to the atiected organs.
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets art-put up only in
blue boxes. Tak° no substitute?, if t py can’t be
found at your druggists sen* I at once tothc Agent
iu New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists, price 25 '*enis a box.
JOHN Q. KFLLOGG. 18 Plati-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.
wt

-__<14

FALMOUTH HOTEL
Bel*

3t

~S3o7ooo

To loan on fizst das* Mortgages in
Porttaiul ami Vicinity in
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
inetrcst Ire© ot Taxes. Investments in Real

ceur.

Estate

Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
the best and safest mode* of
employing cap-

in

made, are

First classsecurities always on hand, luteiest
rincipal collected without charge. Guarani ees
perfect title and amide security in a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate invkstmen is and
IMPROVEMENTS made on commission and on shart-s.
ital.
and

>

tfankaule*paper bought and

Brown’s Dlock.

3616___2d p

h

T.nvinln K1

Bath.
Sid 17th, sch Gov Coney, Ridley, New York.
Sid 18th, schs Ralph M Hayward. Doane, Georgetown; Jas O’Donahue, Warren, Philadelphia.
WICKFORD—Ar 18th, sch Owen P Hinds, Clen-

dennin. Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, brig Etta M Tucker, Merriman
schs Herald. Hodgdon, Richmond, Va;
Ida & Annie. Cook, Poughkeepsie; Mary Langdon,
Bennett. New York.
Cld mill, brig Julia F Carney, Turner. Bucksport.
Ar 19tb, schs Charlotte Jameson, Rhodes, Little
Glace Bay CB; Helen A Ames, Ames, and Louisa
Bliss. Strong. Alexandria; I< E Rates. Yates, Philadelphia; Starlight, Hopkins. Port Johnson.
Cld 19i h, kcIih Carrie Walker, Henderson, Jacksonville; Hattie, Turner, do.
DANV2BS—Ar 15tli, sch Lizzie Brewster, Smith,
Weehawken.
SALEM—Ar 16th, brigs Lewis Clark, Smith, Pascagoula; Tally Ho. Plummer. Philadelphia; schs
Amos Walker, Gilchrist, Alexandria; Ella Brown,
Robinson, Philadelphia ; Centurion. Blodgett, and
Jane Fish. Kellar. Port Johnson; George & Albeit,
Wood bur-: Mars Hill. Grant; Matanzas. Biagdon;
Ellen P* kl is Mitchell, and Fannie Elder. Rich, do;
Forest t ty, Thompson, Bangor.
Ar 17tu, schs C Matthews, Lunt, and Lookout.
Flye, Port Johnson ; Porto Rico. Wentworth, do;
Saxon, Abbott, and E H Nash, Cole, Elizabethport;
Orion, Osborn. Rondout.
Cld 17ill. sch Stampede, Dow, Jacksonville.
Sid 16th, schs Ella. Orindle. for Philadelphia; F N
Tower. Perry, Port Johnson.
Ar 18ih. schs Evelyn. Crockett. Quaco NB for New
York ; Susan Stetson. Bowman, Bootlibay for Wood’s
Hole; California. Kaler. Boston for Waldoboro
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 1 th.brig Elmira. Small, fin
Port. Johnson; schs Ellen Morrison, Dodge.llobokeu;

Baltimore;

Pacific, Berry, Elizabethport.

FOREIGNPOUTS.
Arat Shanghae 2d ult.
ship Sea Serpent, White,
New York; 4th,
barque Rebecca Goddard, Mansou,
Nagasaki.
in port
July 29, barques Amie, Morrison, and Concuest. bmall, unc.
Sid tin Hong
Kong 4tb nit, barque Chattanooga,
* reeman, Cebu and New
York..
ta
ult? 8b,P Garden Reach, Gilmore,
foMJoxron
u,t* *hips Franklin, Linnell,
dtsg. C M Davis, lfth
Thompson, repg.
5th iD8t' barque H D BrookmJJin*

MP??1?*

Ame»BnSSl

eodly

FREYCII CLOCKS,

Elated Ware.
•

Vases,

AND

FANCY_GOODS
rZZJlh ston‘

Rockland.

STON1NGTON—Ar 18th, schs Bangor, Jordan,
and Leonora, Bonsey, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th, schs Loduskia, Means,
and Keuduskeag, Wyatt. Bangor; J Means. Eaton,
Portland; Saratoga, Nickerson, Bath; Albus, Rich,

sold.

€w. It. DAVIS,
Estate and Loan Agency

Real

WILMINGTON—Ar 15th, sch Nellie Star, Poland,
Bath.
RICHMOND—Ar 15th, sch Sardinian, Holbrook,

Nimwaukee. for Gibraltar:
lor Demarara.

to suit.

sums

timore.

Rich, Baltimore.
Cld 18th, ship Southern Chief, Higgins, Antwerp:
sch Jas IT Deputy. McMahan. Cienfuegos.
Passed through Hell Gate 17th, brig Manzaniila,
Benson, Port Johnson for Portland; schs Lizzie Raymond, Lord, do for Providence; L S Watson, Sargent^do for Salem; Enterprise, Leighton, do for Portland ; Florida, Thompson, do for Rockland ; C H Macomber, Higgins, Elizabethport tor Portsmouth; Anaconda, Wallace, New York for Stamford ; Lydia
Srandlsh, Wilder, do for do; Brunette. West, do tor
Bangor; Beta, Robinson, Port Johnson for Boston;
Allston. Fitzgerald, do foi do; Jas S Pike, Dow. Elizabethrtort fi r Salem.
Sid 17tb. barque Abby Bacon, for Malaga; brig

Store,

under

Neglect n Congli. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation tor future evil consequences

New York.

reux.

BOOTS

$3.75

PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

SAVANNAH—Cld 14th, sch Ida S Burgess. Lymburner, Providence.
CHARLESTON—Ar 15th, seh Sylvan, Veazie, Bal-

Pawtucket.
Ar 18th. brig Clara J Adams, Lassen, Matanzas;
sch Kate Carlton. Bowers. Caibat ien.
CM 17tb. ship Ellen Austin. Griffin, Loudon: brig
Nimwaukee. Perkins, Gibraltar; sell Abbott Deve-

7-30’

-FOR SALE BY-

*aml
in the market, at a ch ap price—many
of which are little bet ter than Naptha ilselt—ami the
existence of false reports in regar to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to oniselvea, as well as safety to con.-nmers,' hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would rail attention to the high statu laid of our tils. The Refined
Petroleum, the lire test of which is 122; 1 iie Portland Kero>enl:. the tire ost of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would sav. that we are determined"tovnaintain tl.eir long established reputation.

store

y

••

Brooklyn City
Jersey City

dangerous oils

York.
Sid 11th, schs Jennie F Willey, Willey, Baltimore;
Adeliza. Libby. New Bedford.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 13th, sch Jos Oakes, Oakes,

Hodgdon, Boothbay.

:

New York City

sch*?Vfercy

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 15th, sch F H Odiorne, Crowell, Providence.
Sid 15th, sebs Charley Norton. 1 avis, Portsmouth;
Pilot’s Bride. Brewstei. Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th. sch Addle Todd, Corson,
Salem.
CM 17th, sch« Ida Smith. McCormack, Jacksonville; Mary D Haskell, Carter, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 17th, sch Clara Sawyer,
Branscomb, Matanza*.
Cld 16th, schs Helen A Bowen, Carlisle, Bangor;
S A Boyce, Yates, Providence.
Ar 17th, sebs Baltic. Parker, from Bluehill; Agnes,

dtt

•
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NEWS.

BONDS

class

chance for

87 MIDDLE STREET

TIIE PORTE AND

i' KU.H

strictly first

rare

anO

27

Miniat’vre Almanac.September 20,
Sunrises.5.45 I Moon rises.4.20 AM
Sunsets....6.01 | High watei.10.45 AM

LEWISTON,

CENT.

33 EXCHANGE STREET

City of Merida.New York Havis Mexico Sept 27
Abyssinia. New York..Liverpool_Sept 27
Columbia.New York .Havana.Sept 30

MARINE

P FI R

If. HI. PA1SOK & I’O.,

Scotia.. New York..Liverpool... .Sept 24
Europa.New York. Glasgow.Sept 24

Anglia

OF

The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure o
the City after ten years.

.Sept 2o
MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Sept 23

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool_Sept 23
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool_Sept 23

SECURITY.

Stock

elegant

Oatario.New York. .Rio Janeiro..

Cld 17th, ship Richard III, Hubbard, for Antwerp;
barque Joshua Loring, Mars&all, Sagua.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, barque Sarah, Nichols, fm
Sagua 13 days; brig Hattie Eaton, Cook, Sagua:
schs AliceT Boardman, Kendall, Calais; Mary E
Staples Godfrey, Baltimore; A L Wilder, French,

To

O. E«

OF

DKITOOISTS.

To the Public.
Thfe Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose oflice is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public aie therefore lequested to give prompt

A Boarding and

SALE.

YACHT

MEDICINAL-

HOME

to their

Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool.. .Sept 20
Samaria.New York. Liverpool
Sept 20
City of Richmond ..New York. .Liverpool_Sent 20
Rising Star. New York Aspinwall... .Sept 20
Celtic.New York Liverpool_Sept 20

FOR MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES

continue?repeat

Manufacturers and Proprietors,
136 High street, Providence. R. I.
277 St. Paul street, Montreal.
17 Southampton street, London, England.
auSO
sneodlm&w36

lvrs»

SAFE INVESTMENT

A

Parker.

BATCHELOR’S UAIR DIE.

m*um-_

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN NTEAIH KM

Sole Agent for Globe Chewing Tobaco.

ASIATIC CHOLERA IN CH«JJA !

CUSTOM CLOTHING

69 years 11 mouths.

Friday, Sept. 19.

If you want good and cheap Cigars,

All the Patterns are accurately cut,
graded in s'zea
ami notched to show how they go
together, and put,
up in lllusliated Envelopes, \vi*b full directions for
Making, Amount of Mat. rail Required, Trimmings,
etc., etc. Patterns sent by Mail, i»ost-free, on receipt
of price.
Also Mme.Demoresf’s semi-annual What to
Weir,
15 cents. Mammoth C loied Bulletin of
Kashins, i$.
Subscriptions received for I ejLnrr st’s Monthly Magazine. Yearly, $3, with spJtndld Chrcmce as a
pieseH-isd2w

want of

P. Trumbull.
In Harrison, Sept. 9, Mrs. Joanna, wife of Simeon

Wbiiney, aged

AGENCY for

Mine. Bemorest’s Reliable Patterns.

CITV

PORT OF PORTLAND,

AND COMMON'SENSE.

LEACH’S,

Also

DIED.

CIGARS!
S^Unabattel interest still continnes at

both of

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Sept

DENTIST3

leading manutactures.

on

MARRIED,

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

complete and

a

carefully selected Stock of

these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & -Maine Central R. R.
aulSsntf
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.

SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

at the Lowest

offering

tion of Gentlemen in

roads.

—

Wanted.

anti

SHAWLS

Morbus

NOTICE.
EASTMAN

BLANKETS-

Bv

MAINE.

GOODS
—AND—

ju20_sn3m

FLANNELS,

School.
APPLETON BLOCK.

DRESS

~

FOR PIMPLES OS THE FACE,

FRENCH LANGUAGE.

Soar

or

Fall and "Winter

Buenos Ayres 1st ult, barque Com Dupont,
Nichols, Barbadoes.
In port 1st ult. barques J F Pearson. Gould, and
Lord Clarendon Lavender, for New York: E voy,
Berry, and Woodside, Montgomery, from Portland,

Complaints,

Indigestion &c. Contains no opiate and does
roduce Ccstiveness. Druggists sell it.

DRESS GOODS.

THE

Blackhead ami Eleshworm use PERRY’S improv
eil Comeilime anil Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medic ine.
Prepared only by Di B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., a. T. Sold by Druggists
0iar22d*'twsn6mn
everywhere.

Sommer

Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera

a MARBLE PURITY.

at the

Bowel

-OF

iust, sell Kaimer, Lambert,
Lliza White, Wotten, from

Boston.
Sid I’m

Dr. BickneU’s Syrup
Cures

OPENING

Pascagoula; 17th, barque

NEW

snlw

sel6

largely augmented

—AND

away.

Instrtuctor in French

Superintendent
MB RAMSAY.

ities of European Productions to-

gether with

sellsnGm

A very desirable and pleasantly located doubl
Lot, in one of tlie best sections in Evergreen Cemetery, will be offered for sale for a few days.

CLOAKS,

DRESS

Residence Preble

SALE,

FOR

Winter

ale. from New York.
Arat MatanzEH 9th

_MISCELLANEOUS._

Sl«l fm St

301 l-i CONGRESS ST#, Room No. O.
Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
ROM®*

Ar at Deal 4th InRt, ship South America. Loring,
from London for Sault au Mouton, (and sailed.;
Off St Catharine’s Poiut 5th inst, ship Jane Fish,
from London for New York.
Sid fm Falmouth E. 17th inst, barque Metis, Ellis,
(from Akyab) for Bremethaven.
At Pernambuco 15th ult, brig Flora Goodale, Good-

disg; Hawthorn, Nason, lor K:u»t In lies 5 days.
At Mayaguez loth inst, barque Andes, Davis, from
Baltimore, difig.
Ar at Port Caledonia 17th inst, brig Don Quixote,
Mnnroe, Stetin, to load for New York.

OCULIST

GOODS.

REPELLENTS,

Railroad. The pay roll for the last month is
about $17,000.
The Journal says at a meeting of the Sophomore ciass of Bates
College, the following offi
cers were chosen for the
coming collegiate year:
President, F. E, Emrich; Vice President.
T. Smith; Secretary, E. C. Adams; Treasurer,
H. W. Ring; Historian, T. H Stacy: Prophet,
G. L. Whitt*; Orator, E. H. Bessie; Poet, W.
H. Merrimau; Odist, J. W. Daniels: Toast
Master, C. C. Littlefield; Chaplain, B. M. Edwards; Class Com., M. C. Day, E. Whitney.
B H. Young.
The shipments of boots and shoes from Lewistou and Auburn for the past week foot up
1787 cases, to 1054 for the preceding and 1487
for the corresponding week last year.

PORTLAND,

STREET.

DR. JAMES A* SPALDING,

DOLMANS,

NEWS.

The Journal says George S. Woodman, esq.,
lias been appointed Paymaster of the L. & A.

auS5

MIDDLE

-jams___sntf

l-e-a-c-h

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

OF

BONDS.

CHARLES M. HAW KEN.

STREET.

MIDDLE

COUNTY

0PE5ING

OF

The Journal says the project of erecting a
statue of Edward Little, the founder of the Institute bearing his name,
ou the institute
grounds, is being agitated.

SPECIAL

B li O S

CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTBICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
cent
per
interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

FALL

84

'NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

PLACE OP BUSINESS,

soon.

STATE

ONLY

M Y

8th.
In Shapleigh five converts were baptized on
the 7th inst., aud more are expected to follow

with your editorial condemnation of
so gross an outrage ou
public decency as the
selection of so notorious desperadoes, Nelse
in crime, for exassociates
and
his
Leighton
tern poraneous defenders of a railroad in a
Everybody in Portland
squabble with a rival.
or who has read Portland
papers, is familiar
with the desperate, dangerous and abandoned
character of Leightou, who jauntily testified in
I lie
Superior Court yesterday that he is how
in the employment of the Boston & Maine
Kail road, watching an uneasy frog”; and the
men who put such a character in a position to
encourage him to deeds of violence, for which
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
he lias a sufficient natural tendency, should be
held to a strict accountability to the public.
The Times says the frost h is hurt M-ulawasBut I inaiutain that the whole squabble is
ka very much this year, killing the buckwheat
unseemly and disgusting, tending directly to generally.
iehauch and demoralize the public cousci»-uce
Great loss and suffering is occasioned by fires
aud to degrade the tone of public murals by
runniug in the woods.
familiarizing the most ignorant, brutal and
The prospect for lumbering on the upper St.
dangerously excitable class of our population
John is very dull.
with scenes of violence and disorder, and is
thus manifestly calculated to endanger the genCUMBERLAND COUNTY.
eral peace and safety.
Much has been said
The News says Miss Emma Brackett, daughevil
about the lingering aud far reaching
effects
ter of John Brackett of Harrisou, has mowed,
of the civil war, in letting loose upon society
with a two horse machine, 40 acres of gra&s
men of low instincts, trained to deeds of vioduring the past summer, in several instances
lence aud blood in the army, and tlms ready for
cutting four acres in half a day.
and
wheu
crime
murder
And
robbery,
tempted.
The News says Willie Gray, 14 years old, sou
.yet, here among us, an evening school has been
of Abraham Gray of Lovell, broke his left arm
opened, where gangs of our most ignorant and
while wrestling with another lad, near the corn
excitable population, many of them foreignfactory, Friday evening. A purse of about $30
ers, are receiving nightly lessons in the use of
has since been made up for him by his associweapons, and taught to realize their own
ates at the corn factory.
strength aud the mighty power of an armed
The old White Rock meeting house, used
mob, concentrated upon one object. Can a more
only semi-occasionally for years past, has rehazardous experiment be veuttired udod at a
cently been transferred to‘the Freewill Baptime when the tendency to anarchy and viotist Society, and is now to
lence is so extieme as to overturn the semblance
uudergo extensive
of law and order in whole nations, to bring a
repairs and again be used as a place of worship.
Rev.
D.
A.
Maddox
is
a
of
the
of
terror
close
to
the
Unitreign
large part
pastor.
ed States, aud to multiply crime beyond all forJoseph Newcomb of Harrison, has one half
mer precedent iu ou own State?
acre of corn that stands nine feet
high on an
I was a spectator of the doings of Wednesday
average.
on
Commercial
and
iu
eveuing
street,
my judgHANCOCK COUNTY.
ment the events ot that night have sown the
Capt. S. C. Pendleton of Gouldsboro’, reports 1
seeds of many riots, crimes and perhaps murthat his son, 14 years old, left the schooner
ders, by making lawlessness respectable in the Mary
Ann, off Bliss Island, in a dory on the
eyes of our most dangerous class. Providen9th iust., and hasn’t been seen since.
tially, we have thus far‘been preserved from
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
auj actual collision between the retainers of
three different roads, which like the lordly and
The Shaw House in Winthrop,
unoccupied,
insoleut barons of feudal times seem to defy
but owned by I. A. Carr,was burned
Thursday.
the law and the sovereign and demand neutralThe fire was of incendiary origin.
ity from the lawful authorities of the land while
KNOX COUNTY
they prepare to fight out their gwu quarrels
(Press Correspondence.)
with their own armed servants and rascals.—
South Thomaston lia* neither a lawyer, docBut there is no security that actual conflict aud
minister
nor a rum shop.
bloodshed may not at any time occur between
tor,
A few nights’
the ignorant and excited bullies or workmen of 1 .ago, however, two of its stores, Sweatland
ihe different factious, and wheu this happens
Brothers, and John H. Jean’s, were broken inand robbed of about oue huudred dollars
we may be prepared
for the speedy advent of I
worth in goods and money.
an era like that when the champions of the red
and the blue deluged the race course at Con
The Warren-Mink case is now before the
stuutiuople, or when the church of St. Sophia
grand jury at Rockland.
flowed with the blood of Homoousian and
A company of eighteen, called *‘a
praving
Homoiousian priests.
baud,” are holdiug meetings in the Methodist
Let but the first drop of blood be spilled by
church at Rockland. Nearly all the band are
the
iu
of
MR,
BuiffldoiroT any other Captain
from Boston.
this railroad war and who cau estimate the
The Knox county Teachers’ Convention is
magnitude of the consequences? Who can set
appointed to be held in Rockland Oct. 5th, conomuls'to the ferocity of opposing gangs of
tinuing five days.
infuriated foreigners, who can guaranty llio citizens against midnight assaults aud arson,or the
OXFORD COUNTY.
travelling public agaiust obstructed tracks aud
Over twelve tons of cheese have been manuswitches.
misplaced
factured this season at Dixfield.
The writer has long believed that corporate
The Register says the dwelling bouse of Alinsolence and insubordination will eventually
vin Foss in Sumner, was burned Wednesday
arouse the people to confiscate all the railroads
night. Ijoss $1000. Insured $500.
to the State, paying the owners a fair price for
The Paris Hill Manufacturing Co., have retheir property, and he appeals to the present
ceived orders for 1200 dozen sleds and 100 dozen
condition of affairs in this city as one of the
doll carriages.
times pointing to the rapid approach of that resuit.
C. W. G.
The Register says the cheese
factory at South
Waterford was closed last week after a successrue Eclectic f ailure.
full season. The farmers are enthusiastic and
will double their number of cows next
To the Editor of the Press:—
year.
(Press Correspondence.)
So far as this State is concerned there will
Wm. G. Spring, mail ageut on the P. & O.
not be much suffering on account of the failure
railroad, is soon to take up his residenco at
of the Eclectic as there were only abcut a dozFryeburg.
zen policies in force here.
Iu the end it will
a
the
benefit
to
Insurance
meu
prove
people.
George Morrili of Orono, had his left hand
have not considered the Company safe, and had | nearly cut off by a circular saw a day or two
our insurance laws been
it
enforced
ago.
strictly
would never have been admitted int> the State.
The Whig says it is proposed to have in BanIn 1872 the Company expended its entire regor some time during October, a general musin
and
the
of
death
losses
workter of all the soldiers and sailors in
ceipts
payment
Maine,who
ing expenses. Its death losses were enormous,
served during the rebellion.
considering the amount of risk, reaching to
The Whig says the bouse of O. R. Bradbury
nearly $130,000. with only 2777 polices in force,
of Springfield, was burned Wednesday, with
and on a total income of $244,000. In fact, die
all its out-buildings. Loss $8000.
death losses consumed the current insurance
fund and nearly the entire reserve besides,
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Mr. Wm. Plummer of Dover, in his 87th
conclusively that the company owes
showing
its demise to something besides excessive exli*id
the
brick for three chimneys, each
year,
penses.
twenty five to thirty feet high, in one week.
It has been stated by one of the greatest actWe don’t claim that he is the oldest “Mason”
uaries in the country that, two unsound risks to
in the country, but we think he is about the
smartest oue of his age that can be found.
every hundred will fail-the best managed life
insurance company in a certain time. And this
SOMERSET COUNTY.
without doubt is true. The excessive number
The Reporter suys the St. Albans cheese facof such risks forced by unprincipled men into
tory closed its season’s operations on Saturdoy
this as well as other companies, is undoubtedly
of last week. It has been run 69
the principal cause of the recent failure. It
days, using
130,912 pounds of milk, producing six tons aud
may be well for life insurance companies who
1434 pountlK, averaging 195 pounds of cheese
do not have faith in their officers to place the
per day. Quite an amount of cheese has been
“entire reseive” into the hands of the State
sold at 16 cents per pouud, the
for safe keeping, but.this will not avail utless
remaining portion remaining iu the curing room.
great care is had in the selection of risks. Had
the Eclectic thus placed its r- serve the rates of
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
its losses show that not more thau 40 per cent,
Joseph Reynolds, of North La bee, 22 years
could be realized by its unfortunate policy holdold, was drowned by falling off a wharf the
ers iu any event.
13th inst.
Life insurance management needs inst what
YORK COUNTY.
every other kind of business needs—experience,
The Saco Water Power Company,
says the
capability and strict integrity in every moveJournal, are increasing their supply oi water
ment
“Only this and nothing more.”
from the great Ossipee and adjacent New
“Quill Pen.”
Hampshire ponds. The out of Six Mile Pond
in Eaton has been lowered, and a canal is boThe Lumber Business.—'The present prosing dug at the upper falls of the Great Ossipect is indicative of an almost inactive winter
pee.
with the Penobscot lumbermen, upon whom
Mr. James Sweetsir of Saco, says the Journal, was injured recently by falling as he
the past season, which has been so unfovoraalighted from a B. & M. railroad traiu.
ble to the bi siupss, has had a depressing effect.
The small demand foi lumber has left them
The York county Agricultural thow and Fair
with a considerable stock on hand and the sewill be held at Saco Oct. 7, 8, 9,10 and 11.
vere drouth has prevented the manufacture of
The Mousam river is so low that Springvale
the entire quantity of logs cut last winter, so
manufacturing corporations have been obliged
that they iutend doing only a limited business.
to discontinue a portion of their work.
One prominent linn in this city intend to sell
Gaorge K. Smith of SpringAale, took an
all their teams and will do nothing in thf
overdose of opium to relieve tooth-ache, Thurswoods during the winter, and others will do
night,and came near dying in consequence.
day
but little in comparison with the operations
The Times says the postoffice at Springvale
carried on heretofore.—Bangor Whig.
was broken open
Wednesday night and stamps
to the amount of $50 taken therefrom.
Religious Intelligence.
The Times says the name of the light keeper
The Unitarian Society of Ellsworth ha^e ex
at Cape Porpoise, who died suddenly Thursday
tended an invitation to Rev. Mr. Lyou of Pal
River to become their pastor.
morning, is Capt. Stepheu Illsley,
He was
about T± years of age.
The Christian Baptist church of Kitten
have raised the salary of their pastor, the Rev
H. A. Hutchinson, to $1200.
Out of Health.
In this common expression is comprehended an
The Hancock Baptist Quarterly Meeting wil
immense
ammount
of bodily and menial suffering.
the
meet with
Baptist church iu Waltham or
|i is not necessary to be affected with positive disTuesday, Sept. .‘50th, at 2 P. M. It is propose*
ease in order to experience uuutterab'e wretchedness.
to continue the session three days or more.
A person out of health is weak,
»
languid, lowspirited,
incapable of much exertion, nervous, irritable, and
The Baptist Church at Presque Isle was ded
as sensitive to everv
change of temperature us the
icated Sunday, Sept. 14tli.
mercury in a thermometer.
What such a perThree persons were baptized and received in
son requires is invigoration. and Hostettcr’s Stomach
Bitters will supply it. No need of
to til*-* membership of the Baptist church a
applving to a
physician in such a case. The fee would be thrown
Livermore Falls, Sept. 7th.

gratified

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

October 7th and

readily recall a single volume that has attracted general attention. In respect to literary
fertility it is tlic most barren year of the cen- the expenses at a dollar a vote. San Frantury. If George Eliot’s wonderful novel, ciscans are asking it it is worth the money.
The N. Y. Times holds that Mr. Starnes,
‘‘Middlemarch,” be excluded on account of
recent college graduate.
its having previously appeared in the periodi- the latest discoverer of Liviugstoue, is wise
The Liucoln County Sabbath School Convencals, it will be apparent to one looking even in declining to imitate the tearful verbosity tion will meet with the First Baptist church in
that in the iuterest ! Jefferson,
of
it
thinks
but
field
that
the
there
over
has
been
a
Stanley,
cusorily
Wednesday, Sept. 24th; session to
of geographical discovery he ought to be
coutinue two days.
genuine literary famine. Volumes enough
and exhaustively interviewed.
promptly
is quite a revival interest in the BapThere
have been is.ued train the press, but not
many that even so catholic a reader as
Charles Lamb would not instantly put into

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

proximo.

De"

sep20_d4wf

10 PERCENT.NET.
TIIE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York.aud
will garantee the collection of all leans made through
its agency. All charges paid by the borrower. Please
write, before inventing, tor New York and New Fuglaud references, md full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa.) President. Address
JAM ES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 1C7 Dcs Molnes,

Iowa._sep20t4w

“CAM P H O Rl N E

The Greatest Discovery of the Age for the relief and
cure of ISIaeiimatinm, chrouic nod ncute,
Nprnina, Briu«e<t, Pain in Cheat, Back, or
V^imb^, Stiff Joints. ■"!ruins, Olnudalor
NwrllingH,
lnflaiunintion,
Ncurnlgin,
Bunions, Catarrh, Ac.
Will not grease or
stain tho most delicate faoric, which makes it a luxury in every family. Try it and be convinced oi iis
great merit. Price 25 cents per bottle. REUBEN
HOYT, Prop'r, 203 Greenwich St., N. Y. se20t4w
77ih Thousand in Premi-Fimt .Tlonth.

Remarkable Success. mVfm
and another
in 8

days,
UCCilll

in 4

»

$438
days, selling
ilfAMv A perfect Thesaurus

Ol'UI y

»ot

Explcratiov,

dis-

and Adventure pen, and the Wonders
Beneath the Great Oceans. Diving, Dredging,
spirited Eng. avings. rr.ee
Telegraphing, &c.
ex.'remelg lofo. Sell9 amazingly fast. Strike quick
lor choico field. Address HUBBARD BROS., Pub’s,
se20t4w
53 Washington St., Boston.

covery

tupuriuri-siiip aoiicc.
this day formed a copartnership under the name and style

THE

—

been’

Portland Sept.

WILLIAM COltNJSH,
WALTER A. STEVENS,

16,1873._

ae20eod2*w

Clothing Cleansed
CLOTHES

CLASS^^
eronloymeu

$60 h week guaranteed. IG spectablo
at
home,' ay or evening; uo capital required; fall instructions'*: valuable package of goods sent free
rix

rcturn

,:e',lt
YOLNfa & CO,, 1,3 Greenwich
St„

V.

“tnnip,

bv
M.

sc20t4w

Storajie.

r°appTyrto0

°f Il0Ur

0r

0ther dry morchandise

CHASE

ABACK

rC li

w^t slrm'.^

CUCUMBER WOOD
PUMP!
THE
Must

tha

Pimp

in

VT*«*.
They neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by acei rate main all their parts, raising a largo
chinery,
amount ot water with lilile labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the est and the
Pump made. Ncud

perfect

Cheapest

*■

or a

circular.

Sc WIIITVKY,

KE.VD.tLL

General Agent for State of Maine.

pc3__d&wtf

WATCHES.
Just

received

large invoice

a

Wallhsim

of

Watches J

Purchased before the late rise in Waltham move
ments. and for sale at the lowest
prices.
Sarisfact
»attsract
ion guaranteed in every instance.
All styles ot Cases and all grades of
movements
movements
constantly on hand.
Watches regulated for every
body without charge-

77 Middle

St.,

LAMSON,
Near Post Ofllce

au-3_

tr

NOTICE r
ri\IlE undersigned have forme 1 nn A Mod"
*n v,*,
A known as ('handler’s Band, for tV
unroot* oi

urnishing
vees, &c

music for Bal-* Parties, Concerts
alter Sept. 1st, 1873.

?• H* Chandler,

Le^

*“ha8. Grimmer,
C. M Richardson.
e. m. Gammon.

J. M. Mullaly,
J. Tyler,

be made

le^J^^gemsnts

with D. H. Chand-

13^Any ntir^oer of pieces furnished.
[Advertise:- copy.1_

MOTHER RICH

FALL
a

w. C.
137

CLEANSfJD
—OR—

dp*.

^-Please

jy?3ti

DISPLAY'

GOODS

Pressed Ready for W
ear
No Ripping required. Warranted not
to crack
AT E s» TEH vs Dvr

BECKETT’S.

MIDDLE STREKT
ell and

examine.

Park and Seaside
CEMETERIES,
Robert

au35MTh&Stf

SIMPLEST,

Durable and Cheapest

—AT—

housework in

Gentlemen’s Garments

and

Celebrated.

e

—OF—

Wharf.

Wanted.

A CKO^P fJ;EiC’1R.r'
f<?do
Awly at

LOWELL.

Fel°_3w_

BROTHERS,

sc20eodl"r_Long

—

CONGRESS* STfiEET.

301

CHAS. H.

!

Cleaned and Rep Ired at short notice,
ami all kinds of goods dyed in a
thorough manner.
Also Second-hand Clothing fur sale.
All orders will receive prompt and failhfnl attention
WILLIAM BROWN,
Fedcial Street,
sep20dtf
Near the Park.

WORKING

AT

VERY LOW PRICES FOR CASH.
HT“Call and see at

undersigned have

Wi«. I URM.NII & STEVENS,
to carry on the business at No. 359 Congress street
where Senior member of tLe firm has so long
found. A full line of tin ware and Kiie’ en furnishing goods is always on hand, .it reasonable prices.

and

Clocks. Plated Ware and Fancy floods
*

sel8d3xv

Towns

COUNTRY PLACES

MorrisCopeland

hn.ik.um

CantlT

male plans for 12 Park and
lit Cemeteries, and 500 PuhPc and
He furnishes advice, plans and sun,
all kinds ot sttl,urban art
Offices, 19 City Exchange,
St., Phila., and Ridley

/-

*“*

J0.".”’’
rin£tL. —**•*’*'*■
!,"”® Z
'"C?'*

Portland Crew at St. John,—The pulling of the Longshoremen of this city in tne
recent race at St
John, N. B., was almost
complete. Had they really known what was
in them, they might have beaten the Paris
As it wa3 they came
crew aud won the race.

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, SEPT. 20, 1873
THE PiSESS
Maybe obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of FeeBros.. Marquis. Uobtnson, r.rinell & Co.,
Andrews, Went worth, Glendetminir Moses, Henderana
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out ol
•on,
the ity.

in second aud gave the victorious crew s hard
pull. A correspondent of a Boston paper thus
refers to them: “Before they were a mile away
the Portland oarsmen had opened clear water
on the Paris crew, aud began varying from their
At the turn the Portlands lost.
course slightly.
They were to turn from port to starboard while

«eoden

Biddeford, of Pillshury.

At

SK

of L, llodgdon.
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Gorham, of News A**eut.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.
Kennebunk. of C. E. Mi.ler.

Saco
At
At
At
At
At

the others by the custom were to round their
separate stakes from starboard to port.
They
being nearest the Paris crews stake and having

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

AdvertiMemenl*

to cross their bow to get where they belonged
with not enough water, they had to give at
h ast three rowing lengths to prevent a foul.
By this the Paris crew turned first, aud the

To-Day.

McLireus, by splendid turn, and making a
length clean, second. They were all well together and no fouls had happened,
The Porta

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
and Fair.

County Cattle Show

SPECIAL NOTICES.
of Business—Leach.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Allen & Co—Custom Clothing,
Clothing Cleansed—William Brown.
The Portland Kerosene Oil Co.
C ’partnership Notice—Cornish & Stevens.
Wanted—Girl.
Storage—Chafe Brothers.
Dauchy’s Announcements.—5.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
American. House—Boston.

land

My only Place

Loss ot

started after the turn for a brush with
the Paris, but their competitors took up the
spurt at the same time, and not only lost half
both were ready to settle down
to about a 38 stroke.
The three miles were
made in a small fraction less than 18 minutes,
and the result shows a warm contest.
Ths conclusion of the race was laconically

described by Twig, the bow oar of the Longshoremen, “What crew was that beat us?” he

Appetite—Daucy.

asked the judges, as his boat rowed up to the
steamei. He was told the Paris crew.
Twig
replied: “We are only Y’ankee amateurs, but
I guess that was the hardest three-quarters of a

length they ever

the close showed they did not come up in
their usual fine condition while the Longshoremen were perfectly fresh
aud did not pull all
that was in them.
The crew will arrive home on the Falmouth.
at

New Jerusalem Church—New High street.—
Rev. Mr. Hayden, will preach to-morrow morning,
Subject; Prayer must be followed by exertion. Eve
niugmeeung iu the Vestry at7} o’clock.
St. Sr piikn’8 Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec-.
tor. Sunday Services at lOi a. m.; and 3 p. m. The
sittings in this Church ere free to all.

Presentation —Yesterday afternoon, at the
close of work, the employees of the Portland

Company, to the number of about 500 gathered
in oue of the rooms of the Company's buildings
for the purpose of bidding farewell to two of
the overseers who were about to leave for more

Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10}a. m., 3 and 7} p.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7.15 p. m.

lucrative positions elsewhere.
Mr. George C.
Kennedy stepped forward aud in a neat speech
presented to Mr. Adam Davis, in behalf of the
employees, an elegant silver tea service, consisting of six pieces and made in McDuffee’s
best style. Mr. Davis was taken completely by

invited. Seals free.
Williston Church.—S. S. 10} A. m. Preaching
service at 3 r. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7}
arc

P. M.

St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ol Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7.30 p. ui. Daily services at

and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting daily
at 8 A. M.; Wednesday aud Saturday Eveuings at 7|
P. M.
i)

a. m.

surprise, but recovering himself accepted the
gift in lauguage fitting the occasiou. Immediately after, Mr. A. Peevy addressing Mr.
Thomas West, asked his acceptance of a splendid silver watch, a gold ring and an Odd Pellow’s seal,as a token of the esteem in which he

St. Paul s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.
and 3 p. m.

E. Church—Rev. F. S. Jones,
pastor. Sunday services: Preaching at 10} A.M.
ahd 3 P. M. Sunday School 1} P.-M.; prayer uioetiug
at 7} P. M.
High Street Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Services forenoon and attorcoon. Social meeting in
the vestry at 7} P. M.
Bay Side Parish (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p.m.: Preaching at 2 and
7} p. iu.- Preaching at Knightvilie at 10J a. m.;
Sabbath School at 5 and Social meeting at 4 p. m.
Congress Square Universalist Society.—
Rev. W. E. Gibbs. Pastor.—Morning Service 10} a.
m; Evening Service, 7} p. m; Sunday School 3 p. in.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Chestnut St. M.

held by his fellow workmen.
This was a
of additional surprise to the recipient,
who returned a graceful reply.
The occasion

was

source

The

Benjamin

tree.

West Cong. Chapel—Sunday School at 11 a. m.;
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7$ r. m.
Stat-. Street Church.—Service in forenoon st
101 o’clock. Evening Service at 7} o’clock. Sabbath
School at 3 p. ui.

fruits,

Superior Court.
SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL TERM, SYMONDS,

J.,

vs.

fine

Pike, applt. Appeal

Thomas

complaint for drunkenness and disturbance in the street in August last.
Defence, no such man. The jury after being out three
hours returned a verdict of not guilty.
Fiank for defc.
State vs. Charles L. Berry. Indicted lor cheating
in subby false pretences. The indictment alleges
stance, that Charles L. Berry of Island Falls, in the
county of Aroostook, on the 12th of March, 1873, at
Portland, unlawfully, knowingly, designedly and

Municipal

Court

Island Falls of the value of $1700; that
he owned a house at Island Falls free from le»al incumbrances; that he owned a stock of goods in his
store at

of the value of about $1500; and tliat his total
liabilities of every name and nature did not exceed
$2530; by means of which false pretences the said
Berry did unlawfully, knowingly and designedly and
with intent to defraud, obtain from Wt^xJman, True
& Co. goods to the value of $1449 27, with intent to
cheat and defraud Woodman, True & Co. The indictment then goes on and alleges the falsity of the
representations and pretences. It contains five
counts, and covers twenty-four pages of foolscap.
The case was opened to the jury by County Attorney
Matlocks, after which Court adjourned.
Mattocks, County Attorney.
Howard & Cleaves— Bradburys for deft.

store

Jlunici

pal

Conn.

JUDGfe' MORRIS PRESIDING.
Friday.—Ansel C. Tucker ami William B. LeavSearch and seizure. Fined ?5U each with costs
itt.

Brief

day afternoon

J

oiling.

a

heavy rain storm set

in.
The harbor is full of coasters driven in

by

the

storm.

George H. Bailey of this city was injured
Bangor, Wednesday, -by being thrown from
his sulky during one of the races.
Next Monday at 3 o’clock |>. m. the resolutions on the death of Judge Ware will be preMr.

at

i.11

here

uiaC)

nuu icai'WB

uu

display

particular,

and the out duor
very abundant the present year, a
may be expected.

J

evening me aneroan
Cadets were surprised and captured at their
The boys
armory by a detachment of ladies.
gracefully surrendered aud acquitted themselves nobly in tbe round of dances inaugurated
by the fair sex. The festivities were kept up
until the wee hours.

Personal.—Judge Clifford is again suffering
from

an

attack of

vuu^ivoo

bowel

complaint,

bis

at

daughter’s residence in Gorham.
E. W. Clark of Philadelphia, who is announced among the failures yesterday, was once
a merchant in this city.
Accident.

engineer

—

Yesterday,

Frank

Hanscomb,

the Portland St Rochester railroad,
fell from his locomotive and was

on

accidently
badly Injured.

chwu

made the recipient of another woman’s
haby a few days ago. The mother of the child
has not been heard from since.
City Hall has been engaged by the Portland
Horticultural Society for the 24th inst.
House No. 13 Cottou street has recently been
sold by K. O. Bailey & Co. to Edward New-

was

for $1850.
On Sunday next Rev. Mr. Sill, now a deacon
of St. Luke’s Cathedral, is to he raised to the
pristliood. The ordination services, will occur
man

10 1-2 o’clock.
The Montgomery Guards arrived, home yesterday from their excursion to Biddeford.
Eistnan, the man recently tried for swindling
and acquitted, lias beeu arrested by his counsel
for non payment of fees.
Lancaster Hall was thronged yesterday with
people examiug the very large variety of furni
be sold to-day by F. U. Ba’ley & Co.
The members of the Ministerial Association
are notified that the subject for discussion on
Monday forenoon 22d inst will he “Religious
newspapers;” tlieir influence for good and evil
upon the religious welfare of the community.
The citizens of Knightvilie are talking loudly
of holding on indignation meeting in consequence of the apparent suspension of the work
whilst the contractors
am the Portland bridge
are repairing the pier.

yesterday was, “got
road bonds?”
It is understood that the railroad
been transferred to the courts.
In cousequence of illness, Mrs. Anna
The salutation

any railhas

Bradley,

esq., has just completed a fine
His stables are fitted up with every
couvenience and an eye to taste.
The fences
*
are of Southern pine and of iron.
Allen & Co., call the attention of oar readtheir advertisement in another column.
A large and elegant stock of woolens has just
been puc in, of the latest and nobbiest styles,
aid those in want of custom clothing would do
well to inspect it. The line of fine goods is eswool-

full and complete, aud in heavy
Perfect
there is a great variety of choice.
The facilities for
satisfaction is guaranteed.
cutting and making np are of the best.

pecially
ens

1873 silent easy
running Keystone sewing machine. It has all
the latest improvements aud is a very superior
machine.
Sept. 16th. cod Gt.
See advertisement of the

new

Granger

erful eiigit-e, numbered 24G.
The Fastest Boy in New York was played at
Music Hall last night to a good house, notwith“Shin Fane will
standing the rain. To-night
be presented aud there will undoubtedly be a
crowded house.
At midnight it was raining.
Leach believes in advertising, and now that
his fall goods are in, wants the ladies to know
it No. 84 Middle street is getting to be famous

for

By Hanover Street, siuce its widening, is

of the best avenues in Boston. Tbe favorite American House, so long known to the
traveling public, is much benefited by the widening. Messrs. Itice not long siuce entirely refitted their hotel.

one

Miss A. M. Elden will give instruction in
Instrumental Music (German method) Vocal in
Italian and Guitar. Best of references given
For particulars apply at United Stales Hotel
aul2-eod2m
plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steec
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table
Ware replated in the best manner aud at very
reasonable prices at
All of my

Hall whenever there is a performance
goiug on
in it Last night three of the boys were arrested and carried to the station, and it is the
purpose of the police hereafter to arrest every boy
found hanging around the entrance.
Last uiglit about gleven o’clock the police
brought into the station for safe keeping a
drunken sailor who was intending to row himself down to his vessel which was anchored

night.

27 Market Square,
up one flight.

Vegktine pu ifics the blood, renovates and
the whole system. Its medical
properties are Alterative, Touio, Solvent aud
Diuretic.
-eptl7-W&S&wlt
Kendall and Whitney have.a fine collection
of choice Bulbous Boots for fall plantiug.

splG

t

w s m

Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Depression ot Spirits and General DebiliFon Loss of

various other forms, Ferro-PhosphoraElixir of Calisaya made by Casw'ell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all
druggists, is tbe best tonic. As a stimulant
tonic for patients recovering from fever or other sickness, it has no equal.
If taken during
tbe season it prevents fever aud agua and oilier
intermittent fevers.
se20-4wt

ty, in

ted

Fob Salf on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, ill the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Cullen, Esq..
Press office.
jell-dtf
heteurolopuial.

Police Notes.—The police are determined
break up the practice a certain class of boys
have of congregating around the door of Music

in the lower harbor.
There were sereu drunks

own

Atwood’s,

jySeodtf

bargains.

to

tion last

lWI*CEL.£AN£OCti NOTItlltM.

_

Dow is unable to make her contemplated visit
to Portland this week, aud, therefore, will not
sing at S'ate street church to-inorrow.
Yesterday the Portland Company turned out
for the Grand Trunk Railroad a new aud pow-

at

the

police

sta-

Shephard

probabilities for

the next
HOURS

twenty-four

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal I
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Sept. 19, 17.30 P. Wi.))
For Sew Engln»<l
will increase, with
on Saturday, the pressure
north-west to north winds, lower temperature
and clear

or

clearing weather.

Feat

of

Engineering.

two centre secSt. Louis, Sept. 19.—Tbe
tions of the arch between tbe western abutment and tbe western pier of tbe bridge here,
each consisting of an upper and lower rio were
completed yesterday.T his is regarded as oue of
the greatest trii:g*»»hB of engineering skill tfie
world has ever seen.

bank depositories.
This
pressure, make money easy and

Capt. Hall enjoyed the confidence of every one,
and his death, which was unexpected, was deplored by all on board the Polaris.
Civil War in Morocco.
A civil war has broken out in Morocco between the son and brother of the deceased Sultan and the trade of the country is paralised.
Cholera in Vienna.
Vienna, Sept. 19.—It is officially reported
there has been *2755 cases of cholera in Vienna
since the outbreak of the disease, and of this
number 1110 were fatal. For the twenty-four
hours ending midu'glit, yesterday, forty-one
fresh cases were reported.
Coliasiou at Sea.
New York, Sept. 19.—A St. John, N. F.,
dispatch says that the British stesmer Precursor during hazy weather, in latitude 45 27. longitude 45 5. collided with the American schooner Addie Osburne of Provincetown,
Mass., and
sunk her in live minutes. Capt. McDonald and
the first mate were lost.
The survivors say
they were in the water three hours before they
were rescued.
Ntauuch let.
London, Sepf. 19—Op. m—The firm of Jay
Coolfe. McCulloch tir Co., of this city, have
paid cash over their counter all day, notwith
standing the run on the house.

prevent any fnrtheif failures. The President is
tully determined to meet the euergeocy at

OUTDONE.

DAY.

Knapp, jr., Wins the
Sweepstakes.

TO

ITS FOUNDATIONS,
THE MARKETS ALL UNSETTLED.

A

Resumption Promised.

^

Washington despatch says Henry
^'°°ke
house
that
their
says
•11
will
soon resume business and the
depositors
will lose
nothing. He also says the suspension
of the Washington house was a matter of
expe
uieucy and that, time will show them to be in a
sound condition.
Secretary Richardson, who is advised as to
the cause of the
suspension of Jay Cooke &
» expresses the
opinion that their suspension
will be
temporary only and their assets will be
found largely in excess of their liabilities.
A

Strong

[Special to the Press.l
Bangob, Sept. 19.—To day the State Fair for

Houses

Reeling.

1873 closed.

The crowds at the halls were not
so large as
yesterday, and not quite so large on
the Park, though by no means small.
In the
forenoon there was little of interest. There
was to he an exhibition of
the skill of draft

horses,

but as there is little interest in the horse
as a useful animal it did not amount to much.
At noon the stock was beginning to be taken
away, so that by the time for the trot in the
afetrnoon it was fuily au agricultural horse
race.
There was about three-fourths of the
crowd of yesterday present to witness the trot.
The first called was of little interest, being open
to all mares and geldings over five years old.—
Though not exclusive there were but six entries and three starters; this was due to the
meagre size of the purse. $40. The three horses
were all of
Bangor, and the race was

entering

wonhyLiuisa W., owned by Mr. Wheelden.
the animal that run away and created quite a
furor yesterday. One of the horses in the race,
it is said, would not bring $30 two moDths
since. The second race was the most important of the season, being for the stweepstakes
purse of $500, open to all horses in New England aud the Domiuion, $300 to first, $125 to
second aud $75 to the third. There were three
horses entered. Shepard Knapp, jr., so well
known, Lightfoot, a sharp little trotter and
runner, aud Andy Johnson, of St. John, N. B.,
quite famous for swinging round the circle. In
pools sold at the hotels Knapp was the favorite aud also .he choice of our horsemen. Light-

foot

favor, while the St John delegation applauded their fine roau who, unlike
his Accidenoy’s sake,is an honest trotter. Audy
won the two first heats in fine
style, Kuapp not
behaving well and Lightfoot doing some rare
running. The third heat was hotly contested,
was

in good

aud it is claimed by many that the sharp, driv'
ing of the Kuapp and Lightfoot checked Andy
aud for the first time he made a break and

Kuapp won the heat. The next heat was close
ly contested, the three horses being nearly even
until they struck the home stretch, Kuapp woo
that and the next heat, giving him the race,
Andy taking the second money. After three
heats had been trotted a spurt of raiu cleared
the seats of thousands of spectators for a min
ute, but they soon came back aud good naturededly stood the drizzle, while there was no end
of scoring aud jockeying. Before the last heat
was trotted the rain began to fall in torrents
and the track was a standing pool of water, the
seats were empty and the thousands of people
hastening to the city by every kiud of conveyance.
ftiji.u.tn x.

G. H. Builey ns b g Sheppard Knapp, jr., 2
2 111
C. W. Bell ns r g Andy Johnson, 113 2 2
J. A. Dustiu ns b s Lighlfoot, 3 3 2 3 3
Time, 2.41, 2.35, 2.35, 2.3T, 2.44 1-2.
The last beat was trotted in a heavy rain.
The trotting throughout has been most satisfactory and the geuerai management of the fair
has been excellent. The officers have spared no
effort to make it worthy of confidence. The
last two days a crowd was gathered about the
quarter pole, where a fellow standing on the
outside of the fence sold pools to those inside,—
He did a good business. There are still many
people here, the falling torrents preventing
them from going out to-night.
Hrvcre Accident—Disturbance,
Thursday afternoon two men sharpening tools
in a shed on the line of the Bucksport railroad,
just below Orrington, were severely injured by
the explos'on of an open cau of powder left
near the fuse by a boy.
It is thought that both
men will recover.
*
Ex-Aid rmau McGilicuddy of Lewiston, with
S1700 iu his pockets, was arrested in the streets
last night for creating a disturbance, and a
St. John half millionare and a Rockland limeburner, all representing over a million were ar
rested with Mr. JMcGilicuddy for the same offence.
Among the premiums awarded are the following to persons in this vicinity—Ayreshires,
Nathan Dane, jr., of Kennebunk, first premiums for nerd bulls, one
year old bulls, cows,
two year old heifers, one year old heifers,
calves Short Horns, G. A. Parsons of Waterville, first premium for oue year old bull. Jerseys, N. R. Boutelle, Waterville, first premium
for herd, three years old cow, cue year old heifFat cattle, J.
ers, medal for one year old bull.
P. Putnam of Wintbrop, first premium for

premium

on

G. E. Shores of
bucks.

Waterville, first

A Brownfield

from deputy Rice at Paris, yesterday, whither
he had been taken under indictment of the Supreme Court. He was found at his house in
Brownfield secreted betweeu the chamber floor
and ceiling below.

Wift TXurdcr.
Boston, Sept. 19.—In Saxonvi'.le last evening, Josiah Bigelow, a native of the town, called at a neighbor’s house to see his wife, with
whom he had not lived for a year. Upon her
coming to the door Bigelow drove a knife into
her throat and left for another neighbors’
house, where he confessed and gave himself up.
Mrs. Bigelow is expected to die.

NEW YORK.

residence.

Invigorates
war

CLOSING

MASSACHUSETTS.

first.
John

BLACK

WALE STREET ROCKING

THE

Cape dizaheth.
A town meeting was held yesterday to see
whether it was advisable to take any action iu
relation to building the bridge across Long
road to the Retorm School.
It was voted to do nothing about the matter,as
there are certain nice points of law involved
which it was thought best should be settled

OF

FAIR.

STATE

RcnmpArrested.
Fryergrg, Sept 19.—Sheriff Stacy of this
county this afternoon discovered and arrested
Elisha T. Cotton of Brownfield, who escaped

a

THE BLACKNESS
FRIDAY

Mr. Editor:—I see bv your paper this morning that vour Bangor correspondent lias made
me a contributor to tbe Fair there.
I had two
or three carriages on
sale iu Bangor and my
must
have
them
on
exhibition.
agent
placed
Ilad I been correctly informed in regard to the
place for exhibiting carriages I would have
been glad to have sent a sample lot from my
factory.
Rispeetfully yours,
Z Thompson Jr,
Successor to J, M. Kimball & Co.

at

ture to

MATTERS IN MAINE.

pair. Sheep,
Portland, Sept, lbth 1873,

ance in the National
will stop the

once.

was

ers to

sented to the United States District Court.
xuin.

are

Creek,and extend

__

Yester

police ofrefusing to

a uoua ujie—msi

on a

with intent to defrau l, did falsely pretand to Woodman, True & Co., that he, the said Berry, was a trader in solvent circumstances; that he was the owner

pears in

flowers,

PRE-

SIDING.

Friday.—State

Paid.

a

—

preaching

a

Eastport,

HoitTicuLTURAi. Exhibition.
We understand that the fall show of the Portland Horticultural Society, embracing fruits, flowers and
vegetables, will occur at the City Hall on Wednesday next, afternoon and evening- As many

—

of

Enslpori Dogberry.

Ricker of

guage concerning Deputy Sheriff—not City
Marshal—Parker who made the arrest.
Eisnian states distinctly that Ricker did show him
the dispatch in advance of his arrest, and Deputy Parker had no assistance in the matter
from this remarkable official.
All which goes
to show that Ricker entertains very eccentric
notions of the duties and obligations of his position, and has a sympathy for offenders rather
too tender for the interests of justice.

ing at 7 p. in.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. 87 Free
St.—Preaching next Sunday by Elden E. Owen, of
Portsmouth, N. ii. Prayer meeting at 9 A. M.
Allen Mission Ciiapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meeting at 2 15 p. in.; Sunday School at 3. Flora and
fruit Sunday School Concert at 7 p. in. All are invit-

from the

all concerned.

questionable, is out in a letter in the Eastport Sentinel in which he attempts to excuse
his conduct iu the matter, denies that he showed Eisman the despatch and uses violent lan-

7} p.
pel banner, will preach
Children’s Progressive Lyceum, Army and Navy
Union Hall, will not meet iill the hall Is repaired, of
•which due notice will be given.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. C. F. Dole, of Brunswick. wilt preach to-morrow at 10} a m. and op.re.
Sabbath School afier morning service. Prayer meet-

Seals

to

so

in this Church to morrow,
at 10} a.m; Preaching
vv. Quimby, editor Gosto-morrow.

ed.

one

ficer in that city, whose conduct in
arrest Eisman on a telegram from

School
follows:—Sunday
m.
Kev. Guo.
and

at 3

very pleasant

was a

Bicknell, pastor.—Services
as

won

of every
gave them three lengths at the turu and then
closed up; we concluded it was some other
crew.” It was the hardest race the Paris crew'
ever were victorious in and their appearance

Seats free.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
streets. Courerence meeting at 10} A. M. Sunday'
Scbo 1 a' 2 p. in. Preaching hercafcr at 3 p. in.
A Temperance meeting at 7} p. m. All are cordially
invited.

aud land

by, when we beat them
spurt going to the upper stake,

out

at 7. P. M.

sea

length before

«i

Relisioua Notieca.
First Parish.—t»r. Thomas Hill, pastor. Morning services at 10}; Vesper services at 7} p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. II. Wright,
Pastor.—Services at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Portland Spiritual Association. Temperance
Hall. 3514 Cougress st. Conference at 2 P. M. Subject : Dietetics of the Soul.
Mot ntfort Sr. A. M. E. Church —Pastor, Rev.
C. W. MosseU. Social meeting at 10} a. m. Preaching at 2} and 7} p. m. Sunday School at 3} o’clock.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilrnot. Rev. Win. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.3u Pv M.; Preaching 3 P. M.; social meeting

All from

crew

BY TELEGRAPH.

THE 8T0CK PANIC.

The

Rrooklyn T:u«t Company.
New York, Sept. 19.—Mr. Augustus Schell,
Vice President of the Union Trust Company of
Brooklyn, has been interviewed and expresses
his constant belief that the ‘nstitutiou would
There
emerge triumphant from the ordeal.
were, in his opinion, ample finances to meet all
liabilities. The majority of the depositors, he
said, were people of small means, who had
taken alarm in consequence of the general
prevailing. Notwithstanding the confi
euce iu the company expressed by Mr. Schell,
grave fears are entertained in some quarters
that the company will be forced to suspend.
What tends to confirm this opinion is that all
the morning several prominent lawyers have
been flitting around the offices,
occasionally engaged in earnest conference with tue di-

Saoic

rectors.
Various Hatters.

Patrick Lyons was arrested to-niglit for killing James Lestrange this evening iu ^ quarrel.
At the investigation into the Kelsey murder
to-day at Huntiugt n, L. I., the sister ot Kelsey gave damaging testimony agaiust Royal
Sammes and others.
The Transportation Committee.
Buffalo, Sept. 49.—The Transportation
Committee visited the harbor and parks here
to-day, beard the views of several merchants
here to-night, and Senator Window adjourned
their tour. They separated till the meeting of

Congress.

WASHINGTON.
Postponed,
Washington, Sept 19 —The b-mquet to exGov. Gooiie, which was to take place Saturday
evening, has been deferred.
No fiCuu on the Banks.
There has linen no run upon the national
banks or bankers here, and business has gone
on as usual,
There was a run upon the Washing City and Preedmeu’s savings banks, where
all the demands were met to the close of business hours.
Economy Counselled.
The Secretary of War has issued an order
counselling discretion and economy on the part
of company officers in issuing rations. He advises the sale of all over the regular allowance,
and purchase of articles of diet peculiar to the
localily. The company fund must he expended
for the sole benefit of the soldiers.
Purchase

nf

Bonds.

The Secretary of the Treasury has directed
the Assistant t'r usurer at New York to purchase on Saturday 811,000,000 worth of bouds.

Another Chicago Fire.
Loss

SUOO.OOO

This

Time.

Chicago, Sept. 19.—A fire last night entirely
destroyed the furniture factory and ware rooms
of Linbid, Marks & Co., on the corner of
Washington and Jefferson streets, together
with tl;e entire stock and machinery. The loss
is estimated at#300,000. The insurance is not
ascertained. A dwelling house adjoin mg was
damaged about 81500.
The

Woodhull.

Chicago, Rent. 19.—The National Spiritualists Convention elected Victoria C. Woodhull
President and listened to a lecture by her in
which she enuuciated her peculiar doctrine in
such plain language that local papers refused
to publish it.
Then it adjourned.
Eighteen
members of the cinvent on protested against
committing the convention to Wqodhull’s doctrine and secet^pd.
Eire iu Terre Hum,.
Tprre Haute, 8ept. 19 —The Terre Haute
Iron and Nail Works were totally destroyed by
I.oss 8132,000; insurance #00,000,
tire to-day.
Among the insurance companies holding risks
is the National of Hartford #2500.

THE END NOT YET.
New York, Sept. 19.—Robinson and Sny
dam say that their liabilities are not more
than $5000, and they expect to resume soon.
Commodore Vanderbilt said in au interview
last night, that there was no reason why Richard Schell should have failed. Referring to the
general panic he said that the trouble is that
the people undertake to do five times as much
business as they can legitimately perform.
They soon get short and have to bolster themselves up hy robbing Peter to pay Paul.
Secretary Richardson stated in Washington
at an interview last evening that so far from
the government losing anything by Jay Cooke’s
suspension the department owes them at least
$100,000 in syndicate bonds and the amount
may reach $250,000. He added that Jay Cooke
has not a dollar of government money in his
possession and has saved a million dollars of
the navy fund by stopping the payment of
drafts seut by the Navy Department Wednesday for the use of the navy iu foreign waters
He
to Jay Cooke, McCulloch & Co., London.
furthermore said no bonds are given to the
has
until
their equivalent in money
syndicate
been delivered to the treasury.
The bonds are
sold under the regulations of a commission
composed of persons selected by the firms composing the syndicate from their own number,
the amount of bonds disposed of since last
March being about $00 000,000.
White, Defreers & Ratliborn, gold and stock
brokers, 17 Broad street was the first suspension
announced.
Being a small firm not much excitement ensued. Soon after it was announced
that Fisk & Hatch had gone up, aud the wildest exeiiemeut followed.
Brokers rushed out
of the board and for several minutes running
toward their offices was kept up.
There is a
heavy ruu on the Union Trust Company. Fisk
has
in the
Haleb’s
failure
been
announced
,&
stock hoard. Stocks fell this morning ten per
cent. There is a tremendous excitement on the
The failstreet and stocks are still declining.
ures of
Beejs, Edwards, Eugene Jackson,
Thomas Reid & Co., VV. A. Warren, Greeuleaf
Norris an! George B. Alley have been announced in the stock board.
There is a sligl tly better feeling. Vanderbilt stocks have advanced some 3 per cent, from
the lowest figures’ under reported heavy pur
chases by Vanderbilt’s brokers.
Fisk and
Hatch state that their suspension can only be
temporary aud was caused bv loans called in
on good securities which could not be realized
upon at the present crisis. They sav the securities on which they have made advances are on
two railroads, the Cbesopeke and Ohio and the
Central Pacific, both of which are completed.
They expect to he able to resume business again
as soon as the panic ceases.
Wall street lies never experienced such a
storm, and the panic of ‘.Black Fridaa" in 1869
is by far exceeded by to-day in the stock market. As the first failure was announced the
entire list dropped, recovering a little in the
interim but falling lower as each successive
Two other failures
failure was announced.
and A. M.
are aunonuced—Theodore Bedell
Gold is now 113 and leading
Kidder & Co.
stocks have declined from three to six per eent.
since 11.30.
T.. l...f_

TT.,:„n

*-1,„

were opened an eager, anxious crowd
of depositors surrounded the building, and
when the doors were thrown open a frantic
rush took place for an advantage of place. The
work of paying off the depositors at once commenced.
Mr. Augustus Schell, vice president of the
company, was interviewed and expressed his
constant lielief that the institution would
There
emerge triumphant from the ordeal.
were in his opinion ample fiuances to meet all
liabilities, A majority of the depositors, he
said, were people of small means, who had
taken alarm in consequence of the general

Company

panic prevailing.
The last rumors'are that Heury Clews & Co,
in trouble. Day & Morse and Hay & Warren have suspended.
Police keep the crowds
from Fisk aud Hatch. Monroe & Co. of Paris,
cable to their New York house that they will
protect a 1 bills of Jay Cooke & Co. upon them.
They offered this moruiug to discouui Cooke’s

aie

matured bills at bank rates.
It is stated on good authority that Secretary
Richardson will come to the relief of the New
York banks to-da.v, but in what manner caunot be ascertained.
The treasury officials refuse any information.
There iS no
Fitch & Co. have suspended.
truth in the reported failure of Vermilye &
Co.
A telegram from Philadelphia announcing
the failure of DeHaven Brothers created great
excitemeot. That the contagion affecting the*
financial houses of New York is spreading is
evident by despatches from all parts of the
ouutry telling of disasters and probable ruin.
Whisperings are afloat about Wall anti Broad
streets, which are very ominous.
The Union Trust Company are hard run
Two hundred and fifty persons stc*l in a line
waiting iheir turn, but were slowly attended to
The company may resist the pressure against
Jay
it, but fears "are entertained otherwise.
Cooke & Co. are hard at work i.^->aring a
Their embarrlfsmerit is
statement of affairs.
considered greater than was first expected.
W. R. Vermil.ve says that if the movements
now making to get the Secreta*, of thtf Treasery to come to the relief with $10,<i0,(L0should
fail, there will be a general suspension pf banks
and other-*. As each failure was announced on
the st ck exchange the excitement increased
and everybody seemtd wild with fright Coolness and confidence departed for a time, as it
seemed, and it is many years since such scenes
have been witnessed on the excbauge. k Other
failures than those reported are constantly rumored, but are uot confirmed.

Alarming

Run

oil

the 2Santes.

York, Sept.

19—2 30 P. M.—There is
around every paying
more or less of a crowd
in
the
lower
tellers desk
part of the city this afNext after the Union Trust Compaternoon.
ny and the 4th National Bank the Union and
Manhattan Banks and the Bank of New York
seem to have the largest number of visitors,but
no excitement is apparent anywhere except at
the Trust Company.
Mr. Hatch, of Fisk & Hatch, states that owing to yesterday's failures great demands come
so suddenly and
unexpectedly on their house
that they could not bo readily met. There was
no time left in which to obtain money on
the
assets ot the firm or to collect money due the
firm. The house made heavy advances to the
Central Pacific which, however, is not the cause
Their advauces to the
of tli«dr suspension.
Chesapeake & Ohio railroad brought them
dowu.
George B. Alloy, whose suspension is ah
ready announced, is widely known m connection with fast horses, having raised Dexter.—
He say s his suspension is caused hv the general
decline in stocks, especially Vanderbilt stocks
His liabilities are not large aud be expects to
resume soon.
Greenleaf, Norris & Co. are old
aud wealthy stock firms.
President Calhoun of the 4th National Bank
snys we have no reason lo fear anything. President Tappan of the Gallatin Natioual Bank
says he believes the better banking institutions
will weatberthe storm. Carlton of the Union
Trust Company says the company is perfectly
solvent and will meet all demands. It was reported that the com pan v had $700,000 on 'deposit last night. Sir. Fahnstock of Jay Cooke
Co. said iii an interview this afternoon that
the firm hoped to pay all liabilities. Mr. Garland, anot ler member of the firm, said the
London house will have a large surplus after
the payment of all its debts unless there is a
shrinking in value of its securities.
New

All D^nauili net No Far.

New York, Sept. 19, 3.30 p. m.—There is
quite a large crowd at the Union Trust Co.
and at the Fourth Natioual Bank, but both of
these institutions have promptly met all demands upon them and are believed to be abunThe principal portiou of
dautly able to do so.
the crowd around Broad and Wall streets seem
to be curious people.
As yet, wjtii the exception of Jay Cooke, not any banking house with
English and European connections, has been
affected by the present pressure and there is no
likelihood of their being affected. Outside ourceascrs continue in considerable numbers on
the uecliuiug market for investment which aided in strengthening the market this afternoon.
Assistant Treasurer Hillhouse says it is in the
-power of the national banks to avert further
disaster and they will undoubtedly do so.
A Washington special says the district banks
have effected no arrangemeut with Secretary
Richardson, so that any banks in New York
depositing to the credit of banks in Washington and the Treasurer is advised of the fact,
will he allowed to have all currency from the
Treasury to the amoutrs of such deposits,
(lovernuient Will Conic to the Rescue.
The latest rumor ou the street is that the
government will come to the rescue to morrow
by buying §5.000,000 of bonds.
The Evening Fost is informed that Secretary
Richardson will offer to buy §5 000,000 to §10,000,000 of tive-twcuties to-morrow. This will
throw into the banks le;al tender note-, for the
large currency balaucc in the Treasury is nearly all composed of legal tenders.
With the
panic thus cheeked a calm with low rates for
money will soon follow.
Jacob Little & Uo have failed.
Tbc Worst Thought to be Over*
It is generally believed that the worst of the
monetary pressure is over, The bank officials
of this city have taken steps successfully to
meet all the demands upon them to morrow-,
which gives confidence in commercial circles.
There is uot much doubt but that the Secretary
of the Treasury will to-morrow buy from §5 to
§6,000,000 of bonds which will let loose a large
amount of currency, aud these combined with
a general disposition among financial men to
assist each other wi)l it is confidently believed
put an end to morrow to all apprehensions of
further trouble.
Fisk &- Ilatrh’s Nfatcmcat.
Messrs. Fisk anu Hatch say that their suspension was caused by tile failure of several of
their most prominent' Clients to meet their
obligations, and their own inability to meet
them for them.
Aid from the

Trci.snry.

A private despatch from Washington receivevening says Gen, Grant arrived in
Washington this afternoon with Secretary
He lias determined that the
Richardson.
Treasury Department should come to the rescue to-morrow by purchasing largely of bonds,
and depositing a portion of the treasury baled this

Test.

Some idea of the reiative extent of the panic
maybe derived from flie fact that Rock Island
which
declined to par on Black Friday
and <mly to 90 after the
Chicago tire is down to
88 to-day.
Outside capitalists
purchasing
tocks for investment at the low figures contributes to
market.
the
Evening
sustaining
papers say that Fiske and Hatch will soon be
ab<e to meet their obligations and resume.
A

\\ ild

Scene.

The Stock
Exchange has been a scene of the
wildest excitement throughout the morning.
The volume of business having been so
large
and the fluctuations of such
proportions, as to
make it well nigh
He to keep a record
impossi
of the business. At each time when a failure
was
announced, a great rush was made to sell
stocks which was almost
regularly followed by
some
recovery. The decline has ranged from
to
30
lj
per cent.
Ominous.
New York,
Sept. 19.—A telegram from
Philadelphia announcing the failure of Dehavens Bros
created great excitement. That the
contagion affecting the financial houses of New
Yoik is
spreading is evident by despatches
from all parts of the
country telling of disasters aud probable ruin.
Whisperings are afloat
about Wall & Broad streets which are ominous.
The Rensou Why.
The suspended brokerage firms all give as
the reason of their
suspension the failure of
their customers to
respond to their demands
and the heavy decline in stocks. The failure of
Thomas Retd & Co., is due to the holding of a
large amount of Harlem.
Danger Ahead.
w. R. Vermilge says that it the movements
now making to get the
Secretary of the Treasury to come to the relief with $10,000,000
should fail there will be a general suspension
of banks and others.
Opdyke All Right.
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COURSE.

mercantile Library A^«oriafionM
respectfully announce their course of Entertainments for this season to oomroence at
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WEDNESDAY

Consianees.
Bbls.
King, Gilman & Co. 100

With

a

Butler & Josselyn.. .200
W Hubbard,

Barigor.199

EVENING, OCT. 8th,

Lecture by

Subject: “Now
No.

cars.

(A

Lecture.)

new

EVENING, OCT. 15tb,

THOMAS NAST.

6
*

WEDNESDAY

—

“Timothy Titcomb.”
sonal Power.”

(Sales
the Broker’s Board. Sept. 19'.
Pennerell Manufacturing Co.745

Railroad.115*

SO

silk leery plusli, hair elotli,
Ac., 45

sold at

112$.

down

to

112J,

the company averts that the company can pay two
one of its iodebteddess.
Prominent
b mk officers are of the opinion that the worst of the
"‘asli is over.
Money all day was very unsettled, and early in the
.ay it was impossible to borrow in consequence of
*he prevailing excitement. Stocks were turned at a
difference of from 1 to 5 per cent., and the laic dealings in Money on the street were at 1 @ 1* per cent.
per diem.
Foreign Exchange was demoralized by
the tijut Money market and the prevailing excitement.
Business in nearly all branches of produce is
at a stand still, and in lact almost bordering on demoralization.
Everybody is looking out for their
Money, and holders of g »ods are noi diaposed to realize. A feverish feeling prevails and many merchants
tear a greater depression unless the Government
The rates paid for carrying
comes to the rescue.
Gold to-day were 1-32, 7, 6, 5 @ 7 per cent. Gola and
* j>er cent, and flat for borrowing. The day’s business ar the Gold Exchange Bank was as follows
gold balances $1,>46,710; curreucy balances $1,856,717; gro-8 clearances $122,794,000. The Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $54,out) for the redemption of
5-20 bonds
The railway and miscellaneous speculation was active and excited from the opening of the
till the very close. The volume of business
exceeded the immense transactions of yesterday,
while the fluctuations were of greater breau-th arid
much more eraUc. It would be useless to attempt to
describe the discourse of
as usually given in
this column, and only the chief p >ints of interest can
be enumerated. As failure followed failure in quick
succession, wild scenes were enacted in the Exchange
where every time a surging crowd would throw overboat d immense blocks of stock almost regsrdless of

I

;

|
I

i

!

Exchange

prices

bond*..*.•!!*,**

Chicago. Sept. 19.—Floor is dull and drooping and
lower to sell. Wheat dull, unsettled and lowe* ; No l
Spring at 1 16; No 2 Spring 1 1U$ cash or seller Sept;
i Reseller Oct; No 3 1 05 @ 05$ ; rejected 99 (8} 00;
North Western Spring 116 (ft 17$. Corn dull, unsettled and low r, closing steadier; No 2 Mixed -»0$c
cash or seller Sep ; do Uct 42$ (e£ 42g; do Noy 44c; rejected at .‘18 (a> 38$c, Gats quiet an I weak at 2 (j£
29*o cash i’»r No 2; seller Oct 31$ci rejected at 2tl a
28$. Rye quie at 67$ for No j, Bailey is dull, unsettled and
No 2 Fall at 130 (® 133; No 3
Spring 1 12, Provisions quiet and unchanged. Pork
sol (at 16 00 cash or sales for Sept.
Lard is quiet and
unchanged; held firm at 8*c cash. Bulk Meats are

t'wer;

quiet and weak; shoulders 7$c loose. Bacon is quiet

5ih,

NOV.

designs, manufac-

new

prices,

8100

from

8350.

to

15 ukIi and painted Chamber sets

tension Tables of neat and elegant

designs, 40

Turkish

Monarch,

Smoking and other chairs. Lounges in great

variety, Bed Lounges
B.

Minors,
with rill,

Cases,

Wardrobes,

Hat Trees Clocks, English
ed

Dinner

W.
de-

new

Band-

Decorated

Services,

Toilet Sets- Velvet and other mats,
flue Marsaillcs Quilts, Satin Damask Extension Table Cloths, with
Napkins to match. Blankets, Ac.
This is

a part ot a Bankrupt Btnck and will contain
of the Burst goods ever in the State.
The Bale
will be peremp'Oiy and without reserve.
Ou e*Libiliou Thursday and Friday before ti e Bale.
F. O. BAILEY A C'O., Anrlionrcr*.

BepUdtd

BV

J. s. BAILEY' A

CO., Aaciaatm.

AT

Property

AUCTION.

FRIDAY', Kept. JGth, nl 3 O’clock
P. M., on the Premier*,

On

we

shall Oder at auction

The Public House in
well known

Yarmouth,

the

as

Baker House.
house Is admirably located for
THIS
situated bei.we*
»he Upi
and
n

HOTEL,

a

j.ower Villa gfew reds Item the
GRAND TRUNK DEPOT.
It is a th f e-Hi or.v
louse with bn L, and well artanged for a Public
Houne and in good order. There are sheds and other outhouse* and a large and convent* lit
stable, well
arranged lor horses and cj.riiages, and is the v*rv
best location for httii g in the iowii of Yarmouth.
The lot contains about one acre and will always bo
valuable. The house is doinu a good business which
cor Id be easily quadrupled with au active interested
occutiant. Tito present proorietor leaves on v for a
more cong nial bmipes-.
For full particulars enuu<teofD. S MO DY, on the piemf.es, or of the
Auctioneers, over 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
er

?,Vlev,!r^1!S.Ac'a‘lim?'"n‘la

tei’ia_(ltd
4 BRA MS Ac BKO„
nnil I'.mmit.iss tl.
rchiinls,
give their special attention to selling Real t-state,
Furniture and Meiehomdseol all kinds. Hor.es t srriagee, Ac; A.iv nces mode on consignments. Regulat Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturdav morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
AB
A lls A B BOTH ER,
Auctioneer,

12.” Fe dal St., under the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value,

,lrf

Those Baked

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEAKS
which—

W. V. COBB
is telling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,
b&7e been tested

and pronounced

GOOD !
Now if you winli to try timn, yon con bv
tending
n your ordo. have them brought right from the oven
to youi door ati* r.mrniuu t»uinc the week. Or, if
you nay yen want H eft >nbl>:uh m* n»'n* 'as is ho
nt8tfin: Mr. Cobb w’U lnve a ft ^sn lot reudr which
he will aend you Saturday ev stag. Then
by nitting tbein in your own ov n von an find tVem there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant ta.*k ot
rMug before you arc ready ami burying to the bakery.
P.
N.—Take **oni<
rhoi««,
dKOH'X
B If CAB

j

With

new

Lecture, (to

be

NOV.

of London. Mr. Hall*9 reputation as a
pulpit rater
and author, make, him one of the most brilliant
stars of the Lectuie Season.
for il,c

CHURCH

NEW

The

Closing; EntertainComplete.
CF^Concert by Potllninl Bnod previous to
each

HOT AIR FURNACE.
The Winthrop
■t«

pronounccil superior to anything in the
ket for several reasons.

simplicity

nod

Durability

mar-

of Construc-

tion.

It D

easily Whanged nx a Parlor Store.
It hat* liHrge fSn«ikiition and
Entire Freedom from Gat* and Dart.
an

The

Wrought-Iron Radiator being made of the best
as a steam boiler, and
GAS-TIGHT.
^or quickness of operation, and economy in fuel,
it cannot be excelled,—ibe beat
coming up a* once
on star ing a tire.
Its facilities for cleaning out are
unsurpassed, and it can be thoroughly cleaned of all
a* fR°r°ughly
£?&«S?veted,
PERFECTLY

soot and ashes in

a

few minutes.

It dom not Heat the Cellar.

The

“WINTHROP”

Has all the gxxl qualities to be found in any
Wrought
Iron Furr ace, together with some
improvements <>i
our own, which renders it
superior to any other. It
has been thoroughly tested the past winter, and we
are convinced of its
superiority as u beating apparatus.
Call and examine before

Is n very superb r ( oiler ion of Chnrrh Itn
*ic, for • Units, Jonventl'm*. and Singitiq ( a te'g.
L. O. LMEl.S N an l II. K. i'AIMl II,
men of the highe*l lei ntation as comtuct* ih r.nd
composers. Sells largely. Already a g:eat success.

Sabbath School Ulusic
The River ot Life.

199

$30 Pei Hundred.
1$

Sabbatn School Song Book of extraordinary
merit. 40 composers cnn:iib"te Bvmnd and Music
alike new. original and beaudlul. Specimen coulee
a

mailed

>or

30 cents.

CHEERFUL

By L. O. Kmerson.
A SCHOOL SONG* BOOK, is the one to introduce
in Common Schools the present season
AU books mailed, post paid, for re ail prices.

District Court of the United States
i
District of Maisachusktis—In Bankruptcy. }
flllUS is to give notice that a petit! n was
presentX ed to the court, on the third dav of September
1873. by Aaron M. Mellen, of Fall River, a
praying that he may be deqyeed to have a lull discharge fr m all bt-deb's nr> vable under (lie bankrnp’ Act; and. upon reading said petition, it la ordered by the court, >hat a bearing be had upon the
same on the thirtieth
av of September. A. D 1873
before the court in Boston in said
district, at 10
o’clock, A. M., and that the second and third meetings of the -re 'itors of sai I bankrupt be held before
H. M. KNtnVLTON, Esq., Register at the U S
Court House, in Boston, in sai l Distiict. on the '’7th
day of September, A. I). 1873, at 10 o’clock,
and that notice thereof be published in the
Gaily
Evening Traveller, a newspaper piiuted in said District. and in the Portland Daily Press, a new pat er
printed in the District of Maine, once a week for
three woeks; and fhat all creditors who have proved
their debts, and other (arsons in
interest, may appear at said time and place, and show cause, if any
they have why the prayer of tl-.e said petition should
nol be granted.

bankrupt!

A.'m.-

ELISHA BASSETT.
said district.
law3ws
t*6_

Deputy Clerk of the District Court for

MOLASSES.
Porto Rico,

Fore

Barbadoes,
Cienfnegos,
Sagna la Grande,

St.,

se8__MW&Slw

WOOLENS

and Caibarlen

—FOR—

All Choice

Fall and Winter- Season,

FOR SALE BY

187 3.

*w- 1 ">«•»- Pier.

OF

U

—

Orer.C«atinss, Coatings, Suitings,
Trowseriuas and Vt'siiugs*
Tlie above Stock was personally selected in New
York by MR. W. F. CHISAM, especially for our custom trade, and will be pleaded to show the Goods
to
all who tavor us wMi a call, ami also w ill
nujke th m
up in point of style and ta-te to suit the most Fasti ious.

OltIN

HAWKES & CO.,
jVIcrcliant Tailors,
House,
<llw

For terms apply to
seddlm

"Hirpino T*rR>

and

",tacl:t'd-

A1IE*-

Stationer*

____

errry-

weiSecxU’In

POK SALE.
IAN’S raeilice, worth from $3o*)0 to$4000
PHYSK
P« year. Also
line Bet of building*.
story
a

tw

.sued, arable, :.ll built in modem s’vlesnd
finished tlirough-ut. Grounds nicelv laid nu with
sb ide and fi uif tre- s, &c. Will l»r Hold cl
raj. if appde<l for immediate >. Apply at tbi* office.
i|Cw

2°?^- f

_»elG_

HALL

Parties Cowoeris,

deposited in tb:* Hnnk on fhe Tr« day
of any monib b.'glm* on im#c at fh1 *. id© day.
I t rlepositcd on any other day, begin* on interest *Jie
first 4lav of f he foP*
A. M. I>L ETON. Treasurer.
lunlidAwif

MONEY

win^ ■£"{]».

Portland Savings Hank,

having leased
offer it to the public for

.Llfmet l* 'to

'V»q

fS(0X„.MlSte,,"ing
by Printer*
Nold

MAnUFACITTR

their

Wo. IOO .Middle Strerl, Portia***

PORTLAND.

CONGRESS

jLlp*T.K>r

mil

i»rrf

Maine MavinsK Bank.

290 & 292 Congress St.,

**’8_____
Tlie Hajdn Association,

1-t

111

n

Foreign and Domestic Fabrics in

Preble

••MERCHANTS

Ann™?'*!

COUNTERS,
CONSISTING

Molasses,

CSrocery,

E. CHURCHILL & CO.,

We take pride in railing the attention of the Public and our Custt meis to our Stock of Woolens, w) ich
is more varied and complete than we ever had on our

now

C. H. DITSON & CO
B’uwny, New York.

711

sell1_dAw2w
In Bankruptcy,

Portland, Me.

Opposite

VOICES.

Price 50 Cent*.

purchasing.

FREDERIC BCCKNAM,

No.

Standard.

OLIVER I'lTSON & CO.,
Boston.

Iron

BOOK’

MUSIC

Compile*) by

Lecture.

Tickets lor the course, $1.50; Keserv d seats (in
Gallery and on Floor) $1.00 ixtin. livening Tlcfce s.
50cen:s, at the usual places, members’ tickets,
(each member entitled to two) $1.00 each, to he o!>tai tied at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Exchange
street,
where the sale of Reserved Seats will commence on
Saturday. Oct. 4th. at 9 o’clock a m.
Doors open at CJ; Lectin e at 7 J.
LECTUhE COMMITTEE:
Charlfs H. Haskell,
Chari.es E. Jose,
Jons C. Procter,
Henry Fox,
Henry Littlifield.
H. F. Furbish,
Jo >' Q. Twitcuell.
EF”Advertiser copy.
sell!

8 now

tike.

Price $1.50.

not

Wrought

ni von

tf

announced.)

REV. NEWMAN HALL,

ment

nol.

or

19th,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 98th,

Armusementa

with them

aplS

EVENING,.

HENRY WARD BEECHER

50

stqady

“Nine

Subject: “Our Scandalous Politics.”

64*

Ifouit-Miir iflarltf>iN.
Nrw York. Sent. 19—levelling—Cotton a shade
easier; newquiei: sales 1807 bales; Middling uplands
at 18$. Fl.mr 10(d 15c lower; soles 6250
bbls; Stale
at 5 40 @ 1 50; Round Hoop Old » 7 60 @ 8
00; Western 5 40 ^ 8 40; Southern 7 00
^ 11 00. Wheat heavy
and 2
3c lower; sales 128,000 budi; No 2 Milwaukee 1 52 @ 1 53; No :i do at 1 46 (k 1 46$; No 2 Chicago at. 1 49 @ l 50; Winter Red Western 1 08; White
Michigan 1 75. Corn heavy and Ic lower: sales 66,000
bush; steamer Mixed Western at 6 ; @ 67- ; sail do
at 67 (& 68c. Oats without decided change: White
Western 53 @ 55c; Western mixed 51 @ 53c; sales
41,000 bush. Beef quie*; new plain mess at 8 00
10 50; new ext ra do H 25 @ 12 50. Pork a sha ie easier and
at a decline; new mess 17 73 (a; 18 On.
Lard weak: steam at 8 U-16c; kettle it 9c
Butret
is steady and in fair demand; Ohio 16 (a 25c; State
25 @ 32c. Whiskey is lover; Western at 9- @ 97c.
Ru e Is steady;« arolina at 8* a 9$<\ Sugar is quiet;
the financial troubles check operations; fair to go d
refining at 8 @ 8*1*. CotteC quiet and unchanged; Rio
21 @ 23c in Gold.
Molasses quiet and firm. Naval
Stones—Spirits Turpentine lower at 41$ «; 42c Rosin
quiet at 3 05 for strained. Petroleum firm for refill
tod ami lower t‘»r crude; crude 6c; refined at 18c.—
Tallow quiet and unchanged at 7$ '<£ 8*c.
Freight*- to Liverpool are unchanged; Grain per
steam at 13 @ 13$d.

!iOib,

Entertainment.

EVENING,

WEDNESDAY

stock.20*

Union Pacific income

OCT.

JAIIES PARTON.

Erie. 51}
preferred.65

The following were the quotations for Paciuc Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds....
qg
Union Pacific do.7^1
Union Pacific land grants.

pt,

«

Brie

Uuiuu Pacific

Dramatic

WEDNESDAY

up

113, off to 111$, up to 111*, and -closed at 111$ @
111$. Governments dull and nothing doing, staling Exchange dull at 108* @109* Money at 7 per
cent. gold. bid. without transactions.
State bonds
dull. Stocks—The following were the fluctuations:
Pacific Mail opened at 37*, sold down to 30*, up to
3**, down to 32*, up to 3. *, down to .33*. up to 35,
clown to 34 cash, up to 39, down to 36*, up to 38,
dwu to 30* cash, up to 37* cash and 32*, down to
38* cash, uovvn to a>*, up to 37*, and closed at 37* @
37$. Western Union opene at 77, sold off to7(», up to
76*, off to 09, up to 70: off to 70, up to 72. oft'to*69, up
to .2, off to GeS, up to 71. oft to 09
cash, up to 7U, off to
67* and 07 cash, up to 70, up to 72$, up to 74, off t > 73
cadi, up to 70, up to 70*. dowu to 741. up to 75, down
to 80, down to 68* cash, up to 70, ana closed at
68* @
69; Erie o •<-u«-d at 53*. soi l up to 54, up to 55, then
55$. then 54?. and closed at 54$ @541; N Y Central
opened 95, sold down to 91, up to 96,. if to 91 c:.sh,
up to 94 cash, down to 91* cash, up to 93, up to 25,
dowu to 91*. down to : 3$, and closed at 93* @ 94;
Union Pacific opened at 20*, sol! at 21 cash, off to
19 @ 17 cash, up to 18 @ 18* cash, up to 18$, down to
18, up to 21, oil* to 18*. up to 20.
The Union Trust Comp my kept their doors open
and continued till 4 o’clock, one hour later than the
usual hour for closing. The Manhattan Bank also
kept open till the same hour, to certify the Union
Trust Company *s checks. Richard Schell expresses
confidence of the abiiity of the Union Trust Company to weather the st rm. The assistant secretary ot
dollars tor every

r>

Black Walnut Cham-

new"

ber Sets,
turers

20,

eon-

Parlor Suits, covered with

new

Subject: “Elements of Per-

KATE EEIGNOLDS,
and
Troupe.
Points of Law.”

Erie.

opened at 112*,

—

nt 10 >1. 71., nnd
••mi! Closed Oul.

—

HOLLAND,

WEDNESDAY EVENING

IVew York Stock and .'Roney Market.
New York. Sept. 19—b'cenma.—The grain and
provision markets are all unsettled » y the wall street
State and Railroad bonds ami city bank
panic.
P aras have been practically
neglected, while the
dealiugs in Railroad stocks continued on an onorm >us scale this i.ternoon.
The principal transactions have been in Pacific Mail. Western Union r.ud
Gold

OS

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

EVENING, OCT. 9'Jd,

1)R. J. G.

sales of extras

Boston Slock List.

to

HALL,

PORTLAND, ME.,

at

Boston & Maine

—

LANCASTER

The Most Celebrated Caricaturist of the Age.
Subject: “Caricatures, (with illuviations.)

Providence Print (‘loth Market.
19— Ptiuting cloths held at
some

and Then.”

WEDNESDAY

Geo W a rue & Co,* orn. .2
D W Coolidge, oats.1

68 @ G$o for best 64 square, with
at h.glicr Ogures.

AT

aptl'i

JOHN B. GOUGH.

ot Krain.

...

—■

2d.

Companies by which

were

M. L

the prices »hey brought.
Credit llobilirr rtaittt.
lhe toiiowiug were the quotations of Government
!
Hartford, Sept. 19.—The first of the Credit securities:
States coupon 6*8,1881,...115$
United
Mobilier suits was finished at Hartford yesterl
i United States5-20’s
day and decisiou reserved. The decision wil ; United States 5-20’s 1862.113
1864.... .113
probably be published as soon as made. The United States 5-20’s 1865, old...115
other cases will tie taken up Tuesday.
Uuited States 5-20’s 1865, new,.
115
United Slates 5-2**’s 1S67,..
1154
United States 5-20’s 1868,.114}
K O ti ii, l <f N.
United Slates 5’s. new....liu}
United Stares 10-4o’s.,ex-coupons.
.110$
Currency 6’s ..
Attempted As«a«*»iitntion.
.111$
The toiiowiug were the closing quotations of
Lisbon, Sept. 19.—The steamer from Rio
Jauerio Aug, 31st, has arrived. An unsuccess- Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.68*
ful attempt was made at Buenos Ayres to asPacific Mail. 371
sassinate S irmiento, President of the ArgenN. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidate],... 93*
tine Republic.

chief ofc the scientific corps of the Polaris, aunounciug his safe arrival, with nine others of
the Polaris
expedition, at Dundee. He briefly
states that the
party experienced great hardand
had narrow escapes from destruction
ships
betore the rescue by the
Ravenscrujg.
The steamer Artie
London, Sept. 19.
brought the Dundee ten members of the Polaris
expedition whose names are as follows: Capt.
Buddington, sailing master; Dr.•Emit Bessels,
clnef of scientific
corps; H. O. Chester, first
mater W.
Morton, second male; E. Schumann,
A. A. Odell, second engineer;
chiefengiueer;
r.
Campbell, fireman; Harmon Siemens,
Henry Hobby and N. Hayes, s.'iimen
They
are all in excellent
heilth. Three others were
transferred by the Raven sc raig to the wjialer
Intrepid, which is expected to ar iv at Dundee
in two or three weeks.
Their names are R. W.
Broyan. astronomer; Capt. J. B. March, seaman and S. W.
Booth, fireman.
Alter separation from
Tyson and his companions the Polaris was finally abandoned in a
sinking condition by Capt. Buddington, and the
remainder of the expedition was
artly wintered in the life boat c ive where
they built a timber noqse covered with sails.
The winter was
passed without any event except the breaking
out ot the
scurvy which, however, was unattended by severe
symptoms. Plentiful supplies
or vvalrous liver for
food were obtained from the
natives, and to this diet is attributed to the
mildness of thedisease.
lii the spring two boats were built of
thin
pine boards taken from tue cabin of the Polaris.
In these the whole
embarked as soon as
party
the ice opened and sailed soutvvard.
On the
thpy sighted Ope York and on
(it the name month
they wore nicked up
I. the
.1
by
Ravenseraig. Mr. Chester, first male,
is regarded as one who
did the most to saye the
party, and the rescued uieu speak in 'lie highest terms of his exertions.
They also say that

and

SAMUEL D1NGLEY, Secretory.
se2al»£wtd
Sebago Lake, Sept. 19, 1873.

Providence, Sept.

wniuilvi'Bi

The Polaris Survivors,

li*t

before Moudav, Sept. 29th.

R. R.

Consignees.

—

Valuable Hotel

AT

CITY

Total.
Hall & Fairweather. St John 100 corn meal.

Treasury balances to- *
day: Currency $14,958,521: special deposits of le :
gal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $33,695,000; coin $84,483,707 including
$37,175,700 in coin certificates; outstanding
legal tenders $356,000,000.
j

Gatha, Sept. 19.—I)r. Petermann has reC^lVf private despatch from Dr. Emil Bessel,

HELD

c ontributions to the exliibl
to have been cairied ree aud
attending at liaif fare; but owing to the discontinuance ot the running of the steamboats the
arrangements have been changed so that parties will be carried by the railroad to Browufleld instead of the
Lake at naif fare.
Negotiations are in progress by which passengers
wiP be taken from Brownneld to Bridgton by state,
and when compl ted due notic-* will lit given.
Sufl.cient means of transportation will be provided
firm the L**tke to Bri gton by which II contributions
will be carried free, provided they are delivered on or

TRUNK It. R.

Kensv.ll & Tabor, outs. 1
Waldron Sa True, eorn.l
H B Noble, oats.1

The I'oIariM.

the

Society

Total.899

Receipt*

New York, Sept. 19.—A
Memphis despatch
says that that the exodus from lhut city continues. The trains on all the railroads*' depart
fully laden witli terror-stricken people. The
criminal Court has adjourned. New cases of
fevtrare reported in all parts of the city. The
Life Association has fortv or fifty persons engaged in attending to the sick. Friday, by a
proclamation by the Mayor, will be observed as
a day of
fasting and prayer to the Almighty
that the scourge may speedily depart.
Memphis, Sept. 19.
In obedience to the Mayor’s proclamation today was observed generally as a day of fasting
and prayer, religious services beiug held iu
most of the churches aud business was generally suspended. The cool weather of last night
has increased the mortality, which numbers
24, 16 b*»iug from yellow fever.
Alderuia,
Walsh, fro.u the first ward, who is undertaker
was arrested and fined $,10 for refusing to make
a return of the
number of interments.’
The
Howard Aseociation report six new cases. Fif
teen additional nurses will arrive to-night
from Mobile.
Among the deaths to-day were
Anderson Bettis, SergeanHat-anns, and John
Newson City Treasurer. Dr. Willit*, a prominent physician, was attacked with fever to-day.
Shreveport, Sept. 19.—There were 21 intermeuts to-day.

ivanui

Bols.

W L Alaen.200
D W Coolidge.100
W King, Si Stephens.. 100

Memphis.

New Yoyk, Sept. 19.—Meyas, one of the
Polaris survivers, is satisfied that Capt. Hall
died a natural death.
Quarrels between the
officers caused failure.
Hall enjoined Meyers
to attend solely to the astronomical part of the
vessel's navigation, whileBissel enjoined him
to do the principal of ihe scientific work
Bissel then declared he should return to the United States unless his wishes were carried out,
and the chief engineer and crew supported him.
Hall th»n yielded, and the so-called mutiny
euded.
Washington, Sept. 19 —A telegram received
at the State Department from Consul Reed at
Dundee, Scotland1 states that the Polaris’ survivors arrived destitute.
Consul Rfed bus
been instructed to care for the survivors and
send them home by the first steamer.

Flour,

TRUNK

NEW FURNITURE !

Arrangements had been c mpleted with the Portland A ogdensburg RaMroad and Sebago I ake Ste m-

24tli

of

GRAND

possible.

at

BE

OCTOBER

RORESITC RECEIPTS.

Receipts

elegant

BRIBGTON

rence.

YELLOW FEVER.

\J

—OF THE—

Kercipfn by Railroa<l» and Nlenut boats.
Grand Trunk Railroad—5 cars sundries. 1 do
cans, 4 do bark, Ldo heads, 2 do slabs, 35 do lumber,
G do masts, 1 do tor Halifax, 8 do for St. John NB.
3 do for Bangor, 1 do tor New York, 1 do for Law-

There is a slight run on the Washington City
savings bank and other banka of Was hingtoii,
but both are paying promptly.
(7nd«ei<iect.
Many enquiries are made concerning the future movements of the Secretary of the Treasury in furnishing relief to the present condition of mouetary affairs. Th-^ Secretary sa\s
he has not yet decided what he will do, thus
implying he has the subject under consideration.

are

The Annual Show and Fair

Fletcher & Co.

DAILY

SALE

—OF—

snmu

Forcian Import*.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Water Lily—2350 railroad

stated hevvouh* pay all bills against the Government and thus put in circulation as much

»

Cattle Show and Fair.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.—Jay Cooke & Co.
a despatch from London this morning,
declaring that their London house is solvent
aud that the feeling 'u London towards Jay
Cooke, McCulloch & Co., is very friendly. The
liabilities of the Loudon house, unlike those of
the American branches, are not all due on demaud, but at regular well known dates.
Government Help.
Washington, Sept. 19.—The Freedman’s
saving bank is paying its demands.
There is comparative by little excitement in
banking circles.
The Secretary of tii6 Treasury this morning

Scourge

GO«NF, Pianiat.
Concerts of the sc ies
sel2-dtod2

iOlATI

irona

received

The following

MR**. GEO. O.

Tickeisfor the remaining
with reserved seats 50 ts,

yesterday

The London House Safe.

The

aiul the Am-

4th Concert Thursday Evening, Oct. 2d, the
Haydn
Assoc ation, Hermann Kotzschmar, Conductor.

tery.

Jny fJooke.
Philadelphia, Sept. 19.—The following was
posted this morning at the door of Jav Cooke
& Co :
“To our deposi tors.
Some little time is required.to adjust our accounts and to hear from
our different offices, when a statement will be
prepared showing the condition of our affairs,
which will he forwarded to you through the
post office. Until then we beg your kind indul
genee, assuring you that every effort will be
made to liquidate our entire indebtedness with
the lea«t possible delay.
Jay Cooke & Co.

as

Chandler, Leader,

D. H.

Peremptory

AUCTION

3d Concert Thursday Fvening, Sept. 25th. Chand-

ler’s Band,
phion Club.

Three stores, Roberts’ planing mill and two
dwellings in Aurora, N. x., were burned to-day
Loss $25,000.
Ned O’Baldwin, the pugilist, was sentenced
at Philadelphia yesterday to* two
years in he
penitentiary for an aggravated assault and bat-

Failure*.

and

SHAWLS
French
Plate
Musical Entertainments !
frames, inlaid
CITY HALL.
signs, Book

Edwin L. Stanton, son of the late Secretary,
has been appointed receiver of the 1st National
Bauk of Washington.

demands promptly.

currency

supported by MiaS FLORA TIFRWanda
powerful Company. Admission prices as uual.
Foi* further particulars see bills of the duv.
_st'13d7t_H. PRICE WEBBER, Agent.

The game of billiards at Brooklyn
vesterdav,
four ball American carom,resulted, Albert Garner 750, Cyrille Dion 000. The threrhall French
carom resulted,
Joseph Diou 100, Cyrille Dion

19.

FANEJ

8HIN

SALES._

40 Center [Coquet, Library and Ex-

*

great Drama of

actor, committed sui-

an

$302,109.

H. H. Douglass,
C. M. Bayard..). H. Yerker, John Lloyd, G11d
Bo
& Co., have failed.
bongli
The Fidelity Trust Company are payiug all
KSultctiu

in his

Advices from Commander Burnham of tlie
say there is no yellow fever at Key
West.
The steamer sent after the Juniata caught
her. and both returned to St. Johns.
The
Juniata will await the arrival of the Tigress,
when both will return to the United States.
The session of the Spanish Cortes has been
suspended until Jaruiry.
The Emperor of Morocco is dead.
The internal revenue receipts
were

Chicago, Sept. 19.—The Iuter-Ocean#publishes a report of an interview with a number
of prominent bank officers of this city, from
which it appears to be the opinion that the failure of Jay Cooke & Co., will have very little if
auy effect upon business here or in the west
generally, as Jay Cooke &Co., have never beeu
interested m the commercial business of this
section of the country.
Five

only, commencing

Pawnee,

the Went.

Riggs J

THURSDAY, Sept. 18, 1873,

cide at San Francisco Wednesday.
Tom Allen is to tight Ben
Hogan for $1000.
The fight between Allen and MeCoole comes
off Tuesday.

Presidents,

standard Irish Comedian

T. Grattan

Additional evidence is forthcoming that Mrs
Surrait was not manacled at her trial.
A bitter attack was made on the French by
Dr. Walcb in the Old Catholic Congress Wednesday, which occasioned the withdrawal of
Perre Uyac.ntlie and other French delegates.
The barque Margaret S. Wier from Halifax,
is stianded off Calais.
The Tax Payers Convention at Sacrameuto
have issued a call fora State convention.

The Presidents of the National banks of this
held an informal meeting this evening at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel, at which they decided
to unite in the support of each other and disre
garel the rescue of restriction in to morrow’s
dealings. This will give great relief to the financial community by enabling banks to meet
the demands made upon them by their depositors and do much to restore confidence.

Pphladelphta, Sept.

of the

who will appear in the above Hall for Three Nights

yesterday.

Pierreport Thayer,

HATjIj, Portland..

Engngemenl

Important

tinning

PURCELL...™..MANAGER.

MUSIC

government.
Hiram Bligh of Lincoln, R. I., was run over
and killed by a Providence and \Yorcester R.

city

The Failure and

A. W.

AUCTION

CoDtnirnrintf

Flora Myers’ 1 he at re !

TEJLERRAMH.
The Aldermen of Portsmouth, N. H., refuse
to order the enforcement of the liquor law.
The Colorado Commandery of Knights Templar convened in special conclave on the summit of Pike’s Peak, Thursday.
It has been decided at Halfax that
foreign
consuls have do power to ship seamen,
Vice President Wilson declines the honor of
the presidency of the Cuban League.
Expert Warren’s examination of the Brooklyn Trust Company's books show the concern
to be financially sound.
The elections in Prince Edward’s Island have
resulted generally in favor of the Dominion

R. train

•

EJMTEKTA fNMENTiS.

MINOR

George Opd\ke publishes a card saying any
loss sustained from the financial complications
of the Midland Railroad will not effect his financial position. He added that it wasdedmed
host to have a receiver appointed for the road.
The Times this morning mentions the failure
of George Opdyke <£ Co. This is erroneous aud
the Times itself desires the contradiction to be
circulated.
Me

and unchanged; sboulderss 8|c; clear rio sides
:
clear sides lUc, all packed. Whiskey firm on arrival.
Lake Freight*—Corn to Buffalo 12*; Wheat to Oswego at 21c.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour,187,000 bush wheat, 187,<»UU iisii com, 63,000 hush oats, 9,000 bush rye, 50,000
bush barley,
Shipments—3000obis floor, 178,000 hush wheat, 92,'00 musIi corn, 51.000 hush oats, 00,000 bush rye,34,0o0
bash barley, 0000 hogs.
lOLxno. sept. 19.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull and a shade lower; No 2 White Wabash
1 66*; No 3 do at 1 53*; extra White Michigan I 63:
No 1 at 1 55; Ainliei Michigan on spot 1 46; Sept aud
Oct J 48*; seller Nov 1 30; do Dec 1 50; No 1 Red at
1 45; do No 2 on spot 1 44; seller Sept 1 46; do Nov
1 43; 1 25 for
rejected; No 2 Amber Illin >is 1 45; No
2
mber Michigan 1 42; No 2 Spring a» 1 24. Coni is
(lull and unchanged; high Mixed sellei Sept; do 53c
doOct; low Mixed 31c. Oats dull and unchanged at
3
|e for No2:
Michigan at39c; rejected 36c.
Freights firm.
Receipts—l,ooo bills flour, 31,000 bush wheat, 32,000
bush corn, 3,000 bush oats.
Shipments—3.00o bbis flour.65,000 bush wheat, 57,000 bush corn. 15,000 bush oats.

Ac.

C. JB. NAI.\DKHN,
L nder the Hall.

NO. 01

EXCHANGE

ST.

deposits of one dollar and upwards com*meore intereuk uu the tirr'
day of the m nrlt
following ire date of deposit.
mey*iH-dt|
FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.

ALL

A jolt, whose rebound must have tffrown
off my seat, caused this remark.
The Mexican zagal held himself poised in
such perfect equilibrium near the coachman
that I did not suspect the punishment to
which I condemned myself in usurping his
post. My hands clutching the leal her straps
of the hood, my arms stiffened by a continual effort, i would have caused me great
pain to throw the smallest stone at the

POETRY.
Content.
Tier© are tiroes when the troubles of life are still;
The bees wandered lost in the depths of .June,
And I paused where the chime of a silver rill
Sang the linnet and lark tj their lest at noon.
Sai l ray soul: “See how calmly the wavelets glide,
Though so narrow their way to iheir ocean-vent:
An 1 the worlu that I traverse is wide, is
wide,
And yet is too narrow to hold content.*’
“O my soul,

Coodenough Horse Shoe.
THE CHEAPEST* BEST.

Cures and Prevents

all Diseases Incident
mules. 1 did not know even where the bag
of stones had disappeared, of which I had so
at
first.
The moon
to the Horse’s Foot.
proudly taken possession
shoue, and her light, by a sort of mirage,
the
of
JUST
PUBLISHED:
10
the
a
(Patented.)
appearance
lake,
plain
gave
1 wished to study this phenomenon, but the
“RATIONAL
caucus-ions ol the carriage were so violent,
with plates, illustrating how to perform oj>crations
that I grew dizzy and sick. 1 bit my lips
and curt? foot troubles. Sent by mail on teccipt of
aud closed my eyes. One of tbe Italians,
one dollar.
Send stamp ’"••or circular to GOODENsitting back ol me, slept; his two compan- OUG11 HORSE-SHOE, 41 Dey St., N. Y. jy‘23fl2w
ions smoked aud taked. I understood Italian, and between two thumps, of which one
ihreatened to break my bones and the other
to thrqw me into the road, I learned that
MAGNETIC MOVEMENT CURE
*
the prima donna who pr c -(led us in the
LOCATED AT
the
caleehe,
Signora Tomasi, would slop at
TARB1TOWIV ON THE HUDSON.
Puebla to give there some lepreseurations.
Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
She came from Havana, where her
beauty hands guarante d to selected cases.” No drugs used.
and talent had procured her
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled rofieient. Conmany admirers,
among others the young Count del'Morn who i sumption, C rebro-spinal meningitis. Sj inal Curvatures. Irritations. Sof. citing ot the Brain, all forms of
was engaged in the troupe, under what titie i
Dyspt psia, Rheumatism, Chills ami Fever, other
I didn’t learn, that he might live near his
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties.
idol.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
for s of acute and cli onic diseases successfully
‘'Poveretto 1
He is ignorant that the
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
Tomasi'is a body without a soul,” said one can be had. Hygienic board, invigorating
aimosol the meu.”
phere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surCome
and
see
ever
or
dav.
address
Drs.
roundings
‘A b< dy without a soul, Fante? If she
C. C. cV P. A. F. Dusenbury, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
smiled upmf you, you would love her.”
16 W. 24tli. St.. N. Y City, Mondays and Fridays, or
‘You believe her capable of loving?”
address Post-Office box 3.356 N. Y.
aul3 ll2wt
The other, laughing, replied, “you have
known her only a year, nr you would speak
differently from that. l)o you know that at
Florence she struck her lover with a stilletlo,
because he applauded Stefanone.”
“Jealous of an artist?”
“Jealous of a woman; Tomasi has become
Indifferent—because of some mysterious adventure. They said at Paris that she was in
love with the Huke de M. who disdained her.
She broke her engagement, and makes our
fortune to-day traveling with us. I believe
she is tired, disenchanted—but she will reawake some day, and you will know then
1m the most powerful cleanser, strengtliener
what a woman, what an artist Tomasi is.”
and remover ot Glandular Obstructions known to
Alateru. Medica.
Tbe village of Aeuleinto—of which Honiara
It im Mperinlly adapted to constitutions “worn
did not speak—tor of the two routes which I
down’’ and debilitated by the warm weather of
lead to Mexico, be followed the one which
Spring and Summer, when the blood is not inactive
crossed l’erote—began to show its white
circulation, consequently gathering impurities from
houses. We rejoined the caleehe.which soon | sluggishness and imperfect action of the secretiv,
and is manifested by Tumors, Eruplionse
was left iu the distance; and after having I organs
B’.orebes, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula etc.. &c.
changed liorses, tbe diligence entered iuto j Wlieu weary and languid from over work
a* d dullness, drowziness and inertia take the place
tbe interminable windings ot tbe Cumbus, I
of euergv and vigor, the system needs a tonic to build
abandoned my place, which no one now
it up and heln the Vital Forces to regain their recup
could dispute, resolved to climb to tbe foot of erative
power.
the mountain. Taking ihe foot paths, one
In ihe heat of Summer, frequently the Liver
could reach the summit in an hour—while and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;
the Uterine and Urinary Organs aie inactive, protlie diligence could not make the ascent in
ducing weakness of the stomach and intestines and a
less than two. In this way I could take
predisposition to bilious derangement.
breath at Puente Comrade.
Dr. WELLS’
It was daylight when when I reached the
bridge which owes it name to tbe ferruginous
EXTRACT
OF JURUBEBA
nature of tbe ravine above which it is conis prepared directly from the SOUTH AMERIstructed ; and it was a gala day for the inhabiCAN PLANT, and is peculiarly suited to all these
tants of these heights when they recognised
difficulties; it will cleanse the VITIATED BLOOD,
me.
While the old Antonio ran to find his strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and
REMOVES AI L OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
prayer boiik to show me, some one gave me a
AND KNFEEBLEI)Organs.
cup of milk.
It should be freely taken, as Jurubeba is proThe caleehe, less encumbered than the dili- nounced by medical
writers the most efficient
gence, arrived a little in advance.
PURIFIER. TONIC and DEOBSTRUENT knoan
The coachman saluted me in Indian in the whole range oi medicinal plauts.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
fashion, kissing his hand to me. At this moSole Agent for the United Stales.
ment Tomasi alighted, and watched us curiPrice One Dollar per Bottle.
Send for Circular
*el
4wt
ously. She drew near and asked tor a glass
of water; then withdrew some
steps, after VTrite for
Illustrated
Price
List,
Address
Large
drunk.
Of
medium
having
height, slender,
there was in all her movements a
charming,

say that the world is wide—
The rill in its banks is less closely pent;
It is thou wlio art shoreless on every side.
And toy width will not let thee tael »»e content.**
never

HORSE-SHOEING,”

—Kentlm Chillingly.

HISTORY OF A ROOK.
$

ISA IIAETIAAA

[Translated for the Press from the French of
Lucien Blast.]
The 17th of March, 1859, near nine o'clock
in the evening I learned the death of my excellent friend, tin licentiate Perez; he died,
surrounded wi.h ail the sacraments of the
church, i his own house, Placa de la Cathedral at Puebla. Thirty years ago, when I
presented myself before the Academy of Med-

icine in the-Mexican Republic, the Rceutiate
Perez wa* one of my examiners; far at the
same time lawyer, arcbasologist and theologian, my venerable friend was also a learned
botanist.
At (his epoch, bis library, one of the most
complete in the New World, contained among
other curiosities two bibliographic rarities—one was the first French work ever published
X'he
upon America, edited at Paris in 1523
other was the “Histoiie general de les Indies”
by Lopez de Gomara. It was one of the
first edition, published at Saragossa in 1552,
by tbe bouse of A. Millau. Lopez de Geniara—I note tbe fact for 1 have met many
persons ignorant of it—was the first Spanish
writer interested in Mexico. Another circumstance which lias not been noted by any
author—tbe book appeared tbe same year of
the treaty of Passau, at the time when
Charles Filth was compelled to accord to the
Lutherans liberty of conscience.
The news of the death of tbe licentiate
saddened me, and I re-read many times tbe
letter which bad given me the softo ,v ful
news
I wished to study—to write, but my
thoughts, despite myself, went back to the
day, already so far away, when I received the
degree of Doctor. In thi evening, the good
licentiate had made me taste a pimento sauce
and drmk his celebrated Sherry wine; then,
not understanding all the wealth of
the
treasure, I admired his Gomara.
I
asked
would
what
myself anxiously,
Now,
become of the books that au entire life of research had permitted liim to accumulate. I
looked at my own library which, without dispute. would have equaled that of Perez if I
had been able to fill an empty space between
the history of Torquemada, and that of Solis
—space which could be tilled by the first edition of Gomara—Saragossa—Millan, 1552,
that 1 had not been able yet to procure.
1 had lived in Orizaba for twenty years,
and 1 never visited a sick person without asking to see the books iu the bouse. My curiosity, so natural, passed for a mania; and
whenever I enter now a Mexican house they
bring me at ouce their manuals of the Confessional and the works ot Lavalie, that I
have seen an hundred times before.
This poor Perez had the soul of a child—
kind, geuerous, charitable. He loved a little
too much, perhaps, his books.
One day I

j

un

til rn 1
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little sad. indifferent,
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B-each-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c.,bouvht
or traded for. Goods s^nt
by express C. O. D. to be
examined before paid for.
*e3t4w

Virgin! Look!

Wliat a beautiful woman.
Doctor 1 “Tomasi turned arouud and smiled

showing a row of little teeth, and gave ns a
piercing look, which troubled me,
for I thought that she attributed to me the
warm

rude exclamation of tbe old rustic. I was
mistaken—it was the old man to whom she
gave the parting salulatian as she entered the
caleche. What a strange creature is woman!
The diligences soon appeared. In a moment Antonio’s farm house was invaded by
ten young women and a crowd of
young
men, chattering the harmonious Italian language—in which A. de Cravaliez published at
Itome in 1555 the first translation known of
the book of Gomara.
About 1 o’clock in the' morning, dusty,
breathless, mute, we dismounted before the
hotel of San Agustin. Very little accustomed to such journeys, the Italians complained bitterly of the frightful path, strewn
with blocks of lava and boulders, over which
they had traveled. I—I did not complain,
but the extensor muscles of my arms seemed

Vera Cruz with Mexico, passed Orizaba
about one o’clock in the morning—in less than
eighteen bouts 1 could reach Puebla and see
the old servant of Pen.z, before a prolane
hand had touched his boons.
I wished to
know who were his heirs, and what were his
last bequests. A sudden ’error seized me. If
before death Perez had destroyed his Gomara!
But no—he loved his books, and was not a

Tlie National

Completed. Specimen Free.
“Contains a wealth of information.”—Prov. Press.
“lnvalua le.”—Watchman <C* Beflector.
“We nr-e all Young people to secure this work.”
Boston Commonwelth.
“Useful faets accessible elsewhere only in costly
and cumbrous wo.ks.”—Boston Journal. It is an

entire libarv at small cost.

where.
PUB.

—

journey.

$4

—

‘‘NTnf. Hint, f know

lmwi-vpr

teo, I am more interested that you insure
a seat, than to see her.”
My interlocutor appeared surprised.

and a crowd oftravelers of both sexes rushed to the diligences.
1 do not know what sentiment overpowered
me.
The Gomara ot 1552, with its irregular
margin, its double title, and its parchment

Agent*

him.
“I must go”, I said to him.
He turned and touched his hat,

“you here,

doctor?” measuring with his eye'the distance
which separated us from the crowd, “how did
you do it?”
“I do not know, my good Gutierrez, hut I
must

go.”

“Unless your honor

can take the place of
gal"
"Ye-, yes," I answered, delighted, and I
took up the hag
containing the stones which
thezagal—aid to the coachman—must throw
at the head ot the mules that ihe
whip could

my z

not

joking, Senor; you, the Doctor Ber“f
nagios, to lake (he place of a zagal!”
I hat is
11111

no

matter, provided I arrive all
^'el us ')u °®»” I added in a low voice.
«<
"All ready?” inquired Gutierrez.
“Yes,”
said the director, “wait until the
Doctor de-

scends.”
“Let u- be off,” I repeated.
He winked at me, ran out his
tongue,
gathered up Ins reins, and struck the prancing mules I'be Indian,
standing at the head
ot the restless team to hold
them, jumping
3
instinctively away, and we darted.
The church of St. Joseph and the Borremo
were quickly passed.
Followed by the second diligence we were soon out of the
cityon the road to Ingenio.
1 breathed with

ftlli

lungs the fresh morning air, more invigorating, more charged with oxygen, than that of
he evening. Hoyvcver rude life
may be, it
lias, it
which

must

gi/e

shadow.

he conceded

us an

some

mometi

forme.

chapter 2d.

“Take care, doctor, that would be
cried Gutierrez.

marl'll 9

Catalogue*

FITE TEAKS IN TIIE TERRITORIES.
The only complete history ot that vast region between
the Mississippi and tlie Pacific;
Its Resources,

Climate, Inhabitants, Natural Curiosities, etc. It
contains 840 fine engravings of the
Scenery, Lands,
People, and Callosities rf the Great West. Agents
are selling from I 4 to 84 copies a
day, anil we send
hook free to

daily.

scl3f4w.

WASHINGTONlSBTi^S;

AGENTS "WANTED for a complete historv of our
Capital. Its origin, growth, excellencies,
abuses, beauties, and personages are all portrayed in
that graphic style which has placed the
author, Geo.
Alf. Townsend, among the foremost newspaper
correspondents of the time. It gives bold, startling,
truthful, inside views of Washington life, and Congressional aud Lobbying Jobbery. Books ready for
delivery. Address.
sepl8t4w JAMES BETTS & CO., Hartford. Ct.
National

TTHTIPEOYIflEIYT for all!—One Agent in four
Ti weeks made a profit of $412.80, selling Brrant’s
Library of Poetry and Song; $70 in one week on

Housekeeper’s Manual, by

The Ne w

and Mrs. Stowe. Anv live
an

agency

Chicago,

The American Piano.

or

man or

J. B. FORD &
San Francisco.

~WT"

1

jxeimuiiy

n

percent.

7
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»x ureai
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COMPANY,

Q0ld

Bonds,

Coupons payable February and Augn*t In
Cold in New York or Baltimore.
For late

Oliio State Fair, 1S71 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

90 per rent, mid ncerued interewt in cur
rency; secured by First Mortgage; executed to
Farmer*’ Loan and Trawl Co. of New
°rk, covering Company’s Liue, its Franchises,
Equipments, Real ami Personal Estate, at ihe rate of
•©Gt* per mile on the Road,
extending from
C liiciiinafi to Catlcit*bnrg« the terminus of
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, 140 miles.
Governments, State, City, Railroad or any other
marketable secoriiics taken in
exchange, at highest
market rates, without commi**ioa. and K. &
CS. E. It Bond* forwarded free of
charge to
purchaser. I* mplilet*. Map* and full information will be furnished on application to

at

Numerous County Fairs.

5.!*'
Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist
*‘I conscientiously be ”eve that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnificent instrument.”
brom

Form the “Independent”
“The American Piano has deservedly become
very popular instrument.”

WOT. FISHER A SONS,
32 South St., HAL VttORE,

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

Bankers, Stock and Note Brokers, and Fiscal Agents
dealers in Governments and Railof the
way secuiities in all the markets of the U. S.
-^-Or to Banks and Bankers throughout the coun-

Company;

try.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS
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____

AGF.NTS WANTED for the

new

book,

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

KIT

Quality.

CARSON

by his comrade and friend, D. W. C. Peters, Brevet
from facts dictated
Lt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
by himself. The onlv True and Authentic life <>f
America’s greatest HUNTER, TRAPPER, SCOUT
and GUIDE ever published. It contains full and
complete tlcFcrip* ions of the Indian Tribes of the
FAR WEST, as seen by Kit Carson, who lived among
them all his life. It gives a full, reliable account of
tlie MOIMK'S and the MODOC WAR. As a work of
A grand oppoitunity
HISTORY, it is invaluable.

A sent* wanted tor unoccupied terriIn localities where agencies ar<; not yet c-itabun>il such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send i
circular to

Responsible

tory.

llslied,

s

wise & so nr,

417 Broome St., New York.

%« Official and
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and
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BOSTON-

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 j\.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
Unas
forwarded free of Commission.
by coimec*:in^

j
For

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, apply to

Minutes.

E. B

AAltIPSOH, Agent,
70 Lon* Wharf, Bonon.

jn23-ly

MAIL

TRAIN

Paweneer Trains leave Portjn|ifj for Boston t6.15, 19.15 (Parlor
Cars), A. M.. *3.20 (Parlor Cars). t3.30. *6 P. M.
Returnin«. leave Boston at 17.30, *8.30 (Parlor
Cars). A. M.. 112.30,13.30, (Parlor Cars) *6.00P. M.
Trains from Boston arc due at Portland
at 12 00. 12.30 4.55. 8.10. 9.45 P. M
Fer IVIonehcBter and Concord. N. II., and
t e NORTH via €.& P. R.
R, Junction,
16.15 A. M., t3.30 P. M.
For T<ow*‘ll—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Low el
Fer xflauchrMtcr and Concord via Lawrence
19.15 A.M.
For Rorhcntcr and Alton Bay t6.15, A. *M.§
*3.20. f3.°0 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Harbor, via
Steam* r Ht. Washington from Alton Bay
t6.15 A.M.. *3.20,t3.3)P. M.

LINE

Willi connection,

Inu^friMl

The

new

19.34

$24.81

$16.75

$45.71

$120.25.

$41.21

$107.46

24.38

81.48

239 98

Difference.$36.36

$11.10

$24.67

$16.85

$85.98

$251.52

1873.

Age 50. Annual Premium $235.90. Issued Hay 11,1869.
$5.49
35.21

$100.94

$72.83

40.29

T. tal.
$305.38

45.3

151.33

296.8

Difference..,.$13.00

$23.28

$60.65

127.30

$151.23

$302.10

....

1871.

1872.

1873.

Age 01. Annual Premium $819.00.

Total.

$248.35

92.70

108.73

477 85
201 43

$159.82

$2 6.42

Difference.S130.60

$5,000. Age
“

! Equitable

40.

10,000.

Issued June 5, 1869.

“

“

43,179—Equitable

....

THE

“

“

1873.
$50.87

Total.
$208.28

Addi's
$510.1

48.62

55.55

62.65

208.13

519.4

OU

BOTH

POLICIES.
Premium.

case

Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache,

Dividends

&c., eased immediately.

Joints, and all Scrofular
greatly relieved •by this inval-

as

313.00

1872.
$74.19

Dividend!*.
S-TH/Js

Mutual, $5,000.. § 26.0J
Equitable lu,000..1,23210

case.

$433.5

$150.50

1871.
$38.71

41.93

RESULT

Addi’ns.
$718.0$
314.49

Auuual Premium

“

“

1870.
...$44.51
98,450—Mutual, Cash Dividends.
"

Addi's
$59-.08

Issued May, 1871.
1873.

Worm*, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

Addi’s
$491.43

Total.

3.30

Mutual Policy
“

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal; one bottle will convince the
most sceptical.

Issued I860.

1872.
No. 121,245—Mutual, Cash Dividends.$329.30

No.

$128.64

156.40

21.66

61,227—Equitable

oucc.

Dic’d
Addi's

$285.21

1872.

Policy $10,000.

Eruption*, Pimples, Blotches and all impurties
of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the directions on the bottle

Per Cent.
35 23
16.62

206.73

Advantage in Mutual Life.16.61
large in tlie’Mutual on $5000 as in tbe Equitable on $10,000.

Swelled
or

B roue hit is, Catarrh,
cured or much relieved.

YEAH

25

Convulsions, and Hysterics

Policy 5000.
No.

Age 22.

EKIlOWJJIENT
Annual Premium 1S5.S5.
1871.

1872.

$37.18

$95.58

22.06

25.79

29.68

$11.39

$05.90

...

Difference.

Those contemplating Life lusornnce are invited to call at my office and examine fur
misled by tbe mise'abie 'Ktv'll now being scattered broadcast through the l’ust
with a view to deceive the public.

Tbe experience of

&

Addi's
$51184

77.53

170,97'

$70.58

$11(587

themselves aud not ho
UtHce and ulherwiso

Thirty Years is tbe best Test

LITTLE, General Agent,

WM. I).

49 1-2 .EXCHANGE

STREET.

if!____L___
Still Ahead of

FLINT

Total.
$118.11

The above examples are ouly a few of the thousands of similar cases now subsisting witli the GRKAT
MKXIJAIi LIRE CO., but are sufficient to show the superior advantages of lusuriog with this Cum-

Quaker Bitters.

S.

Issued Oct. 16,1869.

1870.

48,204—Equitable

Billion*, Kemittam and Intermittent Fevers, so
prevalent in many paits of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just tli
article tliay tand io need of in tli it* declining years.
It quickens the b'ood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
I%To One cart remain long unwell ("unless afflicte
with an Incurable di.-ease,) after taking a few bottle

PLAN.

103,312—Mutual, Cash Dividends.$15.35

Female
Difficulties, so prevalent among
Am rican ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicin the Quaker Bitters.

of the

187.1.

$36.09

CO.,

Competition, Barstow^.Wrought

dtf

Iron Furnace !

JVIedica Depot 195 and 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.
At tfleir Great

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

ONE TRIPPER WEEK.

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J.W. Perkius & Co

side wheel

EAI.MOUTH.Capt.

16.86

Total.
$96.35
50.64

1872.

$41.67

$43.33

1870.

fthemnatism,

Issued April 11,1870.

1871.

‘43,Oil—Equitable

w-

themselves:

$30.tl
19.01

No. 97,178—Mutual, Cash Dividends. ...$73.30

Extract of Roots and Herbs which, almost invariaably cure the following complaints:—
Dy*pcp»ia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

for

10.43

....

Policy $5000.

DR. K.

Prince Edward IsCape Hrcloti.

$4.13

1870.

^REMEDY.!

force, speak

PLAN.

Auuual Premium

32.

41,335—Equitable

PREPARED BY

to

in

Annual Premium $113.50.

No. 94,485—Mutual, Cash Dividends_$52.79

Scotia,

DIRECT !

now

14.41

Policy $5000. Age

Sold by all Druggists aud Dealers in
JMedicincs.

TO

Kali fay Nova

isr:s.

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Portland to Wolfhoro and. return, Price §4.65;

MEDICAU

» !

Co. of New York

Policies

on

THIYGS

Insurance in the

the results of

Difference.

Difficult Breathi313, Paiu in the Lungs, Side
ami Chest almost i variably cured by taking a few
bot'.lca of the Quaker Litters.

Wharfage.
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

cars

TTIS

following examples of

52,717—Equitable

uable medicine.

Leave eacli liort every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

FAST EXPRESS.

TO

The

1871.

Afflictions removed

Steamship Liuc.

Bid Vford, KcnncGreat Fall*, Fxtter,
and Lawrence.

STUB KORY

ARE

FACTS

•

No. 109,555—Mutual, Cash Dividends.$18.59

ftervoii**

PHIL A DELPHI A

-*

paruorT

..

LI)PE

File*: one bottle has cured the most difficult
when all other remedies failed.

GOODS.

DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY

Poiiey$5000. Age 30.

most obstinate

—AND—

No

AGENT

SOLE

and in the EQUITABLE COMPANY

cured at

SOY,

STREET,
FOR ALL MAGflE

sel8d2m

A.

Boston

Fine Passenger aecomriocations.
Fare including Berth and Me»h to Norfolk $15.00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15. rime 05 hours.
For further information apply to
fc. SAMPSON. Agent.
,1nne2tf
53 Central Wharf. Boston.

R.—

Thirty

of Central Wharf.

&

E. Moul-

EXCHANGE

12

Mutual Life Insurance

tf

os

__,

Hooper, Esq., Westley Jones, Esq., Chas.

HOYES

Y.

A.

lurther notice.
Leaving the end of Custom House wharf at 8.45
and lu.io A. M. and 1.45 and 3.15 P. M.
Ret: ruing leaves Jones’ Landing at D.30 and 11.15
A. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M.
Fare d wn and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Cap tain.
j uni lit

untu 4

Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tbe Va. & Tern.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and li
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.

Old Orrhnrd, Snro,

Three Hours and

...

Oiin

!

“George Appold, Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,** Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.

MAINE

at 3.20 P. M.
Boston at 6,50.

_

Steamboat Company’s

S. OLIVER.
Will on ; nd after MONDAY, September 8tb, 1873,
discontinue her trips to Evergreen Landing, also the
morniug and evening trips to Jones’ Lan ling.
Will make tour trips daily to Jones’ Landing until

Steamships:—

S’ontlmcsl
FURNJVAL, Agt.

Passenger train leaving Portland
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in
making the time in

rout,
Libby, L

Esq., Mannasseli Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Lisp,
on, Esq., and many others.

Express.

William Lawrence** Capt. F. M. Howes.
“William Crane** Capt. Solomon Howes.

VIA

Haverhill

St

STEAMER

STUBBS, Agent

city:

our

Esq.,

Commercial St.

api24tl

CAPTAIN

APPARATUS

Ho

For Peak’s Island.
The Peak’s Island

HEATING

the maikel to the following well known citizens of

in

Steamsnips of this Line sail from

end

trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every §500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
tf
Portland, Sept. 12.1873.

bunk. Dover.

BEST

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,
145

following

..

lantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’cioek, A. M., for Boothbay, Round Pond and
Wald boro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills ami Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. Al., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received alter One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of

Semi-W eeklv, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

and

—It.

John, Digby

Halifax.

days of sailing

on

then

is lw

Rates!

in the

&

The steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnhara, dr., Master, will
on and after 30th inst.. leave At-

Norfolk ami Baltimore ami Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in aplendi \
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of auv route from Portland to the West.
(^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

BOSTON

St.

A. R.

—

points

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

AX?JRA.lSr&3i:M:K?Crr

Summerside, P. E. I.
S^’Fieiglit received
o’clock, p.m.

To Canada, Detroi • Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omttha,
Saginaw, St Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver. Nan Francisco.

Northwest, West

Agent
•I. B. COYliU JIB., General Agent.mcnSOtf

Wednesday and Friday, at 6.00 p.
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. Jol and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Iloulton.
Connections made at St. John f. r Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kent ville, Halifax. N. S., Frederickton, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF UVDIA ST.

and all

taken at low rates.
W. L.

Economy.

East
It has been discovered by actual experiment ibai Carbonic Aeid
I’.r. t* I KaAi !•! CO.
Iron when healed to a certain temperature. To obviate this difficulty the »■ A
have nnule a Furnace of Heavy IVreoght Iron, riveted lirmiy tOBelher. after the manner of
<■
a Steam boiler, and we nuuraniee that no <jus or itust can possibly eseu/.e into the 'nr number.
We append the
interesting rejxtrt ot the School boa id of tile CUy ol Chelsea concerning a testing
of the iUAGKE FIKAACi; with inose of other makes:
“The Garter Sihnol House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was s >on
found that the riH»uis could not be wanned with them il seems the out * enu lit was that n mo ey should
l*e paid till the furnaces were tasted and satislictlon giv* n. Satisfaction was never given, and when it was
proposed to take the furnaces nut il was discovered tha* the city had paid f t* them and tlie\ must lx- a loss
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of Magee & C *. and two of another company wero
then placed in the bnilding. Magee preferred to have his placed on the nortu side ot the building, where it
had been most difficult to warm tie building. Coal to ; !e uim-un of tor:; ; *:> was placed on each side of
Id e Magee furnaces
the cellar, and notice was to be laken at the close of winter bow the coal ore t he ot.
were run
week before and tour days after the others, and i. the c •»c n v- as t un l the other lurnaces had
consumed all the ceal, and the Magee lurnaces have six tons yet io the credit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety tiui^ of coal; with the present furnaces but seventy
lour tons, altho ugh last winter was by far the col esi one. Tut* I’tiioeutial Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the |x riect satisfo ti<>u rend* re l by his lurnaces where they are ustjd
in the schools. This is considered a great 'liumpli for the Magee Company.”
During the past year we have set over SIXTY ot ihese furnaces, and'weald refer all desiring the

m..

74 EXCHANGE ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various I
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.

Portland, April 23, 1873.

IRHACE,

j*erfectly

a

True method of Bumiii? Coal with Hie Greatest

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
at 5 P. M.
Fare Sjtl.fJO.
BP* Tickets and State Rooms for saJw at No 74

Ou and alter MONDAY, June
30th. the Steamers of International Line will leave Railroad Wharl.
foot or State St., every Monday

Offices,

AND

nu<!

TRIpTpER WEEK

THREE

]???f!!f??£?i????-iT

Steamship
W.A. Colby,

an2CPOKTliAMP.

eudAw!2w35

willlexve Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leav-

ing Boston at ;:ioon.)
FOR' HALIFAX DIRECT

Making
Railway,

clorte connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
manners lot Prime Edward Island; alat New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for

Pit’tou, and

so

Cape Breton)
to

U5T RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS. at K.^0 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J"
B, COYLE, .Tt., Atlantic Wharf, or
Excursion Tickets to Hidilax and Retorn good
until Nov. Us—at reduced rates.
mar2odtf
JOHN POUTEOUS. Agent.

■T

For New York, Albany,

Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,
AND ALL

Thrilling History of

Polaris

—
..

lor New York via

Fall

River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines.

The *3.21 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at C.50 P. M., conneccing with trains ior New.
York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.;
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop at Fxeler tor refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.
*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogden^burg R. R.
passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Havmarket Square.
Freight received at Portland
OgdensburgR. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.
M
Family package tickets between Portland and Boston. for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
IAS. T. FURBKR, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston. July 23. 1873.

ti

EASTERN &

Expedition

Under the late Capt. Hall, his untimely
Death. Kk akk able Rescue of thf Crew from
*kld of Ice.
Iso. a History of all
Xthe ,^*TINO
hxpe.iit, ns to the artit World form the
Earliest Times Profusely illustrated.
Agent*
unated. Address,
Philadelphia Rook
1 oinpnuy,
Philadelphia.
sep!9t4w

MAINE CENTRAL RAIL-

ROADS.

M J1UKK

ARRANGEIIENT,
JULY 21, 1873.

Passenger trains leave Portland dail-laSSifSIijUV' for Portsmouth and Boston. (Stinf-—■
•».-~'lays excepted) at *1.30 a. M. tf,.15 A
“*
t9.10 A. M.,tl.0B, 113.20 P.M., t6.00
^1
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., t!2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Iieave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland att7 30
118.30A. M. 112.30, t3.15. ||6.0(», *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
6
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bancor
** 1
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at t9.58. mo
A. M.; 112.57 P. M., t5.40 P.M., ||8.09 *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
°
at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston Au-

P

gusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowheean
at
6
tl.OOP.M.
Leave Portland for Bath. Lewiston, Rockland Auffu*ta, Skovhegan. Belfast, Bangor, St. John* and
Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t7.15 A. M re-

turning at 5.15 I*. M.
The G.15, 9.10 A. M, 1.05 and 3.20 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.0(iA. M. train from Bangor
make close c runections to New \ork by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.49 A.
M,. connecting with train for Ne>v York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect w ith
the
train for New York, all rail also with the 5.30 I* M
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and
P. M. trains arrive io Boston in season to
connect
with trains for New York via Springfield at 9 P \f
The 9.10 A. M., 1.05, .3.20 and 6.00 P. M.
trains
from Portland connect at Conway Junction with the
Great Falls and Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. train fr. m Boston arrives m
Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples
Bridgton, North Brldgton, Harrison and
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec ami
all parts of Canada East.
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects
with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N S
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
cbecke I through to Houlton, Calais, St. John Pal.
it ax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
‘Pullman sleeping car express irain. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Mondav

River*
3.26

Waterford*

morning.
t Accommodation train

|Faai Express.

J.

and

*

PHILADELPHIA.

POINTS

The tG.lS A. M. train arrives in Bnsten at. 10.30 A.
M.. connecting with train tor New York via Shore
Yiue at 11.10 A. M.
The to.lo A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 9 00 P. M 1 rain for New York via
Springfield; al-o with 5.3J P. Ji. (steamboat) trains

Miss Beecher
can have

FIRST MORTGAGE

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

JOcuted at this Office.

SXTJNXIVIKI*.

On and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
rains wiii run as follows*:
Mail train for Gorham and accommonn,
nri—dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ..stopping at all stations to
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Tnrough mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West !.50 p. m.
Accotoidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

—

Calnis

WiutUor am!

,,

woman

CO., New York, Boston,
sepl8t4w

x.

RAILWAY
FIRST PREMIUMS.

AIJKI

Eastport,

ARRANGEMENT.

IPassenger

auglOti

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

OF TRAINS.

ALTERATION

Superintendent.

_STEAMERS.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

WINTER

J. HA MILTON,

Portland. Sept. 13,1»T3.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

anv

CO., Philadelphia. Pa

(Successors to 1JOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

P. M.

jun3-tc

canvassing
pook agent. Address,
stating experience, See., NATIONAL PUBLISHI NG
a

PIANOS!

termediate stations at 7 10 A. M. and J.no P. M
Leave Upper Bartlett tor Portland at 6 A. M. and
12.25 P. M.
Connections by 1 P. M. from Portland 1
At Sebago Lake with steamer for Naples, Brldgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with staaes for Coroish,
Porter, Kezar Fallsaud Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages tor Denmark and Brid ton; at Fryeourg with
stages for Lovell anil North Lovell.
Stages for Cray ford II, use leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland until October 1st.
Connections in Portland
by all trains with the Bos on & Maine Railroad to or
ftom Boston amt all points South and West; by 12 25
P. M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. d ply.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, wlte e all trains of P. & O. R. it. arrive and
depa t.
Freight trains leave Portland at 7.20 A. M. for
North Conway, returning leave NorthCottway it 1.30

F

long felt want, that of

The many years that f e VIA«: i: 1: FI BNACES have been in use, and the uniform satisfaction they
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which they are constructed, and by which the
tire is controlled, is the only

PAIIY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
•A.T 7 O’CLOCK V. M.

wili

a

onr

Healthy, Economical and Durable Heating Apparatus.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

On ami alter Monilay. Sept. 15.1873
until lurtliet notice trains

as follows:
Portland for Upper Bartlett and in-

Clyde’s
WEST SOUTH A\S> WEST.

9 CA In Four Weeks CnnraiNing
V"dti wiOvwas one agent’s profit on Brvant’s
H In one W*»*k
Library of Poetry and Song;
on The A etc Houskeeper's Manual,
by Miss Beecher
and Mrs. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
have an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
Boston, Chicago ami San Francisco.
sel8t4w

BKN8ATI N !
AT
AkcuIii
U’nntnl. Cash Salary or Coirnnissioi allowed.
Strictly honorable. Address F. A. Ei-LlS & Co.,
se3t4w
Charlotte, Mich.

Portland

Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham Standish, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonstieid and Ossipce, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfield,

Neat Free for the

Books

OB

SON’S

Prices Low for tlie

leave

at 7.45 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay. and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern

4wt

UNDEVELOPED

idea of felicity—that flying

In truth it was a happy moment
for me, when I
wiped my scalpel after having
operated upon Ignacio Mendez and proved to
my Mexican brethren that
surgical operations are not
always mortal.
But I believe
that my satisfaction was
greater yet on this
memorable night, when I won
a place upon
tbc diligence not knowing
what series of adventures destiny held in reserve

Scud for

NEW YORK.

Canvassing

—

reach.

Wanted.

se3

The

binding, passed before my eyes. Dropping
my carpet bag, I climbed upon the top of
the lirsl carriage, resolved not to descend.
The director, stupified, looked at me without saying a word.
Thiee travelers, following my example climbed in tlieir turn the
ladder which led to the airy seat.
The coachman, whose broken arm I had
set twice, was on his seat, and 1 crept near

trains

’^llfor Rochester and intermediate stations

assured that itsuppllies

Having cnnmuidlouK Cabin and Stale Room accommodatlons, will run alternately, leaving

Freight

IB O A

PLATE

HEW

FOREST CITY,

take pleasure in calling the attention of the
public to

we

deford and Kennchiink t8.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kennebunk t?,30 A. M.

DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE C©„

me

‘‘Impossible—look!”
signal was given,

Comprny.

OGDENSBURW R. R.

..leave,

Passenger

UROOKS nud

CHANGE OF TIME.
___-

Centre Harbor and return §5.00.
For Hilton and Union t9.15 A. M., t3.30 P.
M.
For Old Crchard. Saco and Riddcford
t8.T> A. M.
Returning, leave Riddcford at t2 P. M.
Fo
Scarboro, Old Orchard, Waco, Bid-

ITo be continued.]

‘‘Go back to bed, doctor,” said he striking
me on the shoulder.” go back to bed, I will
retain you a place for to morrow.”
‘No, I w sh to reach Puebla this evening.’’

Homestead Law', along all

ON THE MAIN LINE,
beiween Benson and Breckenridge, wc also sell
W 2IOLE SECT IONS AT .>« PE It AC RE,
On JiJ Yi arx’ Time. Free of 3 uterest,
on condition that the purchaser breaks the whole
section within a year from purchase and plants
forty acres in timber, for which the Company will
furnish young trees or seed. For particular’s, Address.
HERMANN TROTT,
Land Commissioner, St. Paul, NEiuncKota.

awakened doubtless

&

under

Lints of this

panions unnecessarily.

WING

had,

f°r Bristol and Pemaquid, dailv.
Freight Trains daily anti freight taken at »ow rates
iv'-!-<llf_JXA. COOMBS. Siin’t.

-“—

ji'lv noth.

Government Lands

Mondays

At

PORTLAND &

JOHN

In this, onr annual advertisement,

THE SUPERIOR 8EA.OO
INO STEAMERS

j[»

days

Waldoboro*, Washington

ami Uberty daily.

feu in'll) <r Arrangement.
June ‘A,

ATTACHED

RODEKATE PRICEN
TOWNS AT B. R. ST.-»T10>'S.

still to be

his suspicion, for he disappeared. “We shall
be robbed,” I thought. They called me, I
took my place near Tomasi, judging it prudent to keep quiet and not disturb my com-

Ma.

mv

—

AT
IN

At Tnomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefterson and Whnetield,
Wednesdays and Fridays
At Wa.dobor«)’ for North

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

TOWN LOTS

|

You

ALSO

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Northport, South Thoir aston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Uuion, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

baggage

1

FOR BOSTON.

Portland

P. M.

Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 5.20 p
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. tn.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:c5 p. m.
From St. John Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and
checked through to Boulton, Calais, St. John, Halltax, Dover, Fnxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN. Superintendent First Div.
Jy28tf
Augusta. July 1 .1873

Ten Years’ Credit Given
When Desired.

j
|

Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane ami Dix lslamla.
Leave Maine Central Dei»ot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

—

PRICEN RANGE FBOJI
TO §1* PER
ACRE!

seat

manner

THR

PRAIRIE, TIMBER,
k MEADOW LANDS

Breaklast was ready when the caleche entered the court] yard; an J Tomasi took her

Mv

OF

and Kockland.

For Bath, Lewiston. Rockland, Augusta, Skowlieat 7:00 a. m.
gan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

OFFER FOR SALE
1,500,000 AC KES!

at my side. The dining room of the hotel was full of strangers; the notables, the
better to justify their station, ran to salute
wicked man.
me in turn.
I must shake hands between
Without reflection, I packed a traveling j
every two mouthfuls; and every movement
bag; awakened my servant, in order to give of my right arm caused me intolerable pain.
him a note fox one of my brother physicians, i
Theprima donna seemed surp.ised to see
to whom I gave in charge my patients during
me surrounded
by s« many friends. They
absence.
The
witii
Indian, baU-dressed,
my
knew that I occupied the place of zaaal;
half
listeued
to
me—not
awake,
open mouth,
they joked me, and I laughed myself, although
appearing to comprehend what I said ; I was | not in the mood.
obliged to tell hiru three times to shut the
During the conversation, I bestowed upon
door before he obeyed.
my neighbrr those little delicate attentions
One o'clock! What if the diligence had
that a gentleman owes to a lady. Site thanked
gone! I ran, and when I entered the court- j me in French, and complimented me upon
yard of the hotel, there was an unaccustomed the purity with which I spoke Italian.
excitment. People went and came in great
The hour of departure souuded. I went
confuiioii. An immense fire of oak branches
sorrowfully towards the carriage. “Will you
illumined with its red light a great crowd.
not accept a place in my caleche, Doctor?”
Three carriages, one a small caleche to
said Tomasi, “you will be more comfortable
which were harnessed four black mules—weie
than upon your scat. My maid will take a
ranged in file.
place in one of the diligences.”
Ordiuarily, the old yellow diligence, that I
I b wed, too much overcome to reply. To
knew so well, stood alone at the entrance of
toll the truth, I perceived, to my great
regret,
the court yard. The travelers, fatigued, dusthat my twentieth year was long since past;
ty, sleeps, glided to their places like so many that I should not have sufficient stre
gth to
phantoms—A horn sounded, and the heavy reach Puebla, clinging to the straps of the
vehicledrawp by eight mules, moved away,
I had t veil thought to continue
diligence.
leaving behind it, shadow and silence.
on toot.
This night, tie- manager himself, directed j my“Ijourney
shall be indebted to you, if I ever see
the departure; and his dress was as carefully ;
Gomara-”
arranged as in open day. I went to question ! Then I bowed again, while the
young lady
some oue, when the crowd gave a shout and
examined me with a curious air. I informed
lushed around the caleche. Upon the threshGutierrez of the gracious invitation I had achold, dressed in black, her head enveloped in ! cepted; the
intelligent driver
by his
a re.l man. ie,
appeared a young lady. lam | favorite grimace, winking and replied
ruuning out
no judge of beauty, but the large blue eyes, I
his tongue. Suddenly I perceived among the
the delicate features of the young traveler
crowd who passed around ti.e carriages, oue
struck me. To my great surprise, the crowd
of the cavaliers of Lobo.
doff'd their hats when she approached lanFor fifteen days, no robbery had been com*
the
arm
of
a
guidly, leaning upon
cavalier, mitted upon the route irjtn Orizaba to
and
with
him
as
she
carelaughing
talking
Puebla, and it was said that tbe celebrated
lessly scanned the crowd. She mounted her cliiet of tbe band occupied the environs ol
caleche; a woman took a seat facing her, and Queretaro. I
managed to approach the cavathe carriage moved away.
lier, wishing to send some message to his
“Why! doctor,” siid the manager tome, Captain, whom I did not personally know,
“You do not intend to leave to night?”
but who bad recommended to my care two
“Yes, certainly: but what causes all this of bis men.

“By the life of tny patron saint! are you
yet ignorant that a company of The Italian
Opera landed here day before yesterday, and

every-

ST. PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

itie prospector
paralyzed. Mothlng
the first edition of Gomara hindered me trom
my

A ents wanted

Address, NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
CO., Thompsonv’lle, Conn.
sc4t4w

The First Division

less than

renouncing

Encyclopedia

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

mm-rsssa

—*-“"train.)

■n

__MISCELLAN EG US.
The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

STEAMERS.

^iret rail route to Wiscasset, New
"fCasi le, Dam a r scotta, Waldoboro,

July

Trains leave
Bangor.
ywwuflgggjggflHoultaii, Calais and St. John at 12:15
ni. (sleeping and day cars on this

veil,

pace.”
“Requieseat in pace” I repeated mechanically—“what sarcasm! Who knows? Perhaps. far from reposing in peace, the licentiaatb Perez, regrets with bitterness that he bad
not given me his Gomara ? Into whose hands
would this precious book fall? Perhaps it
was already destroyed, stolen, sold at a great
price,” 1 walked my study, so entirely was 1
overcome by the thought.
Suddenly the midnight bell sounded—I stopped, arrested by a
sui'deu thought.
The diligence which, since 1821, connects

uoise?”

Arraugement,^ammencing
Portland for

J. C.

seemed preoccupied. But when Antonio—he had been a great admirer of tbe lair
sex in bis day—turned exclaiming,
“B# the

RAILROADS.

RAILROAD. KNOX

MAINE CENTRAL
Summer

j

“Not even in exchange tor your part of
heaven,’’ he answered quickly.
The last ti ne that I saw him, the 27th of
April 1853, Tasked him, jokingly, to bequeath
me his Gomare at bis death.
This innocent
proposal troubled him; I thought he seemed
hurt.
Poor Perez! he was a good Christian,strong
in the faith—but in no hurry to go to that
better world, ot which he had so earnestly refused mv share. I could not help this reflection. as I read again the letter which enumerated his name, titles and qualities and which
closed with the usual formula “Requiescat in

that we transport them to Puebla?
have seen Tomasi no doubt?”

RAILROADS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

me

Iron Line of Steamers !

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY give?
1
direct communication to and
mm Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and bevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfagi*. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.

WM. P. CLYrDE,
CO., Gen’l Managers,
janll ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

Maine Steamship Co
SEW ARRANGEMENT.
Steamers Chesapeake and Fianfurther notice, run

coiu will, until
a* follows:

Leave Portland, every MONat 5 P.
DAY ar.d
M.. and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
fitted up with tin. accommodations for passengers,
making thistne most convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room §5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY POX, Portland*
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Mav 9-dtf
N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present run
in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Portland and New York, making tn-weekly
sel6
communication.

THURSDAY,

Portland, Bangor an.l Macliias Steamboat
Co.

Inside lines between
Portland and Bnngor, Mt, Desert
Marhins.

and

The Steamer

CITY

OF

RICHMOND,
CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will eave Railroad Wliarf,
every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

evening, at 1ft o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Sears,jort, Sandy Point, Buckspon,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor everv Mondav, Wednesday and Friday morning at C o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving >u Portland at
o’clock P. 31.

L.L.LUN&LKrtemKai,r°ad>
Supt. First Div. M.
R.
C.

R

GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. K., Portland, Me.
U
jy29
v

rhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
and Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, 'Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a love
state of the system. Being frea
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energising effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building tip an Iron Con-

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agents in the City for Barstow’, Celebrated Wrought Iron Vnm.ioe Cal*
rurnace. r-a
and Examiue. Every Furnace Warranted
,

NUTTER
29

GTbe

The only Furnace

aug!6

Drigcists

heretofore at

TRAVELERS

WHERE

—

FOR CALIFORNIA

Ami toe West, South and Northwest, mav procure
Through Tickets, at he lowest rates, via the Michigan Central ami Great Western (via SusT»ension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York citv),
& Quincy, or Rock Island, ChiChicago,
cago & North Western, ami all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickers apply to the Old Agency '*

W. D. LITTLE V GO.,
49 I-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

at os in the world. Not a
Steam beat.
Cos^g ai>,.ut
overi eated
surbu’i s
hard or n it c'.;,l or
a pun cheat.
Every’ statetigation Solicited. Semi
lar.

|HH
H
H

g/

GOLD HEATING CO.,

103

Beckman Mlrcet, IV.

^SJB
^^B^V

Y.

eodCw

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated

J.

i

in

1829.]

H.Chathvick & Co., Ag’ts,
Ofiicc 22, 24 & 28 Oliver

Street,

BOSTON

BITTERS,

olnlu ally.

vB

wood*

M A-V V FACT U RE KS OF

-BOSTON

U«od*&weowly

Fure

White

Lead!

Dry nml firomnl i„ oil,
TRADE MARK.

Which has stood the test tor more than 50 vears is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for’the re•

TRADE

and
4 LIBER'l'V
FOR

MARK.

BLUE,

COSTIVENESS.1ND1GESTION,
DVSPE1S1A,

and all complaints arising Irom an
impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged c< million of the Stomach

BY

Herbs and Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla.
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Berries. Ac.—mak
ing a tine Tonic alterative and Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone ami strength t » the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.

& CO 92 Com’l St. J. W. PF.RKooksellCO., 86 ComT St., HOYT & FOGG,

SMITH, GAGE
1 NS &

em.

jyi)TWSu3m

champagne.”
JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,

FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Str. rt, Salem. Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
nu2fi
(Im&vUw

*

FRANCE,

IN QUARTS AND PINTS,
For sale at No. 146
Exchange Street by the im-

A imi'

II. PEVRET,
3m

1

Opening
middle

of unexceptionayoung
ble character. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited

FOR

porter,

auga

DRY AND GROUND ZINC,
LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE </i, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.
Our Parc White I.euii. both dry and ground in oil
warrant to be afrirtl? purr, and guarantee
that torJImmcM. body and durability, it i> not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
ye

American.
sarin order to protect ourselves,

we have adopted,
as our t ade-niark an eight-pointed red s tar, wit In
corporate seal in the centre. Tills Is on every package of our l*ure la ail. None genuine wituout it

W. F.

a

or

aged

man

Address Boxktil5 Portland Me

nuvSitf

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOB THE CO-

Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form of Roots.

BOSTON"

$«(.,

SALE IX PORTLAND

lief of

JAUNDICE. NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS, COLDS, HEARTBURN, BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS*
AND DULLNESS OP TH E HEAD. LIV-J
ERCOMPLAINTS. PILES, IMMPLKS
BOILS, SOUR STOMACH, CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS
*

FOR LAUNDRY USE,

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

Circu

M \I\E

no

^QJO L Bjr>

1 Milton Place, Boston.

nov25

The Old Union
row as

THE

Pamphlets Free.
SETH V/. FOWLE k SONS, Proprietors,
by

supplying
inves

CO.s

PORTLAND,
H

Heating Appar

merit a fact.
Kigid
for a new Illustrated

invalids cannot veasonitUpilies*
Hate to give it a trial,
Sec that each bottle lias PERU«
V!AN SYRUP blown in the glass.

Sold

SQUARE,

Equal to
one-half. No dust, no gases,
Will burn
Self regulating.

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women: and

No.

BROS &

best*
noT air Furnace.

stitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

Will leave Railroad Wharf everv TUESDAY and
FRIDA Y Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Curtine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (31ount Desert.l Mlllbridge, .Tuneaport, ami 31acliiasport
Returning will leave Machlasport everv Mondav ami
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train and early 31nrnmg Trains for Bns on.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CITRUS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’l.
Portland, May 19.1873.
myl9tf

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

MARKET

anftf_

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

Burlington

PRESCOTT,

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Sofoiiioii of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to have(
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “athonsand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalising the System. The enriched and vitalised blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and tvaslc,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

•10 & 48
—

MIDDLE ST.

____urr*s
Dissolution ot

I’artitM-ship

NTffissaa? aaftw .-.a•r

bVaboye parMcs?te

E. G. SOBlBNFB.
SILAS D. ANDKFIWS.
UrU‘ *iU bc 'ctlle“
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G'isi chi. March
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$100 stamp
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A

cents
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CO., Box 1569, Bangor, Ma.
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